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BILLINGS, CLAPP & 00.,
(Successors to and late of Jas. R. Nichols & Co.)

Manufacturing Chemists, Boston, Mass.
Manufacture Chemically Pure Manufacture Chemically Pure

Sulpho-Carbolate of Soda. P R O P Y L A M I N E.
A Specii: in Diphtheria, Scarlet Feuer and A Sptifu- in Rheunatism, Cout and

Similar Comnplaints. Similar Complaints.

See article by Dr. Bebee, of Chicago, In she " Boston Journal of We are now making the chloride, and our disp'ay of this rare saltChemistry,' for April, 1877. attracted much attention at Philadelphia, ind was honouipd with a
Be careful to get a pure article. special medal. It la of the utmost importance that Propylfmibe and
It ha. been used with succoss bythe first physiciansin the country. its chloride should be chemically pure.

NICHOLS' BARK & IBON.
WAn Old and Valuable Remedy..M

Nichols' Elixir of Peruvian Bark with Protoxide of Iron.
A pronainent pceuliirity and aclvantaze coqsfisti In aasnciatlng Iran nat Ini a soquloxide condition, but ln th. mare emly atSmilslao

form o a prota it, w;?î ail t vaable alkaiolds of Peravian Brki , rn an elegant and permi ment compound. where Lbe chemica .quW-
brium of eac principal is undisturbe I. We unheiitatingly express the opirion that no more pleasant or desirable chai.beate and tonlo hm
ever been offered ta the profession ; and so far as our knowledge extends, this result (the combination of the protosalt of Iroun with the
actve princi pleipouervian Bark), l not attained in any of the numerous prepartion@ crowdel upon the publie as a substitute ad imita.

In order thit physicians mi e e as presence of protoxide of Iron in this Elixir, we give the usual test:
Pour d Mal, a a quantity ofi ir iuto a wineglau, and add a few drops of ferrocymide of potassium. The iestant change of elSr tea deep blue, shows thc pre.ieice of iran in the in ai a protasalt,
Our RUIir of Peruvian Bark with Protoxide of Iron, is sold in bottles holding one plut, alma In two quart and gallon Pm"If phymicians delring tu prescribe tiiis preparation wil direct tbeir druggists to procure the larger botties, they can order I hy prlu Ouch quantNieL B Bhey Iay desire fNr their patient .

MADE ONLY BY BILLINGS, CLAPP & Co., BOSTON.

CINCHO-QUININE.
A Safe anI Rdiable Substitutefo

SULPHATE OF QUININE.
sn the same dos3, itis elually as offiaacious; and at less than halfcast.

Cincho-Quin*- 1-! id)t pra hlec h.dacho, or other cerebral dis-
tur n d vu aa. am t- i!È4 ani 1 rt-po:c, it suprsedesall other bark

Manufacture Chemically Pure
Salts of Arsenic, Ammonium, Antimony, 3axt

Ium, Bromine, Bismuth, Cerium, Calcium,
Copper, Gold, lodine, Iron, Lead, Man-

ganese, Mercury, Nickel, Phos-
phorus, Potassium, Silver, So..

dium, Tin, Zinc, etc.
Price List ani Deseriptive Catalbgue fu:ni hed oi application.

rain coiTepunamg with Advertis, Ilefb mento.oi TE CADA LANCET1
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SOLUBLE PILLS AND GRANULES.
Unequaled for Purity in Composition, Solubility in Coating, Uniformity in Size.

Perfection in Form and Finish.
The marked increase during the past few years in the demand for Pills made in accordance with the U. S. Pharma.copia, and other recognized formulas, induced us. some time since, to commence their manufacture in our own labora-tory, and we are now furnishing Coated Pills, which, for beauty of finish, solubility, and general excellence are unequaled.We desire to call the attention of physicians and others to the following pointsa

I. The best materials are used in their manufacture.
2. No article required by a formula is omitted on account of its high cost.
8. No Pills are deficient in weight.
4. Th.e Pills are Coated while soft.

3 There b but one Coating, which is perfectly soluble, and there is no sub-coating of resinous character.
S. The Coating is so thin that the Pills are not perceptibly increased in size, and yet il is entirely suficient to protec-the Pills from atmospheric influences ; and effectually covers any nauseous taste, thus rendering the Pill easy to beswallowed.

T. The Coating is so transparent as to clearly reveal the color of the mass.
S. Their solubility is not impaired by age.
9. The various masses are so thoroughly worked that the materials are perfectly distributed.

10. The excipients are peculiarly adapted to the permanent solubility of the mass and its efficient therapeutic action

Particular attention s called to our GRANULES of MORPHINE, STRYCHNINE. ARSENIQUS ACID, andother powerful remedies, which are prescribed in minute doses. The desirability of baving these medicines in this shape,securately weighed and ready for administering, has long been recognized.
We also offer a line or GRANULES of RHUBARB, IPECAC, OPIUM, CAMPHOR, and other simple agentsin such minute divisions that they can be administered in almost any required proportions. We have taken every pecaution to insure accuracy in weight, and can give assurance that in thieas in other particulars, they can be implicitly relied

upon. .ssmo rpriuas hycnb mlctyrle
W. H. SCHIEFFELIN & CO., New York.

N.B.-We oue mae arrangements with Messrs. Lymans, Clare & Co., of Montreal, wbereby they can supply themupon most favourable terms.

Lin Cerrespendxng with Adviertisers,0 please mention TBF- CANADA LANCET
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NEW BOOKS FOR THE PROFESSION.

Willing & Williamson
Will mail any work in this list, on receipt of

the price, postpaid.

BARTHOLOW'S PRACTICE OF MEDIcINE, cloth

"i" leather · .

STEPHEN SMITH'S MANUAL OF OPERATIVE SURGERY, cloth

NETTLESHIP'S GUIDE TO DISEASES OF THE EVE, cloth

JACOBI ON DIPHTHERIA, cloth .. •... ••

BEARD ON NERVOUS EXHAUSTION .. ..

HARILLAND HALL'S DIFFERENTIAL DIAGNOSIS: A Manual of the Comparative
Semeiology of the more important Diseases i gnd edition, with exten-
sive additions .. ... • ..

LOMBE ATTHILL'S CLINICAL LECTURES ON DISEASES PECULIAR TO WOMEN;
5th edition, revised. and enlarged · ·

MACMUNN'S THE SPECTROSCOPE IN MEDIcINE, with coloured plates
SCHAFER'S PRACTICAL HISTOLOGY ..

ROBINSON ON NASAL CATARRH.. ..

ATKINSON'S THERAPEUTICS OF GYNÆ£COLOGY AND OBSTETRICS, comprising the
Medical, Dietetic, and Hygienic Treatment of Diseases of Women, as
set forth by distinguished contemporary specialists

RINGER'S HAND-BOOK OF THERAPEUTICS; Srh edition

EMMETT'S PRINCIPLES AND PRACTICE OF GYNÈECOLOGY; cloth

"g "i diclea th er
GANT'S SURGERY ; new edition, 2 vOls

PHYSICIANS' VISITING LISTS FOR 188i.

$ 5 00
6 oo

4 O

2 00

2 00

2 OO

2 O0

2 25

A o

9 50

A complete reference Catalogue of English, American, and Canadian Medical
dates of last edition, etc., nay be had on application

Works, giving

Willing & Williamson,
7 and 0 [ING STREET EAST, TORONTO.
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MALTINE IN PULMONARY PHTHISIS.

The greatvalue of MALTINE in all wastingdiseases, and especially in Pulmonary affections,
ln becoming more and more apparent to the Medical Profession.

Since we issued our pamphlet on Maltine one year ago, we have received nearly one thou-
sand commendatory letters fron the Meoical Profession from most parts of the world, a large
portion of which speak enthusiastically of it in Pulmonary affections.

Any physician who will test MALTINE, Plain, in comparison with Cod Liver Oil, in a case
of Pulmonary Phthisis, will find that it will increase weight and build up the system far more
apidly. There are, however, many cases where the compounds with Hypophosphites, Phos-

phates, Peptones, Maitu-Yerbine, and Pepsin and Pancreatine are strongly indicated.

After full trial of the differeit Oils a-id Extrait of Mut preparations, in both hospital and private practice, I finl MALTINE mont
applicable tO the Iargest nu'nher of paiet''s, aun I sup3rior to any renedy of its class. Tneoret ically, we would expect this preparation,
which lias houme practicall.y Iiiniiial, to ao grabc- valua iii chronic conditions of waste and mal-nutrition. espec.ally as exempolified in
phthisis. Be . ri. h in D.asas Uai ld, and phosphates, according to careful analysis, it aids in digesting farinaceous food, while in
itself it is a brain. se ve aal' inuscle produicer WM. PoRTUa, A.M., M. D, SI. Louis. Mo.

123 Lunddowne fload, Nottinj lii, V., London, October 16th, 1880.
I have used IIALTINE with Cod Liver i wOih the happlest results in a caae of tuberculusis attendel with tubercuarperitoniti<, in which

the ienperature of the patient ro-e to 105 a-n 1n I p'rsis-ently remaine I above 10f for upwards of two months. The onily medicine taken
was M arix with Cod Laver Oil, anal ai oua.eudion ai d >s» of CUarbonate of Bisnith, to check diarrhoa-t She gradualiy impoved and madle aprfect recovery. I tind MALTNJx with lCd Liver oil is more readily taken and more easily assimilated than Cod Liver oil in any other
lor. FDMUND NAsa, M.D.

Bridge Ilous', ReveRby, Boston, LincdInshire.
The trial Of ynur MALTIÇF. I maade in-ti. case of a lady suffering from phthisis pulmonalis hias t een mot satisfactory. lier left lung had

been ini the last stage of diaie for n t ime, and lier tenperature ranged for nyY mtanthas beween 101' and 104°. After taking the
MALTIXx for a few days thetep.ature eina dow.1 to 100', and tu-day it stanids below 90', whiacn na.kes me feel 'angaine that the diseuse in
checked. TrilAs HUNTKR, L.R.C.P.

Ken.-injton Dispeusay, Lonkon, Nov 241h, 1879.
We are usingi your MALTINE among our patienià, and find great bens/ut from it, especialiy in cases of plhthisis.

Da. CHIPPINDALs, liesident Medical Officer.

The Breches, Northwold, July 28th, 1879.
I find that my patients can readily dizest your MALTixx with Cod Liver Oit without causing any unapleasant after-fe.liug. i have full

confidence li the virtue it possesses to sustaii the systeom during pro!onged diseases of a tubercular or atrophie nature.
FaItDEIIICK Jov, L..C.P., M.R.C.S.

Pior. L. P. VA.NDELL, in Lcsiirillr A;'cdú al :v , Jca. tad, 101H:- IA9îaE is cre of the most valuab!e reimedieiever introduced to the
Medical 1 tfeln. %% 1 eliæi a ai :li <l i i. il dicated, MALTINE will be founîd extellent. In pulmionîary phtitisis àaid other scrofulous
diseases, in chronmic syphilis, and im the various cachectic conditions. it is invaluable.

Adrian, Mich., ·'eb. 16th, 1880.
I have usiul your IALTE propirati i> ny pructice for the past ye•trand consider them far superior 1 ýe Extract of Malt. I haveused your M dto-Yarbimie ii miuy ouv ima oi sav:e orauchiti.4 that ha trouble, nie for the past tive years. I hi dout ne more good than

anything I have ever tred. J. TaiPe, M.D.

Leighton, Ala . Feb. 18th, 1880.I am more pleased with your MALTiN preparations every day that I use them. I don't know how I could dispenc with thei in some
euses I have ua ler amy care at this tuai.. la nae ca.'e eapecially, the MALTIXE with Cod Liver Oil haï h id a mnos't manrked effect, agreeing with
the patiei 'a stama, w.thioa Lic le ist trnble, after other preparations of Cod Liver Oil had been tried in vain. J. M. Kusu'a, M. D.

Newo Richmoand. l'is., Auj. 14th, 1880.After having giv3n seve-al of your elhgatnt MtL-INY preparations thorough trial I have foundnonue hein t( ,appt t me. I consider
It invaluable anîo sa inîdispeu: able to the pr.amita n -à a')aiaaaa or quinhi-ae. F. W EPLIE, M.D.

In order to test the comparative nierits af M.uLrTNE anal the variouas extracts of Malt in the market, i pnirchased from different druggistsamples of MaTINs and of the mot frequently îaroscriiei Extracts of Mal;, anat have subjecte I the:n to chemaic il analysis.
As the relult of these examnination: I finti thla« MaLTaNE contais froua half as mucl again to thrce times the quantity of Phosphates, and

from three tu fourteen times as amuaih Di 4aaue anJ other Albuwin:oids as any of the Extracts of Malt examiiniaed.
PROF. WALTaeR S. h AiNEs, MD..

Professor of Chemistry and Toxicolojy, 1<aa4h Medical College, Chicago.

la comaraaîa.u on a i Il the a:ohot e .a iitatr M i isczr aboiitt ca times as valu bie, as a t hf m fr fromi five toten tinacsas
valuable, as a haut 1 rduccr, aund at leavs. ti.nes as vauable, as a sa cigesting agent.

J'rafso (toi I'r Che: .as>ry o th: 1 h : a : y o.f Great Ib1itain



MALTINE,
A CONCENTRATED EXTRACT OF

MALTED WHEAT, OATS, AND BARLEY.
In its preparation the temperature employed does not exceed 150 deg. Fahr., thereby retaining all

the nutrit:ve and digestive agents uuimpaired. Extracts of Malt are made from Barley alone, by the
German process, whici directs that the rash be h eated to 212 deg. Fahr., .hereby coagulating the
Albuminoids, and alnost wholly destroying the starch digestive principle, Diastase.

LIST OF MALTINE PREPARATIONS.
MALTINE (Plain).
MALTINE withHops.
MALTINE with Alteratives.
MALTINE with Beef and Iron.
MALTINE with Cod Liver 011.
MALTINE with Cod Liver 011 and Pancreatine.
MALTINE with Hypophosphites.
MALTINE with PhosphorusComp.
MALTINE with Peptones.

j MALTINE with Pepsin and Pancreatine.
MALTINE with Phosphates.
MALTI N E with Phosphates Iron and Quinia.
MALTI N E with Phosphates Iron, Quinia and Strychnla.
MALTINE Ferrated.
MALTINE WINE.
MALTINE WINE with Pepain and Pancreatin
MA LTO-YE RBINE.
MA LTO-VIBUR NIN.

MEDICAL ENDORSEMENTS.
We append. by permisuion, a few names of the many prominent Members of the Medical Profession who areprescribmg our Maline Preparations :

J. K. BAUDIY, M. D., St. Lonis, Mo.,
Physiciai i St. Vincent's Insane Asylum, ani Pnif.
Nervous Diseases and Cliuical Medicine, Missour
Medical College.

W!. PORTER, A. M., M. D., St. Louis, Mo.
E. 9. DUNSTER. M. D., Ann Harbor, Mich.,

Prof. Obs. and Dis. Women and Children University
and ln Dartmouth College.

THOMAS H. ANDREWS. M.D., Philadelphia, Pa.,
Demonstrator of Anatomy, Jefferson Medical College.

B. F. HANNEL. N. D., Philadelphia, Pa.
Supt. Hospital of the University of Penn.

F. P. PALIIER, N. D.. Louisville, Ky.,
Prof. o; lhysiology and Personal Diagnois, Univers-
lty of Louisville.

RUNTER McGUIRE. M. D., Richmond, Va.,
Prof. of Surgery, Med. Col. of Virginia.

F. A. MARDEN, M. D.. Milwankee, Wis.,
supt. and Phy:ician, Mlilwaukee County Hospital.

L. P. YANDELL. M. D.. Louisville, Ky.,
Prof. of Clinical Medicine and Diseases of Children,
University, Louisville.

JOHN. A. LARRA BEE, M. D.. Louisville, Ky.,
Professor of Materia Medica and Therapeutics, nd
Clinical Lectur-r on Diseases of Children in the Hoc-
pital College of Medicine.

I. OGDEN DORENUS. N.D.. LL.D., New York,
Professor of Cheminstry and Toxicology, Bellevue Hos-pital Medical College; Profesor oT Chemistry and
iPhysics, College of the City of New York.

WALTER 8. HAINES, H. D.. Chicago, 111..
Professor of Chemistry and Toxicology, Rush Medi-
cal College, Chicago.

E. F. INGALIS, A. K.. H. D., Chicago, Ill.,
Clinical Professor of Diseasea of Chest and Throat,Woman's Medical College.

Il. F. BIGOAR, N. D.,
Prof. of Snreical and Mdical Diseases of Vomen,Homeopathici Hospital College, Cleveland, Ohio.

DR. DOBELL, London, England,
Con-ulting Physician to Royal Hospital for Disease.
of the Chest.

DR. T. F. GRINSDALE, Liverpool, England,
Consulting Physician, Ladies' Charity asd Lying-in-
Hospital.

WN. ROBERTS. N.D., P.LC.P., F.R.S.. Manchester. England,Prof. of Clinical Mledicine, Owens' College school >fMedicine.' Physiclian Manchester Royal Indirmary andLunatie Hospital.
J. C. THOROWOOOD, N.D., F.R.C.P., London, England,

Physician City of London Hospital for Chest Dis-
eases ; Physician West London Hospital.

W. C. PLATFAIR, M. D., F.R.C.P., London, England,
Prof. of Obstetric Medicine in King's College andPhysician for the Diseases of Women and Chldren
to King'@ College Hospital.

W. H. WALSHE, N.D., F.R.C.P., Brompton, England,
Consulting Physlician Consumption Hospital, Bromp.
ton, and to the University College Hospital.

'A. WTNN-WILLIAES. B.D., M.R.C.S., London England,
Physician Samaritan Free Hospital for D4sases of
Women and Children.

A. C. NACRAR, B.D., Calcutta. Ind.,
Dep. Insp.-Gen. Hosp. Indian Service, late Pre,
Surg., Calcutta.

EDWARD SHOPPEE, M. D., L. R.C. P., X.R.C.S., Londoni, England.
LENNOX BROWN. F.R.C.S., London. England

Senior Surgeon, Central Throat and Ear Hospital.
J. CARRICK MURRAT N. D.. Newcastle-on-Tyne, England,

Physician to the N. C. H. for Diseses of Ch
J. A. GRANT, M. D., F.R.C.S., Ottawa, Canada.
A. A. MRUNIER. N.D., Montreal, Canada,

Prof. VictoIa University.

M A LT INE is prescribed by the most eminent members of the Medical Profession in the United States,Great Britain, India, China and the English Colonies, and is largely used for patients at the principal Hospitals lapreference to any of the Extracts of Malt.
We will furnish gratuitously a one pound bottle of anyof the Maltine Preparations to Physicians who will paythe ex press charges. Send for our 28 page Pamphlet on Maltine for further particulars. Address,

REEDY & CARNRIC,£ mtaafo Osada, • 182 FUL.TON STREET,
New York.lOWDENe NEILL A& CO., Toronato.
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THE MOST PERFECT NON-ALCOHOLIC BEVERAGE,

-IIIIIýIIV VNuSANTE-
(REGISTERE.)

Taken with meals, it stimulates the appetite and assists digestion. It contains, in the most assimilable forms, THOSR
HYPOPHOSPHITES which are so valuable for their invigorating, tonic, and

restorative properties, combined with iron.

Vin-Sante-S gar"- grateful, delicios,- Vin-Sante-To Tourists and Travellers a mot
hilarating. refreshing and invigorating bev'r'ge

Vin-Sante-The beverage u' xd"""' for Vin-Sante -Maye p if required, wit
p ý ~ Balls, Picmics, Banquets, etc. Wmne, Spirits or Beer.

Vin-Sante-a nsi valb'e to convalescents Vin-Sante 't "inChampagne bott1ei,

FOR SALE BY DRUGGISTS, GROCERS AND WINE MERCHANTs EVERYWHERE.

At the INTERNATIONAL FOOD EXHIBITION, held in London. Eng., October, 1880,the

Only Prize Medal for Aerated Beverages was awarded to Vin-Sante.
MANUFACTURED BY

The Jin-Sante and Non-.4coholic Beverage Co (Linited),
LIVERPOOL, ENGLAND.

Montserrat Lie - Fruit Juice
A! .A1"D COILDIALS.

ALL GUARANTEED FREE FROM ALCOHOL.

THE MONTSERRAT LIME-FRUIT JUICE
IN IMPERIAL PINTS AND QUARTS.

This is the pure Lime Fruit Juice clarified by subsidence, obtained hy lighât pressure from the carefully selected np,
fruits, grown under European superintendence, on the Olveston Plantations, Montserrat, W. I., the property of the com-

Taken with water and sweetened to taste, it makes a most refreshing summer beverage. Lime Fruit Juioe is the

remedy known for Scurvy, Scrofula, and al Skin Diseases; also Gout, Rheumatism, and the like, and is most val-
able for Dyspepsia, Indigestion. etc.

The London Lancet, in an article under date July, 1879, says: "We counsel the public to drink Lime Juice whenever
ad ,wherever they list. Lime juice is, particularly in the summer, a far more wholesome drink than any form of Alcohol.
and diluted with water, is about the pleasantest beverage that can be taken."

MONTSERRAT LIMETTA CHAMPAGNE
i selegantly prepared aerated beverage, possessing a fine aroma, equal to most delicate champagne, and forming a mas

refreshing non-alcoholic thirst-quencher.

MONTSERRAT LIMETTA, or Pure Lime-Fruit Juice Cordial.
with either Water, Soda-Water, or Sulis-Water, a most refreshing Summer Beverage.

OAUTION.-Care should be taken to sec that the Trade Mark, as above, is on the Capsule as weil as Label of eaeb
bottle, as there are numerous imitations.

SOLE OONSIGNEES:
Evans, Be s & C9., Liverpool, England. TORONTO AGEN CY,
Evans, Lescher & Webb, London, England.
W. Sugden Evans & Ç, Montral, Canada.

,w n. vai tA,.se. a ...---.. s..o . 19 FaRmONiT-T.o W FEST.
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R~UsH MEDICAL COLLEGE,
CHICAGO, ILLINOIS.

For Annual, Spring Course, or Post Graduate Announcement, address the Secretary,

JAMES H. ETHERIDGE, M.D.,

(Mention the " Lancet" in corresponding.) 1634 Michigan Avenue.

The Inebriates' Home0, Fort Hamilton, N.T.
INCORPORATED 1866.

A Hospital for the treatment of Alcoholism and the Opium Habit.

Visiting Physician, LEWIS D. MASON, M.D.; Consulting Physician, T. L. MASON, M.D.

The building is situated in a park of twenty-six acres, overlooking and commanding fine views of the Narrows,
and the upper and lower bay of New York Harbor. The accommodations, table, attendance and nursing are of the
best character and suited to first-class patients.

For manner and terms of admission, apply to J. A. BLANCHARD, M.D., Superintendent at the Institution,
Fort Hamilton (LI.), New York.

ELIXIR FERRI ET CALCIS PHOSPH'. CO.
LACTO-PÀIO I'PiI UTE§ prepared froms the torinnia of DU. DUS.1RT, of Pais

Comp:mnd E1xr of Phosphates and Calisaya-A Chemical Food and Nutritive Tonio.
IIIS elegant preparation combines with a sound Sherry Vine percolated through Wild Cherry Bark and Aromatics,

in the form r n a ree.ble cordiai, 2 grs. Lacto-lhosphae ol Lime, i gr. Lacto-Phosplatie of 1ro'. i Kr. of Alka.leids of Calisay'a U iuk, Q nia, Q siiidia, Cinchon;a, andfift'eens drops of free Phosphoric Acid Io ,ach ha/f ounce.
In the variobus forns of Dy.pepsa, resulting in impoverished blood and depraved nutrition, in convalescing from the

ymotic Fevers (T. phus, Typhoid, Diphtheria, Small pox, Scilatina, Measles), in nervous prostration from mental andphysical exertion, di -il ation and vicious habia, in chlorotic anæmic women, and in the strumous diathesis in adults andehiblren, it iq a combination of great efficacy and reliability, and being very acceptable to the most fastidious, it may he
*ken for an indefinite pieuod without becoming repqgnant to the patient. When Strychnine is ind:cated the officinal
lution of the Phariacopœia may be added, each fluid drachm making the 64th of a grain to a half fluid ounce of tha

ixir-a valuable comiblihation in (yzpepsia with constipation and headaches. This compound is prepared with grerttare, and will he maintained of %tandard putity and streegth.
DOSE.--For an adult, ne tablespoonful three times a day, after eating; from seven to twelve, one dessertspoonfuli

ftom tuo o s even, one teaspoonluI.
-'-N YW 7~ j, izr.Fi Ml.. MONTREKAL. D.r.

A M. ROSEBRUGH M.D.: DR. R. A. REEVE
(urgeon te tho Taranto Eye ad oEa D2speary.) Na a coMauro AT Tu»MAy be consulted at the*reide.ne of

Dr. . W. Roebruh,Uppr Jamus t. amn TECUMSEH HOUSE, LONDON
Tm 1 On the First Saturday of every month

.ast Saturday .f every Month. Residence and Office, 22 Shuter, St., Toronto..
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PUTTNER'S EMULSION
S- COD LIVER DIL

-WITH---

HYPHOPHOSPHITES, &C.
By C. E. PUTTNER, Ph.M., Instructor of Pharmacy,

aAzarAx comma_
The entor, tI presenting this preparation to the Medical Profession and the public at large, ioes so with a confidence of its accept-uce, basefupun the reilts of ts use as evinced during soine year in the Lower Provinces, and its unqualified endorsation by a largeihumbcr c)f the Niedical ien of the higheat standing, w'ho have watched if.. inaniediate an.d gratifving effects. IL ha4 been used in ail thePublic Institutions, Ilospitals and Dispensaries with unvarying good results and iL is lot too n nîgc to sa that its use incial.
In proof thereof it is recommended by:

Hon. D. L. N. Parer, M.D., &c., Consulting Physician, &c., Hospital, Halifax. Ed. Jenning, M.D., Surgeon, P. & C. Hospital HalifaxGe-. L. Sinclair, M.D., Aisant Physician, Mout Hope Insane Hospital, and Prof. of Asatcmy, Halifax bledical College. C. D. Rigby,M.D., Surgeon to the lispensary. T. Trenainen, M.D.. Physiciai. Halifax Dispençarý. W. B. Monore, Ml D., C.M., Kientvîlle, late Su.rgeonP. & C. Hospital, Halifax. W. B. Brine, M.D., Port Hill, P.E.I. W. B. SMoyter, M D., L.C.C.S, Eng. M &., Prof. of Ofetrie, Halife xMedical College, and Consulting Surgeon P.& C. Hospital. W. S . Muir, M., CM., L.LS., P.n, &c., Trur,, NS. ArhuO Lbeson,MaD., M.f C S., &ca, Pysicien to GenU Hospital, and Professor of Surgery, Halifax Medical Collcgc. J. A. CaîupteU, MTru.,rC., Physi-an o }inlifax C)ispensary. S. Jcobe, Dominion H elth Officer, Lunenburg, N.S. W. Calier, MD , Bridgewater, N.S. H. LA kinson, li.D., C ma.. House Surgeon, Gen'l Hoepitl, Halifax. Geo. Lawson, P.H.D., L.L.D., F.I.C., Prof. of Chemistry, DalhousieUJniversity, Halifax, and niy others.
PHYSICIANS WILL PLEASE SPEKIFY

PL»UTXrIN Eyf TlE7R' Eifln i ig.
Sold everywhere. Price 50 Cents.

-l A D"l I7 WlV,Gothic Street, Northampton, Mass.
ENLARGED, 1876..A PRIIVAT.IE MZEDIC.ArL -rOMmE FOE? LfTV.-I2S

Charlermiz by Comnonwealth of ilassachusats.
Lnnacy and Nervous Diseases, Ailments of Women. This veteran establishment- 1ocated in a beàtitiful town of telvethousand inhabitants, on the Canada and New York express railway, Connecticut River R.R., with gas, public ieaterfrom mounlain sîreams, free public library, opera house, paved walks, charming scenery, a protected inland location andclimate, choice society, and at a distance from New York permitting a visit and returo, cither way, the sa ine day-hsbeen of late further equipped and improved. Steam heat has been introduced. The proprietor and founder is confidentthat it is now better suited than ever before to satisfy the eminent physicians who have honored it with their recommendations, as well as the class of invalids to whom comfort or luxury are indispensable. Progresiive, selected studies, in cer--tain mental cases a specialty. Original methods in managing and treating alcohol and narcotic habitués.

Reference, by kind permission, to Charles O'Reilly, Esq., M.D., Toronto.A. W. THOMSON, A.M., M.D., (Harv.) Formerly of Northampton Lunatic Hospital. Ex-President
Hampshire Medical Society.

BELMONT RETREATe
PRIVATE HOSPITAL M A>

FOR INSANE AND INEBRIATES 0F DRS, JORET AND HOMOLLZ

T HIS Private Ilospital for the Insane, established in
1864, has still vacancies for a few patients. In no PTOL b a qeelle for Menstrual dLsorders: It rellovus Bnp.

other institution in America are patients treated with greater t painoWh" îUgula s the i a ptor dage
care and cofort. Apply toprgnancy. But trade us, undr ameG. WAKEIAMI, 09 AMoL, Producta more or leu adultoratej; smo.>thera, agrnlsh preparatUon whlch phYsicisuis slsould rejoot in aQuebec. 896" of purity Aplol le an oleaginous liquid of s. amber colorsied danser than wster. This in th. cbsmrscte of thé,* spplie]F0 R 8 A E IbY Dm. Jor.t MdHaornoN, the discovorers of thia vaînableFOR SALIE. OMnMO h '«OCytWihb enouübdIPRACTICE of $2,000 a year, in a live and promising town, in one thé Si ut Pari&of the oldest and wealthiest districts In Ontario. A good man l o ly et the Pamate. BA., 18 Rue .10willing to attend to al calls day and night, can esily double the above Efret PAULamount. Good office and dwelling, must convenient in town; lease W.One capsule uornlng snd enlng, durlagi dayscan be had for a term of years at a moderate rent. Fair value for t. pru.s.. p.rbof e monlh couresfurniture aud offfee fixtures Is all that is asked. Retiring-reason forselling Addres, LANCET" Offie, Toronto.

M
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Ow Hypodermic Syringes!
A *cuw

These cuts (two-thirds the actual size) represent a New Hyielermic Syringe cf our Manufacture. With the exception of the needes, i6 l
of German Silver, a material chosens ' poisMng, next to steel, the great st rlgidity and durability, while free from liability to oxydation.
The barrel in formed by a process pecullar to ourselvesi, securi ng unifornity of calibre without soldered joint or scamn. It la plated inside and
outside with nickel. The piston ls packed in the double paracbute forn, with leather prepared expressly for the purpose. Itwil be founi to
retain its elasticity, to operate smoothiy, to resist ail tendency of fluid to pa above, s of air below It. A nicely-engraved scale upon the
piston-rod indicates minme, thirty being thse capact> cf thse 83 ringe.

Syringes Nos. 2, 3 and 4 have a1 0 a so w the upon the piaton-rod, and a traverse nut, thereby favoring the utmost nicety In the
graduation of doses.

No. 8, Compact, has hollow piston-rod to recelve one needle, also a protecting cover and fluid retainer; it may be carried in the rock et
Instrument or Vial Case, or without any case.

No.4, Compact, la like No. 8, wlth the addition of a second needle, arried UpOn the Syringe In the sual place, protected by a metal shield.
Nos. 1 ansd xare put up in neat morocco-cavered case, with vial.
Twa dm of needies are furnlahed vith el Instrument,Nos. l 2 and 4; one only with No. . They are of refined steel, carefully tehmper.

ed, and thoroughly plated with gold; they are of small diameter an lare relative calibre, sharpened to such an angle as wll offer least resi'st-
anoe to penetration, and therefore cause lest pain. At the point of union with the socket they are reinforced with an outer coverin of Ger
man silver, thereby overoning the tendency ta become broken at this place. They are connected with the sarrels by a ucrew thr

Prces: No. 1, 3.50. No. 2, e4.00. Postage, .03.
" No. 3, $2.50. No. 4, 3.50. " .0L

These Syringes are no thoroughly and strongly made as to be free from the annoying accidente common to a et Hypodermieyses md
we believe that for convenience, durability, and nicety of construction, they have no superlor.

OTHER HYPODERMIC SYRINCES.
No. 7, glass-barrel, graduation engraved on harrel, with =r not S p190n, aike-plated mountings, two bet steel gilt Postage.

needles, in neat case....................................................................... ............... 8. 0 .f)
No. 9, glass, graduation engraved and numbered on piston.rod, with screw nut, two best steel gilt needles, in neat case.. 3.00 .02
No. 7 or No.9 with two steel unplated needles,ete................................ 2.50 -05
No. 10, glass, Luers (French), graduation as No. 9, one gold needle and two steel needles, cilver mountings, neat velve6.

lined morocco case.............................................. ... 12.00 .
No. 11, glais cylinder, fenestrated, nickel-plated mita m, 'nting t ).

As repreesnted In the cut, the glass cylinder I encaaed In a metal mounting, fenestrated to show the graduations for
minima. The instrument may readily be taken apart for cleaning, and, for those who prefer glass, is recom. p
mended for its non-liability to breakage. Price, with two beSt steel gilt needles, in neat case.............. .60

Ow Any of the above will be sent by returin mail on reipt of price and postae.

HYPODERMIC SYRINGES OF ALL KINDS PROMPTLY REPAIRED.
Our new Illustrated Catalogue oY Surgical Instruments, aisa a new Pamphlet on Inhalation of Atomised Liquide, by

distingulshed medicai authority, with many valuable formulas, wil be forwarded, postpaid, on application.
tomis ad article for Antiseptic Surgery, Asj irators, Clintical Thermometers, Elastie Hose, Electrical Instruments, Invalide'

Artiles Manns, Models, Ophthalmoscopes; Dr. Paquelin d Thermo-Cautery; Pessaries, Rubber Urinals; Sayre's Splinte and apparatus for
every kfnd of deformity: Skeletons Sphygmographe, Splints, Transfusion Apparatus; Vaccine Virus from our own itable; Veterinary In.
strumentis; Waldenbur.s Pnuac pparatus, &c.

or See our other Advertisements in successive numbers of TUE LANET.

CODMAN & SHURTLEFF,
Nakers&Importersof Superior Surgical Instruments,

13 & 16 TREMONT STREET, BOSTON, MASS.
ln oorresponding with Advertieurs please mention THE CANADA LANCET.
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Michigan College of Medicine, Detroit.
(Member of the American Medical College Association).

~EA T 1m -Y-
HENRY F. LYSTER, M. D.,

rofeuor of Principles and Practice of Medicine and Clinical
Medicine.

WILLIAM BRODIE, M.D .,
Professor of Clinical Medicine.

JAMES BURGESS BooK, M.D.,
Professor of Surgery and Clinical Surgery.

WILLIAM C. GUSTIN, M.D.,
ofssor of Obstetrics, Clinicat Midwifery and Clinicat Diseases of

Children.

DANIEL LAFERTE, M.D.,
Prof. of Anat. Orthopedic Surgery and Clinicat Surgery.

JOHN J. MULHERON, M.D.,
Prof. of Institutes of Medicine, Materia Medica and Therapeutics.

C. HENRI LEONARD, M.D.,
Prqossor of Medical and Surgical Diseases of Women and Clinical

G4yncology.

JOHN E. CLARK, M.D.,
Professor of General ChemWssry and Physics.

CHARLES C. YEMANS, M.D.,
Profesor of Genito-Urinary Diseases and Diseases of the Sin.

CHARLES J. LUNDY, M. D.,
Professor of Diseases of the Bye, Bar and Throat.

CHARLES A., DEVENDORF, M.D.,
Professor of Clinical Obstetrics and the Puerperai Diseases.

HAL. C. WYMAN, M.D.,
Professor of Physiology and Histology.
WILLIAM C. MAYIBURY, M.D.,

Profeasor of Medical Juriprudence.
DUNCAN MCLEOD, M.D.,

Professor Adjunct of )nstitutes of Medicine, Mlate-ia Medica and
Therapeutics.

WILLARD CHANEY, M.D.,
As8sistant to the Chair- of Ph si l -d L

CHARLES DOUGLASS, M.D.,
Professor Of Diseass of Children, and Clinical Medicine. Demonstrator of Anatomy.FOR ADMISSION, Students are required to pass a matriculation examination. (See College circular).THE CURRICULUM embras three years of scraded study. The Collegiate Year consiste of a preliminary (or optional) Sesaion of abouttourteen weeks, and a Regular Session of six mosîtha.

THE REG LAR SESSION will open on tht first Tuesday n September, and will close early in the following March. The PreliminarySession commences on the second Tuesday ln March. During both the Preliminary and Regular Sessions, the several Professor. wlI tae.special pains to examine the students upon the subjecta of the previous lectures.Ti large CENTRAL FREE DISPENSARY in the College building is open daily, and affords a vast amount of clinical material, whichwlll b. utllsed fôr the practical Instruction oi the studente. In addition to this, ample Hospital advantages are offered ta the students ofthis College. The Michigan College of Medicine Hospital is under exclusive control of this Faculty, and le distinctvely a Clinica Hospital,the students being brought into direct bedside communication with the patient.FEES.-Matrieulatlon Fsd (pald but once), 85; Annual Fees (includlng tickets for Relar and Preliminary Term), 850; Optional (orPr.llminary) Term, t0 students wbo do flot attend the Regular Session, 815; Graduation Fa., M2.For further particulars, and for College circular, apply to
J. J. MULHERON, M.D., Registrar.

In corresponding with Advertisers, please 'mention THE CANADA LANCET.
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M E A D S

ADHESIVE PLAS TER
SEAB3URY 8-r JOHNSON

This articieist intended totke th place of the ordi al jp: nary Enp. Adheie on accotant of le eiorqait@n
i nriti tdee utfi supror qulity andcheapnf .I apiblwtrpof nonirttîg, very stog and extra adhsieitlfotaetdbyhetrcoldla uread n hoeat otto hlt and neyer cracks or peels Off; salicylic acid la incorporated with it, whlch

makes it antiseptic. h ia indispensable where strength and firm adhesion are required, as in counter-extension, orIn the treatment of a broken clavicle. It lias been adopted by the New York, Bellevue, and other large hospitala,and by many of our leading surgeons.
Furnished in rolls 5 yards long, by 14 inches wide.

P ri c e 1 bi l 7e y
Price by mail, per yard roll, 50 cts., 5 yards 40 cts per- yard.1

'e

can manufacturera, discloaed in cadi case that our article contains a greater proportion of the active principle ofBolladonna than any other manufactured. Sainples, of the varions manufactures, includine our own, for this test,were procured in open market by the above nanied chemista theanselves. In the prepara.tion of th!@ article, weincorporate the beot alcoholic extract of Bellacionna only, with the rublier base. It l, packed in elegant tin cases,(one yard lu each case). wh ch can bie forwarded by mna i to any part of tie coulitrv.

Price, by mail post-paid, $1.00.

I~~IRU5BERW CO BN TO .cencorpora te, b(best selected Russian), with the rubber base, which constitutes, we believe, the most reliable cantharidal platerknown. It is superior to the cerate, and other cantharidal preparations, the value of which is frequently greatlyImpaire by the excessive heat used in reparing them, which volatilizes or drives off an active principle of the ly.BY Our Peculiar proces, no heat ia used
Price, by mail, per yard, $1.00.

MUSTA RD PLASTER
i S E ABU RY kJ OH N SON

mv N t 00 iTOg oSuperior to the bestr n a a doe
b. rmove soling the akin. Always rellable. 1

ALL TEE ABOVE ARTICLES TO BE OBTAINED OF CANADIAN DRUGGIST8 AT PRICES NENTIONED.

ALWAYS SPECIFy SEABURY & JOHNSON'S "L=]Mg tL

:m

=

rn,
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I
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I*

BELADONAPLASTER
SEABURY 8ç JOHNSON.*

BLISTER ING, PLASTER
SEABURY & JOHNSON_
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SAVRY& 200oa8 89c1LTrES,
PANCOEATIC EMULSION or MEDICINAL FOOD, in Consumption and Wasting, will always take

precedence of Cod -Liver Oil, by reason of its introducing the Stable Solid Fats into the system instead of the
evanescent fluid fats or oils.

No Oily Emulsions of any kind, not even Cod-Liver Oil itself, can supply the kind of Fat necessary for sound
and vigorous human life. In addition to this, all the Oily Emulsions are liable to rancidity, and most of them are
highly objectionable in consequence of the Saponification, and ultimate Putrefaction, produced by the Chemical Agents
usei instead of Pancreatic 7uice, so that

PANCREATIC EMULSION, or MEDICINAL FOOD, is the most reliable form of nutriment for counteracting
all tendencies to Phthisis and other wasting Diseases. It presents to the Lacteals, Fat in essentially the same condi-
tion for assimilation and absorption as in the vigorous human frame, and the agent of the important change is the
natural secretion of the Pancreas.

PHOSPHORISED COL-LIVER % IL. Originated by SAVORY & MOORE. The advantage of this preparation
over the imitations of it consists in the ability to administer a SUFFICIENT dose of Phosphorus without the admixture
of a LARGE quantity of Cod-Liver Oil. Supplied in bulk or small bottles.

SHOSPHlOIRUS PIL LS. 1-32nd of a grain, or any other strength required, non-resinous and perfectly soluble.

PANCREATISED (Digestive) COD-LIVER OIL. By combining the PancreaticJuice. with the Oil, the digestion
of the latter is easily and rapidly effected, nausea is prevented, and the heneficial properties of the Oil are increased.

PEPTODYN, for Indigestion, a Combination of the whole of the Digestive Secretions-Pepsine,
Pancreatine, Diastase, or Ptyalin. etc., forming an invaluable remedy in the trea±ment of al forms of
Dyspepsia and all diseases arising from imperfect nutrition.

SAVORY & MOORE, 143 NEW BOND ST., LONDON, W.
2o AND ALL CHEMISTS THROUGHOUT THE WORLD.

-THE IMPROVED BODY BRACE.

THE BANNING
Truss and Brace Company's

Mechanical Support
SDOMLNA AND U N RALE las the unqualified endorseient of over five thous-

SHOULDR ANDLUNO RACE.and of the leading miedical men of this couintry and -
Europe, and has been adopted by them in their
praette

? PR ACTITION ERS

report to the Medical Journals and to us that case of

Hernia, Spinal Deformities ana
Uterine Displacement.

which have gone through the whole catalogue of
other Spinal Props, Corsets, Abdominal Supporters,a Pessaries and Trusses,

Yield Readily to our System of Support. o * E
14<

AN EXPERIENCED PHYSICIAN IN ATTEND-

ANCE FOR CONSULTATION.

BanningTiuss&BraceGo.

S704 BROADAY, No. 19. - THiE ImPROvExi REvoLvING
New York. Çity. ture, or t Pot Disease" of the pm..

Recent and important Improvements In
NO OTHER OFFICE OF ADDRESS. this have led to its adoption by the most

end for our Descriptive Pamphlet. minentphyscan.



'gs *i* Sugar-coAted Pillaare more soluble than

gelatine-coated or compressed pills.-Prof. Remingt&n'o paper read efori

A nrican )harmaceutical Aasopiation Boston 1875.

MANUFACTURED BY

WILLIAM RU WARNER & CO.
1228 ÂRKET 8fTREET PHllÂfEPRIA

WAnEi & Co's Pillo are unequalled for their medicinal qualities, as the best materials
enter into their composition, and the uttstog care ls used In their manufacture. An ex.
perience of twenty4wo years, with careful attention and study, has enabled us to achieve
results otherwise unattainable.

We claim the art of Sugar-Coating, which avoids drying the mass so hard as to render
it insoluble and inert.

Skilful preparation and the scientific method of manufacture, which we do not Ilesitate
to call our own, are recognized in the acknowledged success attained. We wish particu-
larly to state that our Pills will produce the effect expected, and our desire iS that Physi-
cians shall be able to realize this in their practice; hence the necessity for specifying our
make wben ordering or prescribing.

We would particularly invite your kind attention to our miake of

PILLS OF SOLUBLE BI-SULPHATE OF QUININE,
made from pure material, in sizes containing I, 1, 2, 8 and 5 grains each, sold at the samae
price as the Pills of -the Sulphate of Quinine. This salt which we are now extensively
manufacturing, is by virtue of its greater solubility, offered as an Important improvement
on the Sulphate.

Th'e following list of Sugar-Coated. ills comprises a variety of combinations of great
value, prepared for Pysicians prescriptions.

PER
FORMULÆE AND THERAPEUTICS. 100

XEDICAL PROPERTIES. Due. Esuh.
Chinoidin, 2grs.1Ext. Col. Co. Yh ............. AtproI.2o$7

iOL pIp. Nçig.1_,- --- ---------------"n1ejct.2t .
Ferri. Ou .

auEJOsi v R. f Pulv. k)ot l, 2 gv. 1 Stilnulatlnglrgatlve. Dfrwtdt *&apollis. ý-.2gp.>........ .......... tO lower por.tionÂ Asm'y Canal i a 4
COMP. (Pi. Gent Com-........................Tout, Purgative. 2t4 «
ET AS8AFCETID. A.afSt.a, i! grs..........PugatIve, Antlpumodic. 2 to 5 «

Pnly. S.aponls 1% gra.Pulv. A. e .cot.
-ET FERR~I, f uvZingb.Jm lg...........TetprIe 1tàE Ferri Sulph: Exsic, 1 gr oT MATICH: .e stoihicoe.3..............tmulatIng Pugilve. 1 to 2 NET MYRRHE. Pulv. Aloe Socot, 2 g.

ET NUC. VOMICA Puiv. Aloe Roc: 1 gr.. Ext.Nuc.Vmica, gr.
Ç.rdrr. rAlterative, w1th 1 endency teALTERATIVE, tPuv. Opil 1 - Mercurfai InWtiUIon. 1 t< 2 N

axMo.. E..I,.....:...Puiv. Ies. gr.a
AMX M ...... F...ct. ..oc.t..

topo loer nAUe'yCna at

PurgIC a .. tive.ntispamodic..2 toi 5i

PU 'WTic Pi T 1PR toE

Otirdain Pfrotre 1unti to 2 as

Sold b'y
KERRY WATSON & C0U

ChatEmeogn~e. &tL6 g



Warner & Co.'s Sugar-Coated Pillse 1
KEDIQAL PROPETIES. Dos. ah

ANTI-rTOUS, (Vegetable) P • oe. -. 36 pm. 1.
Chbnoldin, ! gr.r.ua, F8rri Ferocym à...............Anleldc pleltoob 1102 lieANTI-Cnn- 01. Pl g Jý 9r. ••••••••••••

Arse lagr.i
Styeni, 1-40 gr. 'IExt. Belladonna, 1-10 gr.

ANTI.DYSpEPTIC, Pulv. , 1.10 gr. ... where Deblity A 10 10Mss. gdrar 2 a.e
Ext Col. Co., 2i gr. -----A(TMOIu COMP., u... [Bee Pil. Golomel Com.. . Âltu±v& lIa4ExtNuc. Vom, ig.

gr... ... . ... ............... ........
" 00100. P A te., g.

F. S. P Nerve Stimulant 1 COP. Ferr Slph- E igrj..;ý ............ NoT=kade ev Stimulantt 2 t 640
ætid, 1 gr.ASSAFTIDrE, ET RHEI, PuIv. Rhe, 1 gr. ..... Toe lAxatve, Werv Stimu. 31e4 70

Ferrum, 1 gr.> . ...
BIMTH uhnhb: 3 g ......... . ... .... SedadveÂue.ouc 2 t à 76
BISMUTH et Ignat, Bismth Sub.r. . Bda, "tlperodio, Tgr. 10 150Ex.Ignan Amara. r

et Nu. Vomies, Bimuth Sub. Crb. 4 gr-1 10lExt. Nuc. Vomica, Ji gr. S -o-egr --................................... AIIativ. 1 tu 401 gr....... ......................
2 gm ................................... .................... i@. 1toS a

SM ---------------------........... ahri. 110 8o3 0Calomel
Comp. (Plummer's) 3 gS. { ym.lterAntimy ate, 1 0

aET OPI {Clomel, 2 gre.1
C lo m, 1 gr .. J .................... ••-

CalomelX 
gr.•ETRmExt Rtdi, 3 gr. oS764ET EHE J ie, 3 r................lm Purgative.103 7" Coloc. C. g. ••••••••••

" Hyoseyam.I rCAMPROR ET E.am hor, 1 gr. CHYOSCYAMUS, t Ext. osamus, (Eng.) 1 .d --- ••--..
Ext. Coloc. Comp. gr.

CATRART. :!omp.,U.S.P. Clome 1 g. --
Puv. Gambog, g gr.

vegetable Ext. obocynth,Virgn Scamnmony, •--
Aloes, Soap & Ginger.

Ext. Coloc. Comp.
SPodo hy lin, Iepandrin,

Ext. yyamus, gr
Gentlan.

l oi. Menth Pip.o 'o
PuAloe Soc. 'CHAPMAN S DINNER PILIB, " hIbel Opt. 1 xv 3 do
Gum M .a.tch.

CERI OXALAT: 1 gr ................................. NerveToni. 1103 100
2 gI .............................................. .... Ton>5c, Ântperiodc. £10o4 *0ChHIN ID IN , gr...... .g.... ToWc,Ântiodc8

COMP.: Ferri Sulpb. Exac. 1 gr. 1 T , 2 100Piperina, 6 gr.GINCRON, SULPH. M¼ ........ T....... n...1.fulv. Res. mony, 1 gr. «
Soc. AIoes, 13 grs.OOOCIA, " Colocynth, gr. ....

Potes. Sulph. X gr.L. OI.Caryoptiyl, Jigr.PuIV. Alofe Soc. 1gr.
COOKrs,g- ."omRCOOK'S gr .i lh, ............. Purgative. 210o4 go

San Ilmsan 36<
G0LOCYNTHIDIS MP., 3gr.. (Ext. C.Purgative. 2Coocô 80
GOLOCYNTH ET HYDRAG Puly. Ext Coloc. mp. 2gr.

ET IPECAC, Pu. Ivear< 1-2 gr.OLOCYNTH ET YOSCA. E gw. ogaet. Coac . 2r..6 j: gr. Geantbe L«@atve. 110o2 76COLOCYTH ET YOWYAi 1 IHyoscyamus,1 gr. AtrivtuMcsOOPAIB, U. S. P.. 3 gr... ............................. trate to 2 om ô 80
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ELECTRICITY IN INSANITY.

The first systematic use of electricity in the
treatment of mental diseases, according to Althaus,
was niade in France in 1845. Teilleux and Auzouy
found that although it was no specific, it neverthe-
less did good in well selected cases. Remack and
Benedict report favorably of its use, and Dr. Arndt
of Griefswald, who has given special attention to
the subject, asserts that electricity is an invalua-
ble remedy, of equal importance with quinine,
iron and baths, and of far more importance than
narcotics, in the treatment of insanity. In 1873,
Drs. Williams and Newth of the Sussex Lunatic
Asylum, and Dr. Bryce of the Alabama Lunatic
Asylum, reported favorably of the use of electricity
in mental diseases. Dr. Bartholow states that the
treatment of psychical disorders by electricity has
been productive of sone very striking results: and
Drs. Beard and Rockwell predict that an important
future is in store for the scientiic and faithful use
of electricity in our public and private asylums.

Up to the present time, the best results seem to
have been obtained in those forms of insanity
associated with or dependent upon debility and
nervous exhaustion. Arndt recommends "peri-
pheral faradization" (general faradization ?), and
Bartholow,--a modification of central galvaniz-i-
tion. Beard and Rockwell recommend central
galvaniz.ttion as the best means of influencing the
central nervous systen, and in cases associated
with bodily depression, they would alternate cen-
tral galvanizition with general faradization. They
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make the first tentative applications very cautiously,
and the strength of the application and the time of
the sitting gradually increased, as the patient is
able to bear the treatment.

Dr. Clifford Albutt of the West Riding Lunatic
Asylum, Leeds, usef galvanism in acute primary
dementia, in mania, and in atonic melancholia.
He states that in mania and in atonic melancholia,
distinct improvement takes place, and that in acute
primary dementia the improvement is marked.

SPASMODIC DISEASES.

"Of spasmodic diseases this general law holds,
that when recent, even though violent, they yield
readily to electrical treatment ; but when long-
standing, they are eaSiSy palliated, cured with dif-
ficulty, and are prone to relapse."-(Beard and
Rockwell).

According to Bartholow, there is no fact in re-
gard to galvanism more conspicuous than its
power to allay spasns ; that when a strong (con-
tinu>us) curre.nt is passed through a muscle, irre-
spective of direction, it remains quiescent and re-
laxed until the current is broken.

In Writers' cramp the treatment should be
adapted to the condition present-whether local
and muscular-local and nervous, or whether the
affection arises from intra-cranial lesions. To the
muscles fatigued from over use, the galvanic cur-
rent is applied, and to the muscles affected with
paresis, and degeneration, the faradic current is
applied. The individually affected muscles are
picked out and the current applied with Duchenne's
small electrodes. The current should be just
strong enough, when interrupted, to cause con-
tractions, and the muscles should not be fatigued
by long applications. In some cases the galvanic
current is also applied to the upper part of the
spine, and to the median and radial nerves. Or
the positive electrode may be placed over the cer-
vical plexus and the descending current applied by
the labile method to all the muscles from the
shoulder down. When there is anæsthesla, the fa-
radic current and the metallic brush should be
used. Systematic gymnastic training is recon-
niended, and rest froin occupation is said to be
almost imperative..

'orItico//is or wiy neck, in the early stages, may
be cured or relieved by electrical treatnent alone.

* continued [rom page 101. Spasm of the muscles of .the neck on one side
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causes the head to be turned to the opposite side,
where the muscles become flabby and weak. The
treatment consists in passing a localized galvanic
current through the contracted muscles, and the
faradic current through the relaxed muscles. Beard
and Rockwell use mild currents, but Bartholow
uses 30 to 40 cells of the galvanic battery for the
tense and rigid muscles, and a faradic current
strong enouh to throw the weak muscles into very
active c>ntractions. He makes each application
last about five minutes.

Epi/r;y is treated by Rockwell apparently with
encouragig resîults. He uses genjral faradization
and c4ntral gilvanizition alternttely, the patients
being treatel every other day, and the treatment
continued for several months.

Rheunatisn and Gaut.-Rheumatism is a con-
stitutional dise îs. and reqaires constitutional treat-
ment. Tne b:xst resuilts are obtained by general
faradiz ition, central galvaniz ition, and the alternate
galvanizitioa and faradization of the affected joints.
Swollen joiats are treated by mild and steady cur-
rents,-the ap,>lication bein} made, preferably, with
the positive electrode. Prolonged local applica-
tions of the galvanic current may be tried for an-
chylosis. " The most uniform results are obtained
in the muscular form ; the next best are the sub-
acute and acute, and the least satisfactory of all in
the chrosic stages." In lumbago, pleurodynia, and
stif nrck, mild currents, cither the faradic or the
galvanic, are used locally. In lumbago, some au-
thurs prefer stroag galvanic currents, one pole being
placed on each side and the current applied trans-
versely. An attack of mya/gia may sometimes be
completely cured by a single application of a mild
faradic current, prolongedftr one or two hours.

In gout, in the chronic form, general faradizition
and central g tîvanization are to be tried, with a
view of raising the tone of the system. Local fara-
dization seeims to be of service in some cases; the
pain may be temporarily relieved by either the gal-
vanic or the faradic current, the positive electrode
being used and the current not strong enough to
increase the pain. In muscular rheumatism with
paralysis, the interrupted galvanic'current is used,
and in chronic articular rheumatism, dry faradiza-
tion of the skin around the joint is preferred by
some. Stimulation of the trophic system, by means

of galvanization of the cervical sympathetic, will
assist the absorption of nodosities about joints.

HYSTERIA AND ALLIED AFFECTIONS.

Under this head, Beard and Rockwell include
hysteria, nervous exhaustion. hypochondriasis, me-
lancholia, spinal irritation, and insomnia; and claim
that for this class of diseases electrical treat-
ment is especially adapted and in which its success
is most remarkable.

It is in the treatment of these affections that
these authors seem to have had their greatest suc-
cess in the use of their methods of general electri-
zation. Hysteria and hysteroid affections all de-

pend, they affirm, upon constitutional disease, and
are mo3t successfully treated by the tonic and seda-
tive influence of general faradization and central
galvanization.

In hysteria, in addition to the constitutional
treatnient by general electrization, pjaralysis or rigid
contraction of certain muscles wili require localized
treatment,-the former by the faradic and the latter
by the galvanic current. In cases of extreme hy-
peræithesia, Benedikt recommends the patient to
be placed under chloroform before applying general
electrization, and using strong currents.

I n hyioclondriasis and me/anch/iaz. galvaniz-ition
of the cervical sympathetic is used in addition to
general faradization and central galvanization. The
positive electrode is applied to the sytmpathetic,
beneath the ear; the negative electrode is placed
on the back of the neck, and a current of io or 12
cells used for about two minutes. The negative
electrode is then removed from the back of the
neck and placed over the stomach, and the posi-
tive is applied to the head, neck an. spine, as
recommended in central gtlvarzation.

In nervous exhaustion or general debility (neuras-
thenia), the electrical treatment is by general fara.
dization and central galvanization. General fara-
dization alone is said to be rap'dly efficacious in
some cases. The electric treatment, however, in
these cases is simply to supplement other treat-
ment.*

* Nerve tonics, such as strychnine, phosphorus, arsenic,
etc., are given internally, and rest, diversion, etc., enjoined
upon the patient. Dr. Weir Mitchell, in the treatment of
nervous subjects, proposes to improve nutrition by seclusion,
massage, inunction of fat, and a metho:l of geneial faradiza.
tion by means of localized faradization of all the superficial
muscles.
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Spinal irritation is part of the hysterical con- the best resuits are
stitution and requires the same constitutional electrode is >laced o
treatment. In addition to the treatment by other on the hypogast
general faradization and central galvanization, 12 cells»is applied for
the galvanic current is applied separately to the four tues a week. Th
spine and cervical sympathetic ; and in case of to the whole length
tenderness, counter-irritation is applied over the some cases general far
sensitive vertebræ, and phosphorus or strychnine In cases of menorr,
adninistered internaliv. ease, and occurring i

In the treatment of insomnia, it is claimed that general faradization i
there is no remedy which permanently relieves inactivity of the liver
the symptons in so large a proportion of cases as with nervons exha'îsti
electricity. Inprovement in sleep appears to be
one of the earliest efftcts of a course of general btISELLA
electrizton,-" a resu lt of the iniprovement of the Direases ofahe Ora
nîorbid condition on wiich the insimnii depends." ment o disorders of t
Simple %vaký:f&lness, un.îccomip.inied by disease,nmay current is preferred.
be relieved eiti1r by the application of the faradie the muscles and prod
currett to the liead and spine, the application of cal effects. One elec
the g.ivanic currenit to the head and sympathetic, sapidt h e

st thled ho lth fé

or by generil fa.tdiz.atioî. other clectrode isapp
Diseases of'i n.-AccordiIng to Rockwell, the Or the patient may b

diseases jCcul1ar to %vonien in which electrical treat- tion. Gneral faradi
ment lias bcn mcst stccessful are amenorrocea, dyspepsia, fro its i
dysmnenorrheaand -norrhagita. Tripier ini France the nervous condition
and 1 rhcvof Phi la-el [hia.twerd among thefirst depends. General f.
to advocate the treatnent of structural diseases of diarrhea and consti
the uterus by gilvanisu. In casesof chronic metritis, beneficial froof the i
conreition witiout lastic efesion, sub-involution follovs this method o
etc., the latter authorfinds bo h the fradic and the nate cases of constip
interrupted galvanic carrent highly serviceable. placed in the rectum
The faradic current lias also been used instead of different points on th
ergot in cases of uterine inertia, post-partun en- may be sed.
orrhage, and retained placnta. It has also been Diseasem c of M/e Bac
used for the expulsion of polypi, moler, and hydat. is frequetly associat
ids. Tae faradic current is used in ail cases requir- irritation, and requirein the muscular action , i the uterus, whiDe theot

meont odioder ofW

galvanic current is pre-fera,)ie when nutrient changes localit is treated by str
have taken place. through the neck of

In cases of arnenorrzea, dependent on anaemia, placed over the sye
chiorosis, or nervous exhaL Lion, the constitutional over the perinum, in
condition is treated by internai nedication and by part o the sacrum in f
general faradization, without applications directly in the young the progn
to the uterus. but depending, of cou

lu the treatuent of dysmenrro. by electricity, malady with which the
the results are said to be brilliant, even after years "Paresis and parai
of ineffec-ual treuttent by other means. Interna quently depend on c
applications are usuall not necessary. Eiter the that the prognosis is, a
faradic or the gîlvanie current may be uied, but gards a complete cure.

claimed for the latter. One
n the lumbar spine and the
ric region. The current from
about five minutes, three or

e galvanic current is applied
of the spine as well, and in
radization is also used.

iasia, free fron organic dis-
near the climacteric period,
s emnployed, wiien there is
and constipation, associated
on.

NEOUS DISEASES.

ns of Diçestio.-In the treat-
lie digestive tract, the faradic
It acts more vigorously on

ices more poverful mechani-
trode (usually the negative)
t, coccyx, or spine, and the
lied to the abdominal viscera.

treated by general faradiza-
ation is also useful in nervous
nflience more e<pecially on

uipon whicli the dyspepsia
aradization is also used in
pation, and is lield to be
mprovement in nutrition that
f using electricity. In obsti-
ition, one electrode may be

and the other applied at
abdomen. Strong currents

dder.-Incontinence of urine
cd with hysteria and spinal
s treatment for the constitu-
hen the affection is purely
rong faradic currents directed
the bladdar. One pole is

physis pubis, and the other
males, and over the lower

emales. In recent cases and
osis is said to be favourable,
rse, upon the nature of the
incontinence is associated.

ysis of the bladder so fre-
arable diseases of the spine,
s a r le, unifavorable as re-

R :lief and improvement,
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even in very bad cases, may be gained by faithful
treatment, but entire recoveries are exceptional.

"The treatment should be external and internal,
with both the galvanic and faradic currents, coin-
bined with central galvanization.

"External applications may be made, placing
one pole, the negative, over the symphysis pubis,
and the other on the back, or at the nape of the
neck, and passing very strong faradic currents with
interruptions.

"Internal applications may be made either with
the insulated catheter electrode,or with Duchenne's
double vesical electrode.

" The catheter electrode may be connected with
the negative pole while the positive is at the hypo-
gastric region or back. By means of the double
exciter of Duchenne the current can be more ex-
clusively localized in the muscles of the bladder
than by any other method." (Beard and Rockwell.)

Imbotence is also treated by electricity. When it
depends upon disorders of a general character,
such as the immoderate use of sedative narcotics,
sedentary habits, or mal-nutrition from any cause,
it demands " the general constitutional tonic in-
fluence of general faradization." The local treat-
ment is by placing one pole on the perinæeum and
the other on the testicles (the testicles may be
placed in a cup of warm water in which one pole
of the battery is immersed). Either current may
be used, but the faradic current is preferred, and
the application is not extended beyond ten min-
utes, " Impotence like seminal emissions, may
sometimes be treated by connecting the steel sound
introduced into the urethra with one of the poles
of the faradic current, thus combining the toning
effect of pressure with the toning effect of electricity
on the relaxed parts." (Beard & Rockwell).

Exophtha/mic Goitre.-Graves' disease, which is
supposed to be due to ennervation of the sympa-
thetic, accoîding to Rockwell, is almost invariably
benefitted by galvanism. The anophthalmia and
the enlargement of the thyroid gland do not always
disappear, but the violent palpitation which consti-
tutes the most distressing synptom according to
this author, is decidedly and permanently allevi-
ated. 'l lie positive electrode is placed just above
the sixth cervical vertebra. and the negative in the
auriculo-inaxillary fossa. The negative electrode,
after reiniining in this position one minute, is gra-

dually moved down along the inner border of the
sterno-cleido-mastoid muscle to the sternum. A
current from 6, 8, or 10 cells is used and this part
of the application should not last longer than two
or three minutes. The negative pole is now re-
moved to the epigastrium (the region of the solar
plexus) and the positive placed again in the auri-
culo-maxillary-fossa and 18 or 20 cells used. The
positive electrode after remaining about one min.
ute in this position, is gradually moved to the back
of the neck where it is allowed to remain one or
two minutes longer,

Sequae/o of Aeute Discases.-Dr. Rockwell uses
electricity for the relief of the varied symptoms
that follow cerebro-spinal meningitis, diphtheria,
and intermittent fever. In the treatment of the
sequele of cerebro-spinal meningitis, he relies
upon galvanization of the spine and central galva-
nization. For the paralysis following diphtheria he
finds in most cases general faradization is sufficient
without localized applications. In chronic cases
of intermittent fever, after the use of quinine and
other tonics, he uses general faradization, not as a
specific, but for its beneficiàl influence over the
processes of secretion and excretion, and for its
constitutional effects.

Electrolysis, galvano-cautery and the treatment
of diseases of the eye, ear. nose and larynx by
electricity, are subjects, the discussion of which
must be reserved for another occasion.

ON DIPHTHERIA*.

BY H. K. KERR, M.D., C.M., F.T.M.S., HIAMMOND, N.Y.

zEtiology.-Diphtheria is an acute spccific dis-
ease, highly infectious, contagious, and sometimes
epidemic. It is held by some that the propagating
germs of the disease are contained only in the
throat deposit, but careful research warrants the
c)nclusion that they are given off from the breath
and also present in the excretions of the body. It
appears to be more contagious than infectious, as
those who are in constant attendance on diphtheri-
tic patients, inhaling their breath and exposed to
the liability of having the diseased products
coughed out upon them, contract the disease more
readily than others who may live in the same dwel-
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ling, but who are not in such close contact with
them.

The infection lasts for a considerable time after
convalescence and clings to houses, rooms, furni-
ture, etc., and especially so if hygieniF measures
have not been thoroughly attended to. Some
authors doubt the possibility of inoculation with
the deposit. No such doubt, I think, need exist.
My predecessor, Dr. F. R. Sherman, of Hammond,
N.Y., caught it in this way. He assisted in per-
forming tracheotomy on a patient with primary
laryngeal diphtheria of a malignant type. During
the operation a tenaculum pulling suddenly through
the tissue scratched his finger deeply. He neg-
lected the wound until after the operation. It in-
flamed in a few hours, showing the diphtheritic
canker. He was taken down with the disease in
its worst form and died in the course of a week.

A sporadic form of the disease is recognized, re-
sulting from bad drainage, etc., but imperfect hy-
gienic conditions are not so much a cause of diph-
theria as of lov fevers.

Predisposing Causs-Age, sex, climate, suscep-
tibility, exhaustion, and nervous irritability. The
age most favorable to an attack of diphtheria is put
down at from five to ten years. From four to fif-
teen years is quite as near the mark. No age is
exempt. I had under medical treatnent recently,
a child only ten months old with diphtheria, and
know of a man of 76 years who also had the dis-
ease not long since. Sex is generally supposed to
make no difference. I think, under certain cir-
cumstances it does. Girls seem more liable to con-
tract the disease from 15 to i8 years than boys of
that age. The termination appears less favorable
in adult females than in adult males. Hot dry
seasons favor the spread of the disease. Heavy
autumn rains and moist depressing atmosphere
frequently act in the saine way. Some families are
more susceptible to the disease than others, and
the same may be said of individual members of a
family. Some are so predisposed to it that they
might be said to be of a d,5htheritic diatesis. In
such the disease is often of a malignant nature, not
unfrequently carrying off almost entire households.
Again it may be of a mild type with a susceptibility
to frequent attacks.

Exhaustion due to previous disease, nervous irri-
tability, over-exertion, dissipation or any cause that
reduces the vital energies of the system, predisposes

to the disease and obscures the chances of a suc-
cessful termination.

Anatomical Characters-Swelling and inflamma-
tory redness of the soft pala te, tonsils, etc., followed
by the appearance of patches of exudation of a
yellowish white or grayish color. These coalesce,
forming a parchment-like membrane, covering the
mucus surface of the fauces, extending to the
mouth and nose and sometimes into the conjunc-
tiva, trachea, esophagus, stomach, etc. There is
an increased flow of viscid secretion, the tongue
covered with a dark grayish or brownish coating.
The diphtheritic membrane becomes thickened by
the formation of additional layers underneath.
When removed it carries most of the epithelium
with it, revealing the formation of ulcers. The
lymphatic glands at the angles of the jaw become
infiamed and enlarged. The neck may be con-
siderably swollen owing to the infiltration of serum
iiito the surrounding tissues. After death the vari-
ous organs of the body are found to be congested,
collapse or insufflation of the lungs, coagula in the
heart and great vessels, parenchymatous inflamma-
tion of the kidneys, enlargement of the spleen and
absorbent glands are the abnormal conditions,
some or all of which are usually found.

Symptoms-The incubation period ranges from
48 hours to a week, usually from two to four days.
There is a feeling of lassitude, diffused pains, chil-
liness, anorexia, increased temperature, headache,
nausea, drowsiness, stiffness and soreness about
angle of jaw, increased on swallowing. Much en-
largement of the cervical glands and intense red-
ness of the throat indicate a severe attack. The
throat symptoms and the severity of the con-
stitutional condition may, however, bear no neces-
sary relation to each other. Articulation' may be
diflicult and imperfect, and taste and hearing inter-
fered with. There may be vomiting and diarrhoea,
followed by convulsions and coma. The skin is
natural, tongue thickly coated. On examination,
the fauces, tonsils and uvula are found to be in-
flamed and swollen, in some instances almost en-
tirely filling up the throat. There is much redness
with more or less diphtheritic deposit. Enlarge-
men of the glands at the angles of the jaw and
tumefaction of the tissues of the neck are always
present. There is a frequent desire to hawk, the
false membrane being coughed up in pieces. The
infection of the nasal passages is indicated by a
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sanious discharge from the nose and posterior

narcs. Infection of the larynx is indicated by a

hoarseness of the voice, croupy character of the
breathing, paroxysmal exacerbations of dyspnoea,
etc. The breath and emanations of the body be-
come extremely fetid. Hemorrhages may occur,
epistaxis being quite common in bad cases ; urea

is largely in excess.
Varieties-The different forms run into each

other and are sometimes difficult to distinguish,
but the classification of Sir W. Jenner is the near-

es; peifect. Mild form : Symptoms chiefly local,
slight stiffness and soreness at the angles of the

jaw, redness and some inflammatory exudation on
the tonsils and soft palate. There may be more or

less pyrexia, soon passing away. Recovery is

speedy, without complications, and followed by no

sequelo.
Inflammatory form : Symptoms, local and gen-

eral. Patient very ill, temperature high, much de-

pression, pulse feeble, tonsils, uvula, glands of
neck, etc , much enlarged, rapid appearance of

exudation deposit, much inflammation of the throat
foilowed by ulceration and sloughing. There may
be laryngeal complications, indicated by croupy
breathing-urine febrile, with albumen and casts.

Insidious form : Symptoms as a rule not urgent
-- may be no general disturbance, excepting ma-
laise, until laryngeal complications set in, indicated
by wheezing, crowing respiration and followed by
depression, prostration and suffocation.

Nasal form : Chiefly characteriz-d by a fetid dis-
charge from the nose, posterior nares, etc. There
is low fever, throat inflamed and much swollen.
Larynx may be suddenly attacked or recovery may
take plhce on subsidence of symptoms.

Primary Lary.)geal form : The larynx is the ori-
ginal seat of the disease in this form. Exudation
may extend to pharynx, trachea, bronchi and lungs.
Verv fatal, not easily distinguished from membran-
ous croup.

Asthenic form: Symptoms are of a typhoid cha-
racter from the outset or shortly after the disease
has asserted itself. There is much depression and
prostration. Patient becomes sallow or dusky yel
low colored, pulse weak,small and irregular, tongue
covered with a dry brown coating, with sordes on
lips and teeth. There is extensive ulceration of
the soft structures of the throat. The amount of
throat deposit is variable, usually soft and pulpy.

JIC Hvts

The breath is very diagreeable. Delirium super-
venes followed by death.

Com,>lications-The kidneys are liable to be

affected. An abnormal condition of the epithelium

of the tubes is sometimes followed by parenchyma-

tous inflammation. The urine is diminished in

quantity, sometimes suppressed. It may contain

albumen and casts. The disease may extend to

the trachea and bronchi involving the lungs. In-

sufflation, lobar or lobular pneumonia, giving way

of air vesicles, collapse and pulmonary apoplexy

are complications not unircquently met with. An

erythematous rash, and purpuric spots on the skin

are sometimes noticed-the latter in very severe

cases. Hemorrhages from the mucous passages are

not uncommon, chiefly epistaxis.- Sequelæ very

liable to follow bad cases of diphtheria. Recovery

may be slow with the presence of considerable al-

bumen in the urine for a time. Nervous disorders

are the more important-paralysis, motor and sen-

sory. It may affect the pharynx and palate, inter-

fering with deglutition and articulation only. Two

or three weeks usually elapse before these symp-

toms show themselves. They mav last from three

weeks to thrce months. About the end of the

second month is the most critical time. A contin-

uance of the paralyis after this period may be re-

garded as serious. Fortunately the paralysis is due

to a poisoned condition of the blood, and not to

abnormal condition of the nerve centres. True

diphtheritic paralysis is a serious complication. It

commences with the throat, palate, etc., and ex-

tends progressively to other organs. There is much

difficultvin swallowing,the food regurgitatingthrough

the posterior nares. Articulation becomes very

imperfect, sometimes the power of speech is en-

tirely lost. The mucous membranes become affect-

ed and the special senses impaired. The sense of

smelling is either absent or perverted. The ciliary

muscles become paralysed, preventing the proper

adjustment of the eye. The limbs are next affected.

The muscles are more or less paralysed, accompa-
nied with numbness and tingling of the skin. The
muscular tissue may continue to waste until the
patient is unable to stand. The bladder becomes

atonie, causing retention of urine ; constipation is
not uncommon as a result of paralysis of the ab-
dominal muscles. When the muscles of respiration

are affected difficulty of breathing is experienced.

Respiration may cease entirely, due to this cause.
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Paralysis of the heart may corne on slowly, reduc-
ing the beats until it stops entirely. The nerves
are subject to a painful sensation of a neuralgic
character, often very severe. Adults mostly re-
cover when the heart and respiratory organs are
not implicated. In children, nervous sequelæ are
often fatal.

Duration-The disease may last from a few days
to two weeks, but complications may extend it to
three weeks, a month, or even more. Relapses
are apt to occur through exposure to cold, etc.,
after apparent recovery.

Termination-The chief dangers are (i) suffoca-
tion, mostly in those under five years, generally
taking place during the first week. (2) Asthenia,
generally in adults occurring after first week. (3)
Uremia, Septicemia, etc., in cases in which the
poison is so virulent and the system so impregna-
ted with it a. to cause death before the symptoms
have time to fully manifest themselves. (4) Pul-
monary complications, disease extending down
respiratorv passages affecting lungs, etc. (5) Se-
condary nervous phenomena, progressive paralysis
of throat, tongue, eyes, limbs, bladder, etc., death
resulting through general marasmus or interference
with the action of the heart.

Pro gnoss-The prognosis is always serious, as
grave symptoms may set in at any time. About
one half the deaths from diphtheria, in children,
result from formation of croupous membrane. Se-
vere cases are more likely to be follawed by severe
sequelo. The dangerous symptoms are, difficult
cranky breathing, extensive ulceration of the soft
structures of the throat, epistaxis, constant dis-
charge from the nose of a fetid sanious fluid, weak,
irregular, thready pulse, intermittent action of the
heart, retention or suppression of urine, high color
of urine with presence of much albumen, bloody
casts, etc. A persistent high temperature is always
serious.

Treatment-The strictest care and attention is
necessary in every case of diphtheria. In bad cases
the patient must take to bed at once and remain
there until convalescence has set in. The atmos-
phere should be kept moist and a uniform temper-
ature of 68° should be strictly maintained. In the
case of children, tubing may be employed to con-
vey steam into the tent arranged over the crib in
which they lie. Disinfectants are to be freely used,

and due ventilation and cleanliness rigidly attended
to. Any clothes used in wiping away discharges
fror.a the nose or eyes should be burnt. Care
should be taken to prevent children and others
from coming in contact with the patient unneces-
sarily. The atmosphere can be kept moist by
means of the steam from a tea kettle kept boiling
in the room with carbolic acid water. Inhalations
of the vapor of hot water and slaking lime are in-
valuable and should never be ornitted in serious
cases. It is advisable to have all unnecessary
clothing, furniture, curtains, etc., rernoved from the
room as the contagium clings to these for an inde-
finite period. The apartment should be large, well
ventilated, and as cheerful as possible. The bowels
should be kept regular. If there is a tendency to
constipation, a mild saline mixture may be given
but avoid purgtion. Patient to be nourished with
milk, lime water and beef tea. Stimulants are not
required at the outset for children but should be
resorted to when the heart's action is weak, and
the imperfect circulation and coldness of the ex-
tremities show that the vitality of the system is
flagging. I am not unwilling to believe that in
adults good brandy in full doses may be valuable
at the onset of an attack. The temporary impreg-
nation of the system with the alcoholic poison seems
to fortify it against the encroachments of the diph-
theritic. Metaphorically speaking, " the devil di-
vided against himself cannot stand." If the patient
cannot or will not swallow, enemata of milk, egg,
brandy, etc., may be administered.

As soon as diphtheria is diagnosed, hot irritating
applications should be applied to the throat ex-
tending to the ears on each side. Two or three
layers of flannel, saturated with a mixture of kero
sine, collodium, turpentine. etc., answers this pur-
pose admirably. Kerosine alone is often all that
is necessary. Pork and mustard also answer the
purpose very well. Warm fomentations of hops
are good for their soothing effect. These may re-
main until a considerable amount of counter-irrita-
tion is set up, when they should be discontinued
for a time and then re-applied. In the interim
other cloths should be put around the neck to pre-
vent external cold. Pieces of chopped ice should
be sucked by the patient, as the cold internally is
grateful and does good. Theory: The cold inter-
nally drives out the inflammatory congestion hy its
depressing effect, contracting capillary vessels, etc.,
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the heat externally draws out the inflammation by
its counter-irritant and derivative action.

There is no specific for diphtheria. Internally,
tr. ferri mur., glycerine, etc., in full doses, with
quinia sulph., pot. chlor., glycerine, etc., consti-
tute the chief medicinal treatment. Saturate the
system with iron. Carbolic acid dil., and a mixture
of tr. ferri mur., acid hydrochlor. and pot. chlor.,
make good gargles. The former may be applied
in spray. Permanganate of potash is also used
with much benefit, when the ulceration is exten-
sive. Nitrate of silver, in strong solution, is used
for the same purpose, the ulcers being touched with
the solid stick. I have never used the nitrate of
silver. Ferri sub-sulph. and carbolic acid are valu-
able for the removal of the membrane. Sulphur
should be dusted every hour or two on the canker-
ous surface. In children it may be blown in with
a quill. For children, quinia sulph., etc., may be
mixed with syr. sarsæ. co. It makes a pleasant pre-
paration and they take it readily. Saline drinks of
citrate of potash are cooling, grateful and benefi-
cial. The nasal passages may be washed out when
necessary, with carbolic acid injections.

Look out for complications, and treat them as
they appear. For suppression of urine, apply hot
poultices, fomentations, etc., over the loins. Dry
cupping sometimes does good. Stimulate, when
the vital functions begin to flag. When laryngeal
complications set in, an emetic mray give temporary
relief. Some of the morbid products are got rid
of, and breathing will be performed more readily
for a time. To prevent suffocation, laryngotomy
or tracheotomy may be performed. The former is
more suitable for adults, the latter for children.
Temporary relief is thus afforded, but recovery
from this condition is rare.

During convalescence, a change of air and sur-
roundings is highly beneficial. Diet should be
healthful and nutritious, with a sufficient amount
of exercise to exhilarate, but not to tire. Tonics
of iron, quinine, strychnia, mineral acids, etc., are
valuable during this stage.

NOTE.-Out of 19 cases treated in this way dur-
ing the last four months, 17 recovered. Several of
the cases were of a malignant type. In severe
cases, inhalations of the vapor of hot water and
slaking lime is most valuable and should never be
omitted-repeated, at least, every half hour. Both
fatal cases were children, aout 4 years old. One

had an insidious form of the disease and was not
placed under treatment until far advanced; the
other persistently refused all treatment-so that in
neither case was there any chance. These facts
are offered for what they are worth, as tending to
show that, with the strict carrying out of this line of
treatment, the mortality of this fearful disease can
be reduced almost to a minimum.

THE ANTISEPTIC TREATMENT OF
PHTHISIS.

BY D. LESLIE PHILIP, M.D., BRANTFORD, ONT.

(Read before the Brant Medical Association, Dec. 6th.)
Phthisis is now being treated with reported suc-

cess by trie continuous inhalation of the vapor of
carbolic acid or other antiseptic agents by means
of an almost constantly worn respirator.

" It is fair to infer says the British Medical

Yournal, that the application to internal suppurat-
ing surfaces of an agent which has been used in
similar cases externally with such benefit, will be
equally efficacious in checking the growth and de-
velopment of morbific germs, and thus allow tissues
to be reconstructed." Recent researches on tuber-
cular disease and the nature of tubercle have ex-
cited great attention, and the teachings of some of
the German pathologists, notably Virchow, are sub-
versive of what we have been taught regarding its
nature, and especially with regard to the relation
which it sustains to inflammatory processes, some
of the leading pathologists maintaining the view
that the inflammatory process is primary to tuber-
cle, and utterly denving the tubercular nature of
many of the processes engaged in phthisis pulmon-
alis. Without attempting to give the views re-
cently enunciated by them in this extensive field
of enquiry, I would like to direct the attention of
the Association to a new method of treatment with
which we are more immediately concerned, and
which bas been used with a considerable degree of
success during the past year, by Dr. G. Hunter
McKenzie, of Edinburgh, judging from the pub-
lished report of his cases. He was probably
led to adopt this method of treatment from the
views recently set forth as to the septic and emi-
nently contagious character of tubercle-I allude
to the inhalation of the vapor of carbolic acid or
other antiseptic agents for lengthened periods, as
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practised by that gentleman with apparently highly
beneficial results. The inhalation of vapors in
lung diseases has long been practised, but the
mode of administration has been so defective that
the practice has to a great extent fallen into dis-
use. It has also been adopted by advertising
charlatans, in an imperfect way, and has thus helped
to bring it into undeserved disrepute with the pro-
fession. It is now, however, as a rational method
of treatment, extensively employed by leading and
eminent medical men with, no doubt, the happiest
results.

Late investigation goes to show that phthisis
pulmonalis is eminently contagious, and may be
propagated by direct infection from man to man.
Without stopping to narrate the proofs for this asser-
tion, which I think are conclusive, it may be
stated that phthisis pulmonalis is now regarded as
a disease of septic parasitic origin, and readily in-
fectious under certain conditions. Dr. Pollock, sen.
physician to the Hospital for Diseases of the Chest,
Brompton, in writing upon Phthisis in relation to
Modern Pathology, says : " Tubercle is then not
an essential element in the disease, but where
found is a secondary superadded result,arising from
infection or the resorption of inflammatory results
in the individuals themselves. Tubercle is a short-
liv'ed product, arising from inflaminatory residua
which have undergone degeneration-caseation-
and been conveyed into the system or to distant
parts of the lung or other organs by the blood-
vessels and lymphatics, or even directly by the
air-tubes. Tubercle probably lives but some weeks
or months, but the changes in the lung formerly
ascribed to tubercle, may last for years."

Professor Charcot, in the study of the thermom-
metry of the disease, says: "The thermic curves
are nit those of inflammatory action but of putrid
infection, and in the pyrexial form of phthisis, the
exacerbation (of temperature) is due not to a pneu-
monic process, but to resorption of softened ma-
terial."

If this pathology be correct, the antiseptic treat-
ment is a rational one, and indeed the success
already met with in their treatment of cer+ain forms
of phthisis after this method, by Dr. McKenzie,
Dr. Max Schuller and others, should secure for it
an extended trial. In order to carry it out effectu-
ally, Dr. McKenzie has devised a yery ingenious
little instrument which he calls the "Naso-oral respi-

rator" which covers both the mouth and nose, and
can be worn for hours at a time without the least
inconvenience. The perforated lid upon the lower
part of the instrument can be removed at pleasure,
and a sponge saturated with carbolic acid, creasote
or other volatile antiseptic agents placed within.
The air in the respiratory process passes through
the sponge saturated with the vapor. It is pro-
vided with inspiratory and expiratory valves, and
is not liable to get out of order.

The following are the brief notes of a case which
I have recently treated after this method :-Miss
S., age 24, of good family history, consulted me
about six months ago, complaining of general de-
bility, cough which had been troubling her for
some time, slight progressive emaciation, loss of
appetite, shortness of breath upon exertion, &c. I
did not make any physical examination of the chest
at the time, but prescribed for her cod-liver oil
with the hypophosphites which she continued to
use for some weeks with benefit. I did not see
her again until the 2nd of September last, when I
was sent for, as she had on that morning an alarm-
ing hæmoptysis. She must have got up fully a
pint of blood. I immediately ordered her to bed,
enjoined perfect quietude, and gave her fluid ex-
tract of ergot and iced drinks. Upon visiting her
in the evening I found that the sputum had been
occasionally tinged with blood, pulse 1 12, temper-
ature 102. Upon examination of the chest I found
a diffused crepitant rae over the superior portion
of the left apex, which led me to infer that the
hemorrhage had come from this portion of the
lung. The history of the case for the next fort-
night was unfavourable-afternoon exacerbation
of fever, cough troublesome, sputum now and
then tinged with blood. I now caused her to in-
hale continuously the vapor of carbolic acid and
creasote, equal parts, by means of the respirator
which I had some time since procured from Edin-
burgh, and after the manner prescribed .by Dr.
McKenzie. On an average she continued to use
it from eight to twelve hours a day for the next
two months, with, I think, markedly beneficial re-
sults. Her improvement appeared to go on from
the period when she began using it, and at the
present time though not strong nor robust, she is
in a better condition of health than she was for-
merly ; appetite good, very little cough, and the
only abnormality I can detect upon auscultation
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is slightly prolonged expiration over the left apex. right one. Recognizing the case to be one of
She can take a good long walk without fatigue, and aneurism I advised her to go at once to the hos-
says she feels better than she his done for months pital; she did not do so, however, for three or
back. She still continies to use it for a couple of four days durin whe th t I A

hours morning and evening each day. The anti
septic treatnent is of course to be employed with
appropriate constitutional remedies ; in this case,
however, I used none, partly because she had pre-
viously taken a considdrable quantity of cod-liver
oil, and had a very decided aversion to its use in
any form, and I also wished to observe the effect
of the antiseptic per se.

Should the employment of the antiseptic be local
or constitutional ? Dr. McKenzie says "My
therapeutical experience leads me to believe that,
as shown by Matthews Dincan to be the case in
some examples of puerperal fever, it is more fre-
quently a condition of sapremia than pyemia which
obtains in phthisis, that the toxemia is rather attri-
butable to the chemical factors which putrefaction
engenders than to the presence of micrococci in
the tissues and blood. I therefore think that it is
only by the local application of the antiseptic that
good restults can be obtained."

These instruments, as devised by Dr. McKenzie,
may be obtained from Mr. Mills, Chemist, Brant-
ford.

CURIOUS CAUSE OF ANEURISM.

BY J. ALGERNON TEMPLE, M.D., M.R.C.S.ENG., ETC.

(Prof. of Obstetrics, etc., Trinity Medical College, Toronto).

-On the 6th of June, 1881, a young woman, et.
24, consulted me for pain in the left knee. Six
weeks previously, on going up stairs, she was seized
with sudden pain in the left knee. As the pain
continued for some days after, she, thinking it was
rheumatism, got a liniment to rub the joint with,
which however gave her no relief. At this time
she did nçt notice any swelling. Two days before
consulting me, she perceived on getting out of bed
that her knee was swollen. On examination I de-
tected a uniform swelling occupying the inner side
of the lower part of the thigh, about three or four
inches above the joint. This was pulsating, a
distinct bruit was easily detected with the stetho-
scope, and by pressure on the femoral artery both
the pulsation and bruit ceased. This leg measur
ed two inches more in circamference than the

,

siderably increased in size and was very painful.
After her admission to the hospital a consultaion
was lield, and there being no doubt as to the
nature of the tumor, it was decided to try the
effect of digital compression, which was faithfully
maintained for 32 hours, by a number of medical
students, who kindly volunteered their services.
At the end of this time both pulsation and bruit
had entirely disappeared, the leg was kept quiet in
a semi-flexed position, and for four days neither
pulsation nor bruit could be detected, but it
gradually returned, accompanied by pain and in-
creased swelling, which extended upwards on the
thigh. As it was evident something more was
necessary, a consultation was again held, and it
was determined that I should cut down on the
diseased vessel and ligate both ends. The patient,
however, being influenced by her friends, most
positively refused to submit to any surgical opera-
tion whatever, notwithstanding that I told her she
must die unless she submitted to an opeýation.
The case grew worse from day to day, and on the
2nd of July gangrene made its appearance in the
foot, gradually extended up the thigh, and she died
on the 6th of July.

Post-mortem.-An examination of the parts in-
volved was made 24 hours after death. On cutting
into the diseased leg a large quanity of both fluid
and clotted blood was found everywhere through-
out the muscular structures. A large aneurism of
the femoral, where it becomes the popliteal artery
was found, with a small punctured opening in it,
and a quantity of organized blood clots round the
opening. Froni the posterior and upper part of
the inner condyle of the femur a spiculated out-
growth of bone was found, measuring i/2 inches
in length and terminating in a sharp point. Strange-
ly enough we found that this sharp point had
penetrated the sac and was the cause of the infil-
tration. It was also in all probability, primarily the
cause of the aneurism by injuring the coats of
the artery.

SEA-SICKNES.-Bromide of sodium taken for
several days prior to embarkation is the latest
remedy for sea-sickness.
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9t0loto O socittitr,

COLLEGE OF PHYSICIANS AND SURGEONS, QUE
The following is the new Tariff of fees recently

adopted by the Board of Governors of this college.
The items represent the maximum fees to be
charges for services rendered :-
Visits from 8 a.m. to 9 p.m., not exceeding 34 mile. $ 2 00Visits from 9 p.m. to 8 a.m., not exceeding Yz mile,

not to exceed ............................. 4 OVisits, each additional mile, in daytime........... 50
1 . l 9 y,, at night............. 1 oDetention a whole day...-.................... 20 00

, night...................... 52 oOrdintry office consultation, with prescription... .. 2 O
,, ,, ,, ,, , night. 3 ooConsultation, with special examination ........... 5 oo

with a practitioner................. 5 0
by letter between practitioners....... 1o oo

Ordinary certificate of health. ............... ooSpecial certificate, attested with report............ .ooCertificate, with report on disease and death....... 5 oo
Post-mortem examination, external ............... 5 oo

. n ,, with sectio cadaveris.... io ooOrdinary case of midwifery (subsequent attendance
extra)................................. 15 00Turning, application of forceps, extraction of pla-
centa (subsequent attendance extra)......---. 30 00Miscartiage, premature confinement (subsequent at-tendance extra).......................... 15 ooFor attendance with a midwife, in all cases the charge,
is the same as for delivery ..................

Catheterism, ordinary cases..................... 3 oeach subsequent operation........... 1 O0Vaccination, bleeding, extraction of teeth, hypoder-
mic injection, etc......................... OIntroduction of stomach-pump................... 5 oApplication of cupping-glasses, leeches, setons, moxa,pluggi ig, etc........... ........ • 5 OChloroFormization, or other anæesthetics............ 5 OSetting fracture of the thigh......--............. 25 O0

leg or arm................20 GO
Reducing dislocation of thigh................... 50 O

,, ,, leg or arm .............. 25 00Amputation of the thigh........................ 1oo o
99leg or arm. .................. o oa

Operation for strangulated hernia ............... ooo o
Redaction of hernia by the taxis ................. 25 O
Lithotomy, or lithotrity ....................... 200 oOvariotomy ............................... 500 O
Tracheotomy ......... •......................50 oOperation for cataract. ...................... I0O OExtirpation of the breast......... ............. 50 O0

l . 9 ,, tonsil.......................10 O0Amputation of fingers or toes.. .. .. ............. 10 O0Capital operations, not already.specified .......... roo oo
Minor , ,, ,, .......... 25 00

The above charges for surgical operations are for the oper-ation only, subsequent attendance and services extra.
L. LARUE, Registrar.

MICHIGAN STATE BOARD OF HEALTH.
We give below the following as a sample of &he

weekly reports to this board, of the state of health
in different parts of the State :-

Reports to the State board of health, Lansing,
by 63 observers of diseasesin different parts of the

State, show causes of sickness during the week
ending Nov. 26, 188î, as fullows:-

Number and per
cent. of observ-

DISEASES, IN ORDER OF GREATEST AREA vers by whom
OF PREVALENCE. each disease

was reported.

Number. Percent.1 Intermittent fever (ague)............5 86
2 Rheumatism ......... ......... .49 78
3 Neuralgia ..................... .. 44 70
4 Consumption of lungs........... ... 44 70
5 Bronchitis ....................... 43 686 Tonsilitis......................... 40 63
7 Remittent fever ....... ........... 32 5i8 Typho-malarial fever-.............. 32 51
9 Diphtheria...... ............ ..... 28 4410 Influenza......................... 27 4311 Pneumonia · ·................ 26 41
12 Diarrhœa ........................ 24 38
13 Typhoid fever (enteric)............. 20 32
14 Whooping-cough ........ .......... 14 22
15 Erysipelas............... ........ 13 2116 Scarlet fever...................... 9 1417 Membranous croup ................ 8 1318 Dysentery ........................ 7 r19 Inflammation of bowels ............. 7 x
20 Cholera morbus ................... 5 8
21 Cerebro-spinal meningitis........... 3 522 Small-pox ....................... 2 3
23 Jaundice ........................ 2 3
24 Cholera infantum.................. 2 3
25 Puerperal fever............. ...... 2 326 Inflammation of brain .............. 2 3
27 Continue fever.................... 1 2
27 Conjunctivitis ..................... i 2
28 Pharyngitis....................... I 2
29 Bright's disease...... ............. il 2
29 Spasmodic croup.................. 2 2
29 Diphtheritic paralysis .............. . 1.i 2
30 Cancer........................... I 2
31 Laryngitis........................ 1 2
31 Measles.......................... 1 2

For the week ending Nov. 26, 1881, there was a
considerable increase in the area of prevalence of
the tonsilitis, typhoid fever,. and whooping-cough
reported; and a considerable decrease in that of
typho-malarial fever.

Special reports have been received of one case
of smnall-pox at Grand Ripids (Nov. 27), and of
two cases at Hartford, Van Buren Co. (Nov. 28).

HENRY P. BAKER,

Lansing, Mich., Dec. 3, 1881. Secrelary.

BRANT MEDICAL ASSOCIATION,

The regular quarterly meeting of the society was
held in Brantford, on the 7th of -Dec., '8r. The
members present were :-Drs. Griffin, Philip, Har.
ris, Kitchen, Clarke, and Winskel. The following
gentlemen were elected officers for the ensuing
year :-Dr. Kitchen, St. George, president; Dr.
Sinclair, Paris, vice-president; Dr. Harris, Brant-
ford, secretary-treasurer.
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A paper was read hy Dr. Philip on the " Anti-

septic Treatment of Pnthisis," and notes of a case
of " Latent Typhoid Fever," by Dr. Harris. A
long and interesting discussion took place, by all
the members present, on these two papers.

Aftersome routine business the societyadjourned,
to meet again at Brantford on the first Tuesday in
March, 1882.

PROVINCIAL BRANCH MEDICAL ASSOCIATION.

A number of medical gentlemen from the neigh-
bouring counties of Bruce, Grey, Huron, Perth,
Dufferin, and Waterloo, met in Palmerston on the
ist of December, 1881, for the purpose of organiz-
ing a Medical Association. After some consulta-
tion it was agreed to form an Association, and that
it be known as the NorthýWestern Branch of the
Ontario Medical Association. It was further de.
termined to hold the next meeting of the Associa-
tion in Palmerston on the i5th of February, 1882.

CEREBRAL SOFTENING.

BY PROF. WM. A. HAMMOND, M.D.

Case 3.-The patient was a German, fifty-eight
years of age, powerfully built and healthy looking.
He was accompanied by his two sons, from whom
the following history was obtained : He had al-
ways enjoyed good health up to last fall, except
that some years ago he had chills and fever; and
four or five years ago he had an attack of rheuma-
tism, and another about two years since. At that
time the pain was chiefly in the chest and one arm
which was swollen. The troubles from which he
is now suffering date from September 17th, 188o.
On the preceding day he had been on a little spree
as was his custom once or twice a month. How-
ever, he nevèr became so drunk but that "he
could always navigate." On the morning of
September 17th, just after getting up, he was lean-
ing against the barn, and talking very excitedly to
another mån, with whom he was exceedingly angry.
Suddenly he felt sick and dizzy. He was imme-
diately assisted into the house and placed upon the
sofa. By this time he had nearly lost conscious-
ness, and had onIy enough sense to tell what had
happened. It was then noticed for a moment that
his head was drawn around toward his right
shoulder. A spasm of the facial muscles followed,
and he then went off into a regular epileptiform
convulsion. He had five.of these epileptiform

spasms in succession. For the next two or three
weeks he remained sick ; and during this time he
had to be fed, because he had lost the control of
the muscles of the hand, so that he could not find
his mouth with his spoon ; and he would grasp his
fork and other articles upside down. There was,
however, slight, if any paralysis of the right hand.
Since then he has been troubled with sleepless-
ness at night, and some shortness of breath, but
has had no more convulsions.

The principal symptoms which be at that time
presented are those which he still manifests.
These Prof. Hammond endeavoured to bring out
more vividly, by a personal examination of the
patient.

He first asked his naine. The reply after some
hesitation was,"Johnny,"' "Sonny," "I am all over."
" I didn't say," "Schordie," " George," and other
such unhneaning words and disconnected phrases.
When asked where he lived, be would only say,
"See over there," "Some over there," and other
unintelligible sounds, which could not be called
words. His son said that his name was George,
and that his home was in Westchester. When
asked his son's name,. which. is John, be answered,
"I know, but can't," and so on. Next a question
in German was asked, " Schlafen sie wohl ?" but
this he did not seem to comprehend any better
than the rest. When asked if he had any pain in
the head he replied, " 1 cant." " No." But his
son said that he had always before told him that
he did have pain there. Whenever the patient
tried to speak, his tongue seemed to go automati-
cally, and to be entirely beyond his control. He
also seemed scarcely able to appreciate the mean-
ing of what was said. On examining the top of
his head a large encysted tumor was found, which
his son said had been there for years, but was
growing gradually larger. It was caused by a blow
from a stick, or club, and so had no connection
with the present disease.

The examination being finished, Prof. Hammond
now said, that be had first seen the patient two
weeks ago at his office. He could then talk little
or none; but since that time he had been under
treatment, and was now considerably improved.
He seems to know people whom he sees, but he
cannot tell who they are. His speech is inarticu-
late, and be cannot remember names. He, there-
fore, has aphasia, in both its amnesic and ataxic
form; and here it is due to the shutting off of the
blood from a part of the brain, probably, by an
embolus. He has lost the memory of some words,
and the ability to pronounce others, especially
nouns. But some words be can pronounce, thus
showing that there is no paralysis of the tongue.
Moreover, he can neither read nor write, and so
has ataxia and agraphia ; and he probably could
not express what he means by gestures, any more
rationally than by words.
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In reference to such cases as the present, Prof.
Hammond continued : There are two varieties of
cerebral anæmia, the partial and the general.
Partial cerebral anæmia may be caused by the
cutting off of the circulation from a portion of the
brain, as by an embolus from a distant part, or by
a thrombus formed in one of the cerebral arteries,
by the coagulation of the blood at some point
where the internal coat of the artery has become
roughened. This clot keeps back the blood from
the parts of the brain which are normally supplied
by the artery, and as a result of the failure of
nutrition, softening of the brain substance follows.
Or again, rough surgical handling of an aneurism,
or an operation on it with an electrical needle, may
cause a small portion of the clot to be broken off,
and this becoming lodged in some small cerebral
artery, may plug it, and thus form an embolus.
The most common way for an embolus to form,
however, is by the detachment of a heart clot ; as
the case of this patient illustrates.

Partial cerebral anarmia, due to an embolism,
may be ushered in by any of the following symp-
toms: The patient is perhaps standing quietly,
when suddenly he staggers and falls, and, it may
be, loses consciousness. He is now, probably
found to be completely paralyzed on the right side,
and is also aphasic. This is the worst form, and
may be followed by death in two or three days.
Or, in another class, a man in perfect health may
suddenly loose the faculty of speech, and not be
aware of it until he attempts to talk. Again, the
only symptom may be a slight paralysis of the
hand and arm. The mental phenomena in any of
these cases may vary from a temporary derange-
ment of the mmd to a profound coma.

Other symptoms may follow the first attack.
The patient does not recover, but after three or
four days he is still found to remain paralyzed and
aphasic. Hemay contmue thus, or with slight im-
provement, for weeks or months, and then a second
attack may occur, by reason of the detachment of
another clot fron the heart ; and in this or sub-
seqent attacks the shock and mental disturbance
will be so great, as to cause a coma which will be-
com constantly deeper, until terminated by death.
If the embolus be quite small, only slight symp- T
toms may follow, fron which the patient will in
time recover.

When the physician is first summoned to a case i
preseQting any of the above conditions, his first c
duty is to inquire into any of the antecedent cir- t
cumstances and history of the patient. For, in b
the first stage, it is sometimes very difficult to dis- 1
tinguish this from cerebral hemorrhage. But the s
clioical history will decide this point. If there e
have been previous attacks of rheumatism or
heart disease, this should arouse suspicions of c
embolism. t

The connection between rheumatism and cere- s
bral embolism is this: Rheumatism is a disease

which tends to affect the fibrous tissues of the
body. The internal lining membrane of the heart
is one of these. When this becomes affected its
surface roughens, and then the fibrin becomes de-
tached from the blood as- it passes through the
heart, and small clots are thus formed on the walls,
chordæ tendine, or valves. The fibrin is here
separated from the blood, in the same way as it is
done outside of the body when it is whipped with
wisps of a broom. The heart clots thus formed
may vary in size from that of a mustard seed to
that of a large pea. If one of these from any
cause hecomes detached, it passes along in the
circulation, and may finally be stopped in some
small artery of the brain, and there form an embo-
lus, which will give rise to any of the symptoms
already described.

A patient first seen in one of these attacks pre-
sents a striking condition, and one about which
little was known until within the last twenty years;
and even now, the profession appears to know but
little about it. These attacks were often called
apoplexy, and whenever there was paralysis due to
cerebral disease, but with no loss of consciousness,
it was called a paralytic stroke. Nothing of the
relation of these cases to rheumatisn and heart
disease was then known. But even now it is some-
times quite impossible to diagnose this from cere-
bral hemorrhage ; for a man may have an embolus
without a previous history of rheumatism or heart
disease; and again, he may have such a history
and still have an apoplexy, and not an embolism.
But though the character of the disease cannot
certainly be determined in the first stage, yet as it
advances other elements appear which will seule
the diagnosis. If it is cerebral hemorrhage, there
will soon be developed contractions in the para-
lyzed muscles, especially in the hand and arm.
The hand will be turned inward, and the forearm
;emiflexed on the arm, and held across the ch( st
as if supported in a sling; and the legs will become
stiffened and have a peculiar swing in walking.
In these cases also, the paralysis is usually con-
fined to the right side, and is accompanied by un-
consciousness at the onset of the attack.

The remote cause of the disease is generally
rheumatism, but the exciting causes are various.
It nhay be rage as in the present case. An em-
)olus might not become detached for many years,
f there was no exciting cause. Anything that in-
reases the force of the blood current, or excites
he heart, may bring on an attack. Such as a
low on the chest from a fist, or any strong muscu-
ar exertion, such as wrestling, lifting heavy weights
training at stool, or the efforts of child-birth, and
ven the act of stooping down, as in lacing a shoe,
lowever, any of these sanie causes may also ex-
ite cerebral hemorrhage, because they increase
he blood tension in the vessels of the head, and
o lead to their rupture.

We now come to the rationale of this condition.
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It will be noticed that paralysis, if present, is
almost invariably on the right side only, and that
it is accompanied by aphasia. The location of the
lesion is therefore, in the left hemisphere of the
brain. This is easily explained when we consider
the arrangement of the arteries, as they are given
off from the arch of the aorta.

It will be seen by this diagram, that as the
current of the blood passes out of the heart, carry-
ing with it a detached clot, it rushes by the coro-
nary arteries, which are now closed by the auricu-
lar valves, and the embolus is driven along the 1
upper curve of the aorta, and passes by the inno-
minate artery, the opening of which is in such a
direction, as not to be likely to stop and draw in
the clot. When, however, it reaches the left com-
mon carotid, which opens into the aorta at nearly
a right angle, the current tends to rush directly
into this, and the clot is stopped before it can get
by, and is drawn in. It now tends to follow the
most direct course, and so passes by the external
carotid, which leaves the bifurcation of the com-
mon carotid at a slight angle, and flowing up the
internal carotid, it goes as far as possible without
obstructing a vessel. If the clot is very large it
may plug the common carotid, but if not, its most
direct and natural course is toward the middle
cerebral artery. Here it may be stopped at the
junction of the two arteries, or it may pass on into
the niddle cerebral, or if not too large, into one of
its smaller branches, and there form an embolus.
The severity of the symptoms following will de-
pend principally upon the size of the vessel which
becomes thus plugged. The blood is in this way
shut off from that part of the brain which is sup-
plied by the obstructed artery, and its tissues be-
come softened and degenerated, and breaks down,
and is destroyed. This is the commonest cause of
softening of the brain. If only a very small vessel
is plugged, loss of speech may be the only
symptom.

Thus Trousseau mentions the case of his col-
league, who was reading, and when he for some
reason attempted to call his servant, he unexpect-
edly found that he could not speak a word. But
it rarely occurs that there are not other symptoms
besides aphasia. However, if speech alone is lost,
the seat of the obstruction and the part of the
brain involved can be determined quite definitelv.
The location of the ficulty which controls the
faculty of speech is now known with considerable
certainty. It was formerly supposed to be situated
in the posterior part of the third frontal convolu
tion, but rerent ivvestigations tend to show that it
also includes the island of Reil, and probably the
anterior part of the temporal lobe. It is almost
universally located in the left hemisphere of tht
brain. There seems to be in most individuals a
predilection to use the right hand principally, and
this preference appears to be inborn. But aphasia

due to a lesion on the right side of the brain, is
proportionately about as frequent as to find left
handed people. This indicates that the left hemis-
phere is exercised more constantly than the right.
Accordingly, we find the left side of the brain
larger, and better supplied with blood, and devel-
oped earlier in life, and having the advantage
generally over the right. This increased nutrition
of the left hemisphere predisposes to a more con-
stant use of the muscles of the right side of the
body. But in men who use the left hand in pre-
ference to the right, the right side of the brain is
found to be the better developed. So if a left-
handed man should have an embolus in the right
middle cerebral artery, he would still be aphasic,
because the centre of speech in him would be
located on the right side.

The patient here to-day has aphasia, with only
slight paralysis of the right hand. The mildness
of the symptoms shows that he has only a small
embolus probably, which plugs the arterial branch
going to the speech tract on the left side. There
are two varieties of aphasia. In one, the amnesic,
the patient loses the memory of words, and con-
sequently cannot express himself, though he may
know what he wants to say. In the other, or
ataxic variety, he knows what words he wishes to
use, but cannot pronounce them, because of his in-
abjlit o coordinate the movements of his tongue ;
and the result of his efforts is a confused mixture
of unintelligible and disconnected words.

There has been much discussion as to the way
in which improvement, or recovery of speech,
takes place in these cases. It is probably by one
of two means. Either the collateral circulation is
restored, by means of anastom'ing capillaries, or
some other part of the brain assumes the functions
of the!eèased portion. Some'Olservers denjthe
possibility of there being any collateral circulation,
for they say the arteries of the brain do not anas-
tomose, except by the circle of Willis. But for us
clinical experience should be more of a guide than
speculations. We know that patients do slowly
recover their speech ; and if there is no nutrition
of the part of the brain where the speech centre is
located, there will be death of the tissue of this
part, and consequently no speech. There is no
good authority for believing that there can be a
vicarious action of one part of the brain for
another ; yet many believe this to be the solution
of the difficulty. The truth is, probably, that the
part is nourished by a collateral circulation. This
is probably the cause of the improvement in the
patient before us. There is a theory that the em-
bolus undergoes fatty degeneration and finally be-
comes absorbed, and thus the obstruction in the
circulation is removed, and the diseased portion
hecomes revitalized. This is possible, but
doubtful.

Treatment.-All patients of this class, if they re-
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cover from the first attack, and do not die from shock, the temperature of the body may be keptcoma, should be treated as this man is now being. up by hot applications or other meansThe indication is, to improve the nutrition of the Much may be effected in trying to reteach thesebrain. There are some things which are thought patients to talk, by repeating to them often thoseto do this. Blisters are sometimes applied to the nouns and names which they seem especially tohead, but this is absurd. Blistering cannot open have forgotten. They usually forget the names ofa plugged vessel, and thus restore the circulation. persons, and of the commonest things, as thisYet not long ago a patient in this condition was patient illustrates. When a watch is shown himseen by me, and the attending physician had ad- he calls it a "ring post," a "boot," and "news-ministered large doses of iodide of potassium, and boys." A pencil he calls a " capie." A hat isapplied blisters to the head ; but neither of these " John," and so on. Now if you try to makemeans are of any use. They may draw the blood these people talk, by patientlyr teaching them toto that portion of the head until it meets the ob- use the commonest words, mostly names of thingsstruction, but it must be remembered that the in a short time they will be found to have a vo-anSmia is beyond the clot, and in front of it there cabulary which wili be very serviceable to them.is already congestion, which is thus being increased An example of this fact is that of a lady patien' ofand so doing more harm than good. The one mine, who when I first saw her could only repeatgreat and grand thing to do when the patient is over anzd over one single phiase, but after sixseen in the first stage of the attack is, to /et him months of education, she could use correctly threeatone. Merely keep the head slightly elevated and or four hundred words. This is quite a gain, whencooT, and there stop. Later on, after the active we consider that most of us, in our ordinary con-symptoms of irritation, such as muscular twitch- versation, probably make use of only about oneings and convulsions, and the general prostration, thousand different words in a year. This manhave passed off, then the head should be kept should be taught in this way, for some time eachwarm, at an equable temperature, but not hot, so day, and he will probably continue to imprcve inas to facilitate the flow of blood to the part. his talking, as he has done within the past twoOtherwise simply carry out whatever indications weeks.

may arise, such as drawing off the water, if the Notes en Case 3.-The review of this case sug-bladder is paralyzed, or administering a cathartic, gests the thought : How is it, that he faculty ofif there is obstinate constipation. The diet should speech is sogetimes rstored after aphaia as
be nourishing and simple, and the habits regular. once existe t? In answrng t is, the question
But if the strength continues to fail, and there ap- arises, as to whether the so caqied speech centre is
pear symptoms of heart weakness, the question as really the source from whicl impulses are carriedto whether stimulants should be given then arises. directly to the organs of speech, or whether the
When such a crisis comes there is only one thing true course is not in the corpus striatum beneath
to do. Alcoholic stimulants must be administered tru which impulses are transmitted rom the cortex.
carefully, in small and repeated doses, and the Experimnents seem ar point rather o this latter
effect closely watched. So the patient should be 1 eing the true condition. The gray matter of the
tided over the dangerous period, until the vessels cortex is then thought to have rather an intellec-
can recover their normal relations. But after all tuai function, and ierely origiates ideas and then
active symptoms have disappeared, something -mulates the special centre beneath to carry them
should be done in the way of trying to imiprove out. Now, if this be the case, we must search
the nutrition and power of the brain. Strychnia here in the corpus striatum for whe source of both
and phosphorus seem to have such an influence. amnesic and atax c aphasia, which occur when the
One-tenth of a grain of phosphate of zinc and speech area is injured or destroyed.one-third of a grain of nux vomica nliy be given If the gray substance of the convolutions in theat a dose. The fotlowing is the usual formula speech region is the source of the intellectualE. Zinci phosphatis....... . . gr. iij ideas relating to the memory of words, it is evidentExt. nuncis vomic,...... . .. . gr. x. that obliteration of this portion will be folioredFiat pîllulve xxx. by forgetfulness of what words to use in order toSI.-One pill three times a day. express ideas which may have originated in someThis has been· the treatment of the przsent uther portion of the cortex. So we find te am-patient for the past two weeks, and as he seems to nesic patients have ideas about things which theybe improving it will be continued. cannot remember words to express.In cases where there is still somne paralysis, gal- But when we come to explain the cause of ataxicvanism, or electricity in some other formn, should iphasia unaccompanied by the amnesic vai iety, webe applied to the affected mutscles, and at the saine must bring in another element, the existence oftime they should be exercised by pissive motions, which, experiments have apparently denonstratedrubbing hot applications, and so lorth. If, in the nanely, that there appear to be so-called sensoryfirst stage, the patient feels chilly, or cold, from the areas in the brain, which, if affected, interfere with
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p %J e partally and gradually ne-stored in these cases. There can be found objec-tions to every hypothesis heretofore advanced toaccount for this. It se2ms, however, that the fol-lowing explanation bas something at least, to re-
commend it.

We have seen that the lesion is genenally on the

Mr. Erasmus Wilson, President of the Royal
College of Surgeons, Eng., has received the honor
of knighthood, in consideration of his numerous
gifts to charities, etc.)
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or modify impressions which are normally trans- left side only of the brain. while the other side ismitted to the brain by the sensory nerves, or which still intact. Now because we have found that theoriginate in the mind itself. Thus there appear to " centre of Broca " on the left side is principallybe visual, auditory, tactile, and other sensory areas concerned in speaking, it does not follow that theor centres. And if the visual centre, for instance, saine centre on the right side has not also beenwere destroyed, though impressions would still be partially educated to assist the left, any more thancarried through the uninjured optic nerve, yet the education of the motor area for the right handthere would be no consciousness of a perception and arm has been carried on to the total neglectin the intellectual portion of the brain. of the corresponding area of the opposite side.In a similar way the inability of the perceptive And we know that when a man has lost the use ofportion of the cerebrum to determine in what con- his right hand and arm, from paralysis or otherdition of contration or relaxation any of the cause, he can educate the left hand, so that it maymuscles of the body are without the aid of other ultimately become as skillful as the right. So itsenses, will account for the lack of coordinating appears at least possible that the partially educatedpower over these muscles when the tactile centres speech area on the right side of the cerebrum mayare involvcd in tbe disease. So in the ataxic gradually be educated to assume the functionsaphasia, the inability to control the movements of hitherto performed by the left side. The fact thatthe tongue may be due to partial or complete after a paralytic shock causing aphasia the patientparalysis, and hence blunting of the sensibility of still has an awkward and blundering use of words,the tactile nerve centre of the brain which re- though the left speech centre may be utterly de-ceives impressions from the muscular fibres of the stroyed, seems to point to the probability that theongue; and this prevents the patient from know- right side is attempting to perform the duties ofing in just what condition ot contraction the the left, to which it is as yet unaccustomed. Andmuscles of the tongue are at any given moment. just as a child may be slowly educated to talk, seSo that if be starts to speak and puts his tongue these patients, by faithful teaching will graduallyinto position to pronounce the first syllable of a regain the use of language.word or sentence, when he wishes to change its An objection to supposing that the left area isposition, 5o as to pronounce the second and follow- gradually restored by a collateral circulation, andng syllables, it moves about automatically, and is thus at last reassumes its accustomed function, lamost likely to pronounce those words to which it the fact that when an embolus or thrombus formsias become most accustomed. This action is in an artery there is a -stasis of blood throughoutirmilar to that seen in the walk of a drunken man the whole neighbourhood of that artery, in he)r one afflicted with locomotor ataxia, who may vessels supplied by it. And this stasis causes theiot be able to coordinate the muscles of his legs, coagulation of the blood and the extension of theimply because the mucular sense, or tactile sensi- clot throughout ail these branches. Thus the arte-dlity of bis legs and feet, is blunted, so that he rioles become clogged, and they finally degenerateoes not know, from the impression made upon into mere cords, just as is the case where a liga-he terminal nerves, in what condition of contrac- ture is tied round a small artery. Now these im-ion his muscles are. And if he attempts to walk pervious cords can never again allow blood to cm-vithout tle aid of his eyes to belp him determine culate through them, and so it is difficult to con-he position of bis limbs, he will stagger about and Iceive how there can be any collateral circulationut his legs into as indefinite and pectiliar positions where there is no means for the blood to pass intos the man with ataxic aphasia will his tongue in the diseased part. Furthermore, this view seemsronouncing unmeaning and disconnectedsyllables. to be strengthened by the fact that, on post-So we conclude, that where there is ataxic aphasia mortem examination, the brain substance of thislie destruction of brain tissue from disease has in- pirt is fotind to be softened, broken down, andolved the tactile area for tbe tongue, whicli is pro- frequently destroyed completely.taily located in some portion of the speech area. For these reasons, it seems more probable thatt is thus easy to see how both forms of aplhasia the speech centre on the right side assumes theay be present simultaneously, if the disease be duties heretofore performed by the left. So it fol-o extensive as to involve the whole of the region lows that efforts at education may be made with
We re opr hopes of gradually restoring the lost faculty.-Med.

.e are now prepared to consider how it is pos- and Surg. Reporter.
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HYDROLEINE OR HIYDRATED OIL AS
A THERAPEUTIC AGENT IN

WASTING DISEASES.

By W. H. BENTLEY, M.D., LL.D.,
VALLEY OAK, XY.

From New Remedies, September, 1881.
In October, x88o, I read an advertisement

of Hydroleine in some medical journal. The
formula being given, I was somewhat favorably
impressed, and procu'ed two pamphlets: Oneon " The Digestion and Assimilation of Fats inthe Human Body," and the other oi " TheEffects of Hydrated Oil in Consumption andWasting Diseases." They are ably written, andafforded an interesting study. Their doctrinesare so reasonable, that I got up faith enough tohave my druggist or'der a sufficient supply tothoroughly test the merits of the preparation.

I was readyj to catch at anything to take theplace of cod-liver oil. In my hands it has provedan utter and abominable failure in ninety-five
per cent. of aIl my cases in which I have pre-scribed it since I have been engaged in countrypractice, and it never benefitted more than fortyper cent. of my city patients.

The inland people, who seldom eat fish, canrarely digest cod-liver oil. Almost every weekI am consulted by some victim of the cod oilmania, who has swallowed the contents of fromone to twenty-five bottles, and who has beengrowing leaner, paler and weaker ail the while,until from a state of only slight indisposition,
these patients have become mere "living skele-tons." Nearly ail complain of rancid eructations,and an unbearablè fishy taste in their mouth,from ne dose to another. They not only fail todigest the cod ou, but this failure overloads thedigestive organs to such an extent that diges.tion and assimilation of ail food becomes animpossibility, the patient languishes and pines
and finally dies of litera! starvation. In the com-parativey small number with whom I havefound cod-liver oil to agree, it has proved verygratifying in its results. In my practice, by farthe largest number receiving benefit from itbave been children. Those who have, previous
to thein illness, been accustomed, to some extent,to a fish diet," will be more likely to digest theoil, and more notably so in cold climates. Stillthe innumerable efforts that have been made inthe shape of " pure cod-liver oil," " palatable
cod-liver ou," Icod-liver oil with pepsin," "cod-liver oil with pancreatin," " cod-liver oil emul-sions," etc., and so on, ad infßnitum, attest thefact that the great desideratui after ail is torender cod-liver oil capable of retention by the istomach, and digestible when it is retained.

As Hydroleine is partially digested oil, andthis partial digestion is brought about by a com- tbination of factors suggested by actual physio- tlogical experiments, these facts commend it tomy confidence, and a trial of the preparation inseven typical cases convinces me that it possesses

LANCET.

a high degree of merit, and I feel that it is a
duty incumbent upon me to call the attention
of my medical brethren to the subject.The first case in which I prescribed it wasthat of a married lady 28 years of age, a blonde,
and the mother of four children, the eldest 9 and
the youngest i year old. From the birth ofthis last child she dated her illness, for she madea tardy convalescence, remaining unable to walkfor a month. Soon after she began to growweaker, and soon resumed her bed, which shehad not left to any extent since, not at any time
being able to sit up longerfthan fifteen or twentyminutes. During ail this time she was under
charge of a skillful physician. He had tried
many remedies to check the rapid emaciation ;
among these were several different brands ofmalt extract, cod-liver oil, and various mixtures
of the oil. None of the oils and their mixtures
agreed with her. In March, I was called and
prescribed Hydroleine, a bottle of which I deliv-ered at the time, directing her to commence with
teaspoonful doses, to be gradually increased totwice the amount. It agreed with her finely,and by the time the first bottle was used she was
greatly improved. She procured and used twoadditional bottles, and, at this writing, June z5 th,is considered well.

The above case was one of general and per-sisting emaciation, unaccompanied by any cough
or perceptible thoracic trouble. The ensuingcase was one of diagnosed

TUBERCULAR PHTHISIS.

The patient a married lady, æt. 32, had beenmarried about 14 years, and was the mother ofsix children, the youngest two years of age.several of her sisters had died of the above men-
tioned disease. Her medical adviser prescribed
cod-liver oil, and she had taken a full dozen bot.ties with plenty of whiskey. The oil had notbeen digested, although it had been retained bythe stomach. Her cough had grown constantly
worse, and she grew rapidly weaker, week by
week. I prescribed Hydroleine for her, and she
commenced to take it in April, about the i 5th.
It agreed with ber finely. She rapidly gained
weight and strength, her cough was relieved andhas now nearly ceased. She has used nearly
four bottles, and continues to use it, though ap.parently well.

I have prescribed it in three other cases, intwo of which the reéults have been equally grati.
fying, but in the other case it produced nausea
and greasy eructations.From these trials I am led to think quitefavorably of the hydrated oil, and I am led tobelieve that although it may not agree with all,t will be found of great and permanent bentfit
to a very large per cent. of consumption and
o.ther " wasting " diseases, and that it is des-
ined, at no distant day, to very largely supplantthe undigested oils.

HAZEN MORSE, 57 Front Street East,
TORONTO,

SOLE AGENT FOR CANADA.
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TUBERCULOSIS RESULTING FROM DE- the chyme or digested fibrinous and albuminous
FICIENT NUTRITION. matter, to the duodenum, where it comes into

(From The Medical Record, New York.) contract with the pancreatitjuice, and is thereby
Various as are the opinions regardling the transformed ihnto 'chyle, which is a very delicate

treatment of consumption, all writers coacur in saponaceous emulsion or suspension of the
the belief that whatever measure is adopted, oleaginous portion of fat. It is when in this
the strength of the patient must be husbanded condition only that fat is capable of absorption
with the greatest care, and the most efficient by the lacteals, thence passing directly to the
means employed to supply the system with that venous blood which is supplied to the lungs
element which the symptoms indicate as being through the right cavity of the heart ; the lungs
required to keep up the vitalitywhile such course then absorb from that blood the hydrocarbons or
of treatment is being pursued as is considered fatty portion, and return the nitrogenous portion
suitable. The most 'triking indication of the to the heart, to form the globulin of arterial blood
presence of this dreadful disease is rapid loss of before passing into the circulation.
weight. The patient himself, prone as he is to This function of partly saponifying and partly emulsify-
disregard4premonitory warnings of this insidious ing fats is enjoyed by no other secretion of the alimentary

canal but the pancreatic juice, unless we take into con-malady, canno but observe an extraordinary sideration the action of the saliva, which is somewhat ofdifference in the appearance of his form, as first that nature; but as the food in most instances is subject-the face, then the trunk and, lastly, the limbs ed to the action of the saliva in>the mouth for so short a
become soft and flabby, and the once well-fitting time, this feature in the economy is almost inappreciable.
garments hang loosely about him, his flesh TREATMENT. -
seeming to melt away, so rapid is the change. The close relations of non-assimilations of the fatty ele-

EMACIATION. ments of food to wasting diseases, and especially to con-
Antuafeason sumption, is understood, and reason would indicate thatA natural course of reasoning as to the cause if by any artificial means the absorption of fat could beand effect of emaciation under these circum- assisted by supplying, as chyle, a proper anount of ole-

stances has developed the f'act that the abnormal ginous or fatty matter, a nutritive progre., would be
consumption of the tissues is the result of established which would modify the unhealthy action
cntue'stfon of the pancreas, and not only relieve the body from thenature's efforts to supply the waste, through the depleting effects of the disorder, but afford an opportunityblood from the fatty tissues of the body with the for treatment and recovery. With the assistance of a
requisite amount of material whose oxidation Chprough knowledge of the chemical process which fat
is the source of heat and nerve force, the natural undergoes from the time of its introduction into thesupl though tf he asm t ofe food, thnavinl duodenum to absorption, a preparation has been intro-supply, through the assimilation of food, aving duced and extensively used by the profession in Englandfailed ii consequence of an unhealthy condition with highly successful results, indicated by the very flatter-
of the pancreatic secretions causing an insuffi- ingcommendations of it from many physicians who, having
cien.t supply of chyle, or a failure on the part of given the treatment of pulmonary disorders their special
the lacteal tubes, through fever or some cause, attention, are peculiarly qualified to attest its efficacy.
to asorb ucent tr im e orcausHYDROLEINE.to absorb sufficient nutriment. This preparation, to which the distinctive name ofTUBERCLE. hydroleine (hydrated oil) has been given, is not a simpleAs the attack upon the tissues or the body emulsion of cod-liver oil, but a permanent and perfectprogresses, not only fatty tis.sue is absorbed into saponaceous emulsion of oil, in combination with pan-
the circulation from unnatural sources, causing creatin soluble in water, the saponification producing a

ss o srgt, but p e o a cream-like preparation, possessing all the necessarytossue srenarri b part cles o abuminod qualities of chyle, including extreme delicacy and solu.tissue are carried by the blood and beirig de- bility, whereby a ready and perfect assimilation isposited in channels where the system has no afforded.
provision for throwng them off, form desqua- FORMULA OF HYDROLEINE.
matious centres of disease which, in their turn, Each dose of two teaspoonfuls, equal to 120 drops,throw 9 ff infectious matter to be absorbed into contains: .
the general system. The immense extent of Pure oil......................... Som (drops)
delicate mucous surface in the respiratory pas. Distilled water ................. 35deîctemuou srfceSoluble pancreatin ................ 5 grains.sages of the lungs exposed to the contents of Soda ... p..................
the minute blood-vessels which permeate their Boric aid.....................4
entire texture, offers the greatest and most Hyocholic acid .................... 1-20"
susceptible field for the reposition of a large DosE.-Two teaspoonfuls alone, or mixed with twice
amount of this effete albuminoid tissue. This the quantity of soft water, wine or whiskey, to be taken

thrice daily with ineals.deposit forms the tubercle whose establishment The use of the so called emulsions of cod-liver oilin the lung is the beginning of.that train of cir- during the extremely sensitive condition of the digestivecumstances vhich characterizes the progress of organs always accompanying consumption does not usu-
that fatal malady-consumption. Thus it is ally afford beneficial results. Those of the profession in
seen that tuberculosis is either due to the de- this country who have under their care cases ofconsump.tion, diabetes, chlorosis, Bright's disease, hysteria, and,fective action of the pancreaticjuice on the fatty in short, any disease where a loss of appetite is followedelements of the food, or to the non-absorption by a rapid breakingdown of the tissues of the body in its
of the chyleinto the blood.. effort to support the combustion supplying animal heat,

ASSIMILATION OF FATS. are urged to give this preparation a trial. It is supplied
Frt by the agent for Canada, Hazen Morse, No 57 FrontFatty matter, when introduced to the Street East, Toronto, who will forward literature relatingstomach, undergoes little change by th : action to the subject upon' application.

of the gastric juice, but passes, together with



THE CAN

That many of the diseases from which man-
kind suffer during infant and adult life are
caused by malnutrition, there can be no doubt ;
and the extent to which non-assimilation of the
life-giving properties of food interferes with re-
covery from severe illness, baffling the best
directed efforts of the physician, points the
necessity for an agent or combination of agents
sufficiently potent to replace the deficient
principle and aid nature in renewing the degen-
erated tissues.

Realizing this need, the science of chemistry
produced pepsine. Richard Tuson, F. C. S.
Professor of Chemistry, London, England, in
the Lancet Aug. 13, 1870, speaks of this remedy
as follows: " Since the introduction of Corvisart
ar.d Boudault's poudre nutrimentive into medi-
cine, in the year 1854, Pepsine, obtained from
the stomach of the pig, calf or sheep, in a state
of greater or less impurity has been extensively
prescribed in . Dyspepsia and certain other
affections. According to the testimony of some
authorities of high standing, long experience in
the use of this agent fully justifies Corvisart's
predictions relative to its therapeutic value,
which were based on physiological reasoning.

'here are other authorities who express
doubts as to the efficacy of Pepsine. This
difference of opinion undoubtedly arises from the
circumstance that pharmaceutists supply
medical men with various preparations, all bear-
ing the same specific name of Pepsine, but
differing very considerably in their digestive
powers and other qualities. In fact, I find those
who speak favorably of its employment in the
treatment 'of disease have prescribed that pre-
pared by the best makers, while those who ex-
press a doubtful opinion have been in the habit
of prescribing those varieties or makes, which
the experiments of myself and others have
proved to be practically without any digestive
activity, i. e. worthless. Under these circum-
stances it is absolutely necessary for the prac-
titioner to be certain of the make of Pepsine he
uses. Pure Pepsine, thoroughly triturated with
finely powered sugar of milk (saccharated
pepsine) will undoubtedly produce the best
results.

Experience in diseases of the stomach, dys-
pepsia, etc. has demonstrated in many cases,
the lack of other agents required to promote a
healthy digestion beside Pepsine, namely Pan-
creatne and Diastase or veg. Ptyalin. Pan-
creatine the active principle of the sweet-bread
or pancreas possesses the wonderful power of
emulsifying the fats and oils of food, rendering
them easily assimilated by the system not
affected by pepsine in the slightest degree.
Diastase or veg Ptyalin, as obtained from,
malted barley in the dry extract of malt, rep-
resents the saliva, and has the remarkable prop-
erty of converting the insoluble starchy portions
of food into the soluble glucose, thus rendering
the indigestible and innutritious article starch
into the nutritive and easily assimilated food
glucose.

ADA LANCET.

The value of these different ingredients and
the difficulty of procuring them of the right
quality led Hazen Morse, 57 Front Street East,
Toronto, to experiment with various combi-
nations during seven years' employment in themanufacture of Pepsine on a large scale and with
the assistance of several prominent physicians
he was finally enabled to present to the profession
the following formula.

Saccharated Pepsine........ ....... ro Grains.
" Pancreatine .......... 5

Acid Lactophosphate of Lime .•... 5
Exsiccated Extract of Malt equal to

one teaspoonful of Liquid Extract
of Malt................... 0

Said formula has been registered at Ottawa
under the distinctive name Maltopepsyn, thus
giving the physician a guarantee of always pro-curing the same standard preparation and pre-venting their being imposed upon by imitations
of inferior quality, and at the same time putting
it at as low a figure (fifty cents for I J oss.) aspossible for such a formula to be compounded
from the ingredients of the beat eossible man-
ufacture..

Maltopepsyn has digestive power ten times
greater than the best Pepsine in the market, as
it digests Fibrinand Caseine, emulsifies the fat of
food taken into the stomach, thus rendering itassimilable, converts starch into glucose, in factit
combines alr the agents that act upon food, frommastication to its conversion into chyle, digestingalI aliment use by mankind while Pepsine acts
only on plastic food. Maltopepsyn also com-
bines with the above the nutritive qualities
of Extract of Malt, and the brain and nerve
strengthening powers ofthe Acid Phosphates.

It has been found that a free acid, like Hydro-chloric, does not combine well with a Sac-
charated Mixture, and renders it liable to de-
composition, I therefore de not use it in myformula. It can be easily prescribed in solution,
(say 20 drops of acid to 4 ounces of water> onehalf-ounce with each dose, in cases where its use
is indicated.

For infants, however, Maltopepsyn will be
found to yield the most satisfactory results, and
the acid should be dispensed with. The ne-
cessity for the absence of acid which would tend
to produce harmful results, will be recognized,
when it is considered that even the slight acidityof most cow's milk, when used as food for in-
fants, is sufficient to disagree with them.

With regard to the proper time for its admin-
istration, as before or after taking of food,
opinions -vary, but reason would suggest that
about half an hour before eating will afford the
ferment a sufficient time to comb)iH with the
existing condition of the stomach, and produce
the most natural effect upon t'%e food.
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OPINIONS OF MEDICAL MEN.

46 St. Joseph St., TORONTO, Aug. I, 1881.
I have tried both Maltopepsyn and Hydroleine

in a large number of cases and have found very
great benefit from their use. Maltopepsyn is
one of the best remedies of its kind that I have
ever prescribed when artificial aid is required for
digestion. Hydroleine I have found to be one
of the best, if not the hest of its class. It is
readily taken, is easily assimilated, does not pro-
duce nausea or disgust, and nourishes the body
to a very marked degree. In all wasting dis-
eases I have found it to be most satisfactory. I
would strongly recommend both of these prepar-
ations to my professional brethren.

JAS. H. RICHARDSON, M.D.,
M.R.C.S., England.

MONTREAL, Sept. 7, 1881.
Dear Sir.-I have given a very fair trial to

your preparations Maltopepsyn and Hydroleine.
I found Hydroleine invaluable in all wasting
diseases, where cod liver oil and other tonics are
generally employed, and especially in treating
some cases of chronic diseases of the skin.

Maltopepsyn has been used successfully in two
cases of Dyspepsia.

Yours truly,
GASPARD ARCHAMBAULT, M.D.,

Physician to the Hotel Dieu and Professor of
Dermatology at the Medical and Surgical
School.

MONTREAL, Sept. 12, 1881.
.Dear Sir.-I think I have employed Hydro-

leine since its first introduction here, and it has
given far more satisfaction in my hands than
any other Cod Liver Oil preparation, in cases of
emaciation with cough and threatened consump-
tion its use has invariablv been followed by
benefit and in many cases results* have been
truly remarkable. Increase in weight, improved
secretions and better spirits usually follows its
proper administration. In .chronic diarrhœa ·I
have found it very serviceable and for many con-
valescents it is invaluable.

Yours truly, W. B. BURLAND, M.D.
MONTREAL, Sept. 28, 1881.

Dear Sir.-I have used Hydroleine very freely
and find it a very good tonic in all wasting dis-
eases, principally those of the pulmonary organs.

Yours truly,
P. G. MOUNT, M.D.

Physician to the Reformatory Jail, Montreal.
690 Dorchester Street, MONTREAL, Sep. 29, 1881.

Sir.-I have much pleasure in adding my own
t the mass of testimqny you have already ac-
quired in favor off Hydroleine, with the results of
which I have never been disappointed. Its ad.
ministration has frequently been attended with
an increase in the patient's weight far out of
proportion to the quantit of oil taken.

Yours trul>.,
A. LAPTHORN SMITH, M.D.

M.R.C.S., England, F.O.S. Lond.,
Physician Montreal Dispensary.

531 Wellington Street, MONTREAL, Sep. 1g, 1881.
Dear Sir.-What I have seen of flydroleine

is certainly to its advantage. In the first place
you do not, as is done to my knowledge i
other preparations, endeavor to cover up defi
ciencies of the oil by adding strong aromatic oils
to the mixture, and again, I consider the formula
more likely to secure a finer emulsion by reduc-
ing the size of the globules than is possble under
other methods.

Yours truly,
CASEY A. WOOD, M.D.

MONTREAL, Sept. 7, 1881.
Dear Sir.-I have much pleasure in testifying

to the excellence of your Maltopepsyn in cases of
indigestion and the diarrhea and the vomiting
of children. Beyond question it is the most
successful remedy we possess in the above class
of cases, particularly so in young children, doing
away entirely with the very objectionable habit
of administering very powerful astringents, in-cluding opium. Your preparation in these cases
is prompt in its action and above all harmless.

Yours very truly,
JOHN T. FINNIE, M.D.
MONTREAL, Sept. 19, 188I.

Dear Sir.-Having occasion to prescribe
Maltopepsyn often, it is with the greatest plea-sure that I inform you of its entire satisfaction
to the relief and cure of all those troubles which
'accompany dyspepsia, gastralgia, pyrosis and
flatulency; it has also cured costiveness. In all
these complaints I am well pleased with the use
of this wonderful remedy.

Yours veïy truly,
J. C. DANSEREAU, M.D.

126 Bleury St., MONTREAL, Sept. 12. 1881.
Dear Sir.-I have used Maltopepsyn in a

great number of cases with beneficial results
and think that it is a very valuable preparation.

Yours truly,
R. A. KENNEDY, M.D.

NEw DURHAM, ONT, Oct. I, 1881.
Dear Sir.-I prescribed Hydroleine to a pa-tient afflicted with tuberculosis. She is wonder-

fully emaciated; nevertheless, from the use of
the one bottle she has gained ii lbs., her coughhas become less frequent, and she expressed a
great desire to continue the use of the remedy.I write you for 4 (four) bottles to be sent
immediately.

Yours very respectfully,
A. McCURDY, M.D.

UPPER BEDFORD, QUE., Sept. 28, 1881.
Dear Sir.-For the past 12 months I have

used Ilydroleine (Hydrated Oit) in ail my cases
presenting either a scrofulus or tubercular diathe.

his, and have found it answered better than any
c ber preparation of cod liver oi. Notably with-
:hildren (of ail ages> do I find its particular
alue. pr a

In suitable cases your Maltopepsyn has never
failed me, and in certain cases of long standing
lyspepsia, its use I found indispensable.

Yours truly,
DAVID A. HART, MD..
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DR. FERRIER'S LOCALISA

In 1870, Fritsch and Hitzig publ
perimental research on the brain, shc
cerebral substance was not, as had
thought, unsusceptible of excitation;
monstrated, among other things, t
stimulation of the anterior parts of th
duced movements on the opposite sid
Professor Ferrier laboriously and ab
and extended these researches, and
ascertaining in a very exact manner t
animals--dogs, cats, and monkeys-
of certain definite and limited areas o
cortical layers of the brain invariably
tain definite movements on the opp
the body. In his earlier experimen
on dogs, cats, and rabbits, (published
Riding Lunatic Asylum Report of 187tained that the anterior lobes of the ce
pherçs are the chief centres of volu
and active outward manifestations of
he deined and localised the centres f
1ments of the eyelids, face, mouth,
neck, hand, foot, and tail; and sho
general, the action of the hemisphere
but that certain movements of the m
and neck, are bilaterally co-ordinat
cerebral hemisphere; that the corpori
crossed action, and are centres for th
the opposite side of the body ; that t
lami,.fornix, hippocampus major, and
convolutions, have no motor significa
probably connected with sensation ; t
lobes or corpora quadrigemina, besid
cerned with vision and the movement
are centres for the extensor muscles
trunk, and legs; and that the cereb
co-ordinating centre for the muscles o
and on the integrity of these centres
maintenance of the equilîbrium of the

It would be difficult to overestima
and importance of these discoveries
they were followed and confirmed, a 1
sinilar researches on the brain of n
localisation of function in the hum in
ing been deduced fron the study of
gous parts of the brain of the lower
and the almost identical brain of the n
removed from the region of probabil
of scientific facts. These researches,
an immense amount of pathological d
by Cîîarcot, Pitres, Hughlings Jackso
others in all countries, have culminate
tablishment of a cerebral topography
tion of function, which, though still di
however much they may be nodified
scarches, such as those of G >lz and
enter largely into the new physiology
logy of the brain.

TIONS. Briefly considered, the defined areas of cerebral
localisation discovered and mapped out by Ferrier

ished an ex- are as follows:-Most of the voluntary motor
wing that the centres are grouped round the deep vertical fissure
been hitherto of Rolando, which passes from the summit of the
and they de- hemisphere above to the horizontal fissure of Syl-

hat electrical vius below ; the convolution anterior to this fissure,
e brain pro- the ascending frontal, contains, in its upper part,

e of the body. the centres for the complex niovements of the arm
ly continued and hand, and, in its lower part, the centre for the
succeeded in movement of the lips ; the pusterior half of the
hat, in certain superior and middle frontal convolution is a centre
the excitation for lateral movements of the head and eyes, with
f the external elevation of the eyelds and dilatation of the pupil;
produce cer- in the upper part of the convolution, which is be-
osite side of hind the fissure of Rolando, the ascending parietal
ts performed convolution, is the centre for voluntary movement
in the West of the lower limb, and luwer down are centres for
3), he ascer- the movements of the hand and wrist ; the pos-
rebral hemis- terior extremity of the third left frontal convolu-
ntary motion tion is, as had been previously established by
intelligence • Broca, the centre of speech, and, as further demon-
or te move- strated by Ferrier, the motor centre of articulation.
tongue, ear, Behind the ascending parietal convolution, in a
wed that, spot called the supramarginal lobule, are the cen-
s is crossed, tres of vision; stili more posterior is the centre of
uth, tongue hearing ; the centre of smell is located in the un-

ed for each cnate gyrus; near it is the centre of taste; and
a striata have touch is located in the hippocampal region. Fer-
e muscles of rier showed, moreover, that the optic lobes, or
he optic tha- corpora quadrigemina, are not only closely con-
surrounding nected with the function of sight, but are also the

nce, and are centres of equilibriation and of certain emotional
hat the optic expressions; and that the cerebellum, while mainly
es being con- concerned in the preservation of equilibrium, is
s of the iris, also a centre for associated movements of the eye,
of the head, and of various muscular adjustments which aid in
ellum is thc mamntaining the equilibrium of the body.
f the eyeball; These are, briefly stated, the main results of
depends the Professor Ferrier's researches ; and to the physio-

body. logist and physician they are, by mapping out the
te the value brain, as invaluable as a chart of an unknown re-
; but, when gion would be to an explorer.
ittle later, by It was not long before physicians and surgeons
onkeys, the i began to take advantage of these new data. Tneybrain-hav- founid in them an explanation of many of the p-the homolo- thological experiments practised by that arch-vivi-
vertebrates, sector Aature ; and discovered that some of the
onkey-was diseases of the brain hitherto considered incurable
ities to that were susceptible of ainelioration, or even of cure.
coupled with We will mention a few examples of the recent ap-ata collected plication of cerebral localisation to medicine,
n, and many I among a great number. A child (Fa/i vo/n Hirnab-
d in the es- scess bei Courvoisier Correspondenzb. schureiz.
of localia- Aerzte, No. 1, January 1st, 1879,) two and a half
sputed, and ¡years old, had a slight fall on the leit side of her

by other re- head, to which, however, no importance was at-
Munk, must tached ; a week later, the child was seized with
and patho- 'vomiting, pjin in the head, and paralysis of the

right leg and arm, followed by ptosis and strabis-

g%\ Jï
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mus ; the next day there was complete right hemi- emptied, the patient ultimately recovering Dr.plegia, with left facial paralysis and loss of con- Echeverria has collected 165 cases of traumaticsciousness. The paralysis pointing, according to epilepsy, of which 64 per cent. were cured by tre-Dr. Ferries localisation of functions of the brain, phining, the site for the operation and the exactto injury or disease of a certain definite spot ; the nature of the lesion being indicated by cerebralskull at this spot was, therefore, laid bare, and a localisation.depressed fracture was discovered. The piece of But, apart from these cases of direct surgical in-depressed bone was removed, giving exit to a terference, which, but for a just confidence whichquantity of pus ; a consciousness and power of a knowledge of cerebral localisation gives, wouldmovement of the paralysed liubs returned a few be left to live or die equally miserably, the influ-hours after the operation, and the child eventually ence of exact knowledge of the brain is felt in therecovered. A man who ad been struck on the treatment of mental and nervous diseases. Timeceft side of the head with a stone immediately be- was, and not long ago, when insanity was lookedcame unconscious ; and, on recovering conscious- upon by the physician, as it is now by the vulgar,ness, was found to have become completely speech- not a disease of the brain-tissue, often capable ofless, or aphasic, without paral.sis. Some time cure, but as an incomprehensible affliction of thelater, he came under the care of Dr. Hammond, impalpable mind, before which the physician andof New York, (Diseases of the Nervous System. surgeon are therapeutically powerless. Thanks,seventh edition, p. 209), who diagnosed from the however, to scientific research, brain-tissue hassymptoms fracture of the internai table of the skull been found to be not only as capable of regenera-and pressure on the posterior part of the third tion as many of the other structures of the body,frontal convolution. The spot thus indicated by but even more so; and stimulation, electrical andthe localisation of the lost function of speech was therapeutical, of degenerated centres of localisedrephined by Professor Sayer, and, as diagnosed, the function may, and in fact often does, lead to re-internai table of the skull was found to be fractured covery. In an interesting paper by Dr. Althaus,and a splinter pressing on the convolution nained. in Brai, (April, 1881), cases are given of the ap-The fragment was removed ; and as soon as the plication of the constant current, with very happypatient recovered from the ether, he spoke per- results, to those parts of the brain wvhich, from thefectly well. We will give but one case from a symptoms considered in connection with cerebralgreat number, of traumatic epilepsy. A child, localisation, were known to have undergone morbidaged 7, received a blow from a poker; it produced change. This comparatively untrodden path opensno external wDund, and no scar or depression of a n.ew vista of the cure of nervous diseases.bone remained. A year later, the child had an In therapeutical researches, also, the effort atepileptic fit, and continued to have fits daily for the present day is to discover and define the Io-about seven a ears, with occasional periods of ex- calised action of drugs ; and in this direction alsoacerbation, at which time the fits increased to the study of cerebral localisation opens out to us atwenty or thirty a day. . At the end of this time fair prospect of being able to treat various formsDr. Ferrier was askcd to see the child in consulta- of insanity and acute nervous diseases, due to localtion; tenderness was found over the right parietal causes, on a rational basis. Dr. Ferrier's recentregion, with loss of power in the leit hand, and in- research on the localisations of atrophic paralysisdistinct utterance from loss of muscular power in -showing how atrophy of certain groups of mus-the lips. Trephining was decided upon, and Dr. cles which are associated in action is due to o-Ferrier pointed out that the seat for trephining calised lesions in the spinal cord-point the wayshould be rather low down. to correspond to the to fresh improvement in the treatment of such le-centres in the brain for the arm and lips, which sions.
seemed affected. This was done; for eight weeks Indeed, the outcome of the minute and faithfulafner the operaîi mn, the child was free from fits, study of the fuctions of the brain cannot be esti-and though at the periodical exacerbations the fits nated, so great are the already achieved, and soreturiied, yet with always diminishing severity, much greater the probable benefits ; so vast theh o aical ottriia/, October 16th, 188o). importance of knowing the working of the great''hse cases might he mnuliplied greatly. In the organ of the mind and centre of the movementsr/ iii-aMa/ Journa/, (September, 1879,) is and sensations of the body.-British Medicalreported a case or ight hemiplegia and convul- 7ourn a.sions, due to tumor of the dura mater pressing onthe motor centres of the left brain, diagnosed byaid of cerebral localisation, and cured by removal M BERGER advocates a method in skin-grafting,of the tr.mor. In Brain, (October, 1881,) in a of exciting the vascularization of the flap beforecase of lett hemiplegia, due to abscess of the brain, cutting it, by covering the skin either with a mus-the situation of which was indicated by knowledge tard plaster or with warm poultices. He hasof the motor centres of the paralysed limbs ; the already found this method to be successful.-Brit.skull was trephined, and the abscess opened and Med. Your.
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RUPTURE OF THE PERINÆUM AND
PROLAPSUS UTERI-THOMAS.

Ann R., aged forty years and a native of Ire-
land. She has had one child (six years ago) but
no miscarriages, and is now a widow.

How long have you been complaining? " For
about a year." How do you suffer? "From a
great pain in my back." What else ? "Pains in
my knees, legs, and shoulders." Do you suffer
much at your monthly periods ? "No." Can
you walk about pretty well ? " Yes." Can you
go up and down stairs well? " No." Can you do
as much work as before you began to feel badly?
"Oh, no." Have you any trouble about your
bladder ? "I have to pass my water too often."
How many times during the night ? " Only once
or twice at night, but I have to pass it very often
indeed through the day." You feel relieved in
this respect, then, at night? " Yes." Do you
have the whites ? " Yes."

You observe that the patient bas a very strong
frame, such as we commonly associate with persons
in robust health ; but it needs only a glance to see
that she looks harasscd and depressed. As you
have heard, she was well up to one year ago, when
she began to suffer from great weakness and pain
in the back and thighs. Then followed leucorr.
hœi and irritability. Such symptoms scarcely
seem like those that could seriously affect a patient
apparently so strong, and she herself does not
make very much of them ; but yet the fact remains
that she cannot do ber ordinary work any more.

Now let me show you what took place in this
womin's case six years ago, and has really caused
all ber trouble, although she bas been complaining
only for the past year. Before the birth of berchild ber uterus was kept up in place by the or-
dnary means provided by nature for the support
of this organ ; but at the time of the delivery the
parineal body was split directly in two, the rupture
of the parts extending completely back to the
anus. Vhat was the result of this accident ?;
Iresently the bladder began to ïall. because the
laceration of the pernum took away its entire
support; and as it descended l.wer and lower, the
uteru,( which was in a state of subinvolution and
gready enlarged) came down with it. The
patient's system bore up nobly under such a strain;
but at las,, at the end of five long years, it began
to give our. 'he uterus has not as yet come d'wn
outside of the body in this case, but it lias fallen
down to the vulva ; so that the fundus thus presses
upon the bladder, while the rectum, on the other
hand, is dragged upon.

Next we enquire, Can the symptoms, of which
the patient complains, be satisfactorily explaned
by such a prolapsus uteri as we find here? and
the answer is, " Undoubtedly they may." This

is in some respects a prolapsus of the second de-
gree, because, for some reason, the uterus still
retains its normal axis, instead of having become
retroverted, as is generally the case. I presume
that if nothing were done to prevent it the organ
would, before a great while, come down entirely
outside of the body; the ligaments having finally
given up ail resistance.

I wish to pause here for a moment to say, that
any medical man who is in the habit of practicing
obstetrics and ignores such an accident as rupture
of the perinæeum had better, by all means, give up
this branch of the profession. All sorts of uterine
troubles are constantly arising from it; and the
most lamentable part of the matter is that they
might ail have been avoided if the accoucheur in
attendance in each case had only performed his
duty properly. Of course, rupture of the perinærum
is sometimes inevitable, in spite of ail our efforts
to save it ; but not infrequently the accident can
be prevented by a little care. For instance, when
forceps are employed it is better to take them off
before the head is delivered. If by taking every
precaution, then, we can prevent the perineum
from giving way, we are doing a vast deal for the
patient's present safety, as weil as for ber future
welfare. There are some who boast that they do
not even tear the fourchette in delivering their
patient ; but as a fact it is found that this almost
invariably gives way. Such a rupture, however,
is ph)Eiological, rather than pathological, and it is
not of this that I am speaking. More extensive
lacerations of the perinoeum are, unfortunately,
very frequent, and, indeed, they take place in the
great majority of instrumental labors. Of course,
I do not mean that in the generality of forceps
cases the perinæeum is torn all the way through to
the anus ; but enough injury is done to give rise to
very serious trouble. When we consider what an
acrid and irritating fluid the lochial discharge is, it
certainly appears marvellous that more parturient
women do not die of septicæmia, because when
there is a rupture of the perinæum, the raw surfaces
are constantly bathed by. this irritating material
pou ring from the uterus. Yet this is only one of
the many evils that result from this accident.

Now suppose that, in some case, in spite of all
efforts to prevent it, you find that there lias been a
rupture of the perinæum. The question at once
presents itself, Shall I close it or shall I let it
alone ? While it is impossible to lay down any law
that shall be universally applicable in such cases,
the rule is, put in sutures immediately and repair,
as far as it is possible, the damage that has been
done. To this, however, there are some except-
ions. When, for instance the paticnt bas lost a
large quantity of blood, or has otherwise become
much exhausted during labor, or when there are
weak-minded relatives present who will cry out
with horror at the mere thought of such a proced-
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tire, and nearly frighten the patient to death, it is doubt that we should have a uterus much Lesbetter to delay the operation until a more ap- hyperoemic and heavy than at present, and it wouldpropriate time. If the patient bas been bleeding then be proper to restore the lacerated perinoumvery profusely, she may actually die while the su- by an operation. The restoration of the perinealtures are being put in, and, of course, any obstet- body would thus support the bladder, and ailrician who attempts to operate under such circum- traction baving been removed the uterus wouldstances must be regarded as culpable. probably remain in its normal position without theIf done carefully and thoroughly the immediate aid ofa pessary or other mechanical contrivance.operation is generally successful. Usually, how-ever, the practitioner does not have the necessaryappliances for operating with him, but it should bethe rule of every one who practices obstetrics at all SUPPURATION 0F TH E KNEE-JOINT,to always have the things required at hand in every ASSOCIATED WIT H PHTHIS [S. AMPU-case which he attends. When this is the fact he TATION; RECOVERY, WITH DISAP-can put in the sutures without any delay, and if PEARANCE 0F CHEST SYMPTOMS.*anoesthetics have been previously used during thelabor, the patient very often is entirely unaware Charles W-, aged twenty-three, a footman,that any operation is being performed upon ber. was admitted on May î2th, r88r, into Job wardWhen a laceration has thus been promptly repair- under Mr. Bryant's care. In February, 878, heed you have closed up two avenues of future jumped from a loft about ten feet, and at the timetrouble to your patient. In the first place, you felt no ill effects. About ten days afterwards hehave prevented the exposure of the raw surfaces of became feverish and very weak; he perspired -athe torn perineum to the septic action of the good deal, and had a bad cough. For threelochial discharge, to which allusion has already months he kept his bed In August be went intobeen made. I often wonder why it is that all Canterbury Hospital, where he was told he hadwomen do not die of puerperal fever after labor. rheumatism in his knee. His legs were dressedAs the patient lies on ber back the septic fluid with a spirit lotion, and in a fortnight he was dis-bathes not only the cervix (which is very likely to charged. For three months he was in good health;have been lacerated) and the vagina, but also the swelling had entirely disappeared from hispours directly over the fourchette whose lymphatics knee, which he was able to bend. His knee, how-and blood-vessels have been exposed by its almost ever, soon began to swell again, and became hotinevitable rupture. All this is going on for days and painful. In July, 1879, he was admitted into-and days together, and although vaginal injections Guy's, when his knee was swollen and feit pulpymay.be of service, they cannot prevent it. How to the hand. It measured 14.25 against rightmuch greater must be the danger, then, when not 12-75. There was no fluctuation, but pain ononly the fourchette, but perhaps nearly the whole pressure over the femoral condyles. There wasperinum, is torn through, and the extensive sur- then dulness at the base of the left lung. Thefaces of its two parts left exposed. In the second knee was blistered and a posterior splint was ap-place, by an early operation the necessary support plied. He was discharged August 27th, wearingis furnshed to the uterus, and the danger of pro- a Bavarian splint to ensure immobility of thelapsus in the future is averted. During the pre- Joit, and with an elastic bandage beneath it forsent course I have not had so good an opportunity purposes of pressure. He wore his splint for twoas the present for speaking of this subject, which 1 months, when his knee being much better he dis-regard as a very important one. continued it. He was then able to bear his weightBut now, as to the patient before us. Can she on his leg and bend the knee, and so resumedbe cured ? I think she can, but it will take a long work.

time. Under the circumstances here present 1 Six weeks ago he jarred his knee when comingwould byno means advise that the treatment should down stairs. The accident caused him much painbe begun with a surgical operation. It is possible and the joint in about two hours after swelled ato restore this uterus to position and maintain it good deal. He could, however, use the limb.there by other neans, and this will relieve both 'he joint bas since steadily grown worse. He basthe engorement which now characterizes it and liad hæmoptysis for the last three years, and a badthe severe dragging upon the ligament which has cough mn wirnter. He perspires much at night.been going on so long. For the purpose I would On admission, May 12th, :881, the knee wassuggest Cutler's pessary or some modification of it much swollen and displaced backwards, the tissues(which might be removed at night), and in addition around being very edematous. The joint wascopious vaginal injections of hot water should be clearly disorganized. The man looked very iifrequently used, while care should be taken that and thm, and had a bad cough. There was duinessall pressure from tight clothing be removed. After over botb ai-es in front, and "cogged" inspirationthree months of such treatment as this I do not Read before the Medical Society of London, Oct. 24, '81.ab
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at both apices, but it was most marked on the left
side. There was prolonged expiration and bron-
chiaI breathing at the left apex. Good resonance
and vesicular murmur at the bares. He had had
a good deal of hænoptysis, and his expectorations
were muco-purulent.

June 7th.-Under chloroform his leg was ampu-
tated; an Esmarch bandage having been applied
as a tourniquet after elevating the limb, antero-
posterior flaps were made. The anterior one was
made by a semilunar incision reaching to about
two inches below the condyles. The posterior
flap was made by transfixion. The bone was sawn
through above the condyles. All the vessels were
twisted, except one large vein, which was ligatured
with carbolized gut. Great care was taken to stop
al oozing, by the use of sponges wrung out with
bot iodine water, that quick union might ensue.
The flaps were brought together by silk sutures,
one inch apart, strapping being applied in the in-
tervals. The stump was ivashed with iodine water,
and a drainage-tube put in. The wound was
dressed with terebene and oil, and a stump put
upon a posterior splint. The knee, on examina-
tion, was in an advanced state of pulpy disease.
The joint was full of caseating pulpy material.
The cartilage was removed from the external con-
dyles, and the bone was covered with granulations.
The opposing surface of the tibia was in a less ad-
vanced condition. The underlying bone was
bealthy. In places sinuses had begun to form.
On the 13th, the sixth day after the operation, the
stump was dressed for the first time, when union
of nearly the whole length of the wound was found
to have taken place. On the 14th, the patient was
doing well. There was very little discharge from
the stump. Temperature, 99.60; pulse, ioo.
On the 17th, secretion had.diminished in quantity.
On the 21st, the fourteenth day after the opera-
tion, the drainage-tube was removed. Tempera-
ture 101.2', probably due to constipation. On the
23rd there was only a granulating surface of about
a quarter of an inch at the inner extremity of the
wound. Union had taken place in the rest of its
extent. Temperature 99°.-Chest examined:
Right apex much improved since his admission.
Good resonance over the right apex, and fair over
the left, the only fault being a slight prolungation
of the respiratory murmurs. Left side inspiration
still cogged. Respiration still somewhat bronchial.
At bases good vesicular murnur.

On July 14th the patient was discharged conval-
escent, and looking comparatively well. He had
then no night sweats, and did not spit blood.
The stump had healed well, except at the inner
extremity of the line of union of the flaps, where
there was a very small granulating surface.

Remars.-I have thought this case worthy of
being brought before the notice of ·this Society on
account of the important practical point it illus-

trates--namely, the value of removing local suppu-rative disease, and more particularly bone or jointdisease, when associated with lung mischief; and
if it cannot be said in the case before us, from the
want of lapse of time to enable us to form a posi-tive judgment, that the organic disease which ex-
isted in the lungs at the time of the amputation
had disappeaped, there can be no doubt that it
had become quiescent, and had apparently ad-vanced towards cure ; for when the man left the
hospital all the local lung symptoms had
ameliorated, and his general condition had greatly
improved. It is to be noticed also that the wound
after the amputation had almost entirely healed by
quick or primary union. If I might venture to
speak from my own personal observation, I am-
convinced that the presence of local suppurative
joint and bone disease, if it does not primarily
originate lung trouble, does much to aggravate it
and hasten its progress ; while the case I have
brought before you, in addition to the experience
gained by others which have passed under my
care, clearly prove that by the removal of the
local suppurative disease the lungmischief, which
may have been previously progressive, is retarded,
if not cured ; the lung disease by its presence
affording an argument in favour of operative action
rather than of delay. Under these circumstances,
it clearly becomes the duty of the surgeon to em-
ploy his art actively rather than expectantly, and
to take away by no partial but by some decided
operative measure any local suppurative disease
which by its progress has been proved to be in-
curable by natural processes, or from its nature is
likely to require much time for its repair. The
case I have just read adds another to the list,which has been steadily lengthening, in which this
practice has proved successiul, and it will, I trust,encourage surgeons to carry out the line of prac-tice it illustrates. In lardaceous visceral disease
the same line of practice should also be employed.

ANIMAL LIGATURES.

The choice of a proper material for a ligature
is a matter of serious import to the surgeon in the
performance of plastic and other operations. It
is well known what stress Marion Sims laid uponthe value of the silver wire suture as affecting the
succe-s of the operation for the cure of vesico-
vaginal fistulæ. Various metal wires have been
used, yet still the silver wire is considered as the
most generally serviceable of all the metal sutures.
But there are many cases in whicb metal sutures
of any sort are inconvenient or inapplicable, and
the attention of surgeons has long been turned to
the search for a material for sutures that should
better meet the indications than does silk, which
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abeen used probably more than any other ciently prepared. It is then taken out of the solu-material. 

tion, dried and placed in carbolic oil, one-to-five,
matter of d covering anima igatures which should Dr. Macewen calls attention to the necessity ofbe of sufficient itrength and endurance to serve having a good article of the thoroughly dried oldthe purpose of ligating an artery, without danger gut in order to make a good preparation. The re-of premature absortion allowing of secondary suit of quite an extended use of these ligatureshemorrhage, and which should yet be absorbed during the last three or four years has shown to hisafter serving their purpose so as not to be a source entire satisfaction that they do not produce irrita-of irritation. 

tion in the tissues. 'he average length of timeCarbolized gut was proposed some years ago that they will maintain their hold in the tissuesand has been tised wihmore or less favourable re- has already been stated in the directions for pre-suits by a number of surgeons. The great objec- paration of the ligatures.tion to this ligature has been that it would take up Other animal substances have been used withconsiderable moisture from the vital tissues, soften, success by different surgeons. An Australian sur-and become absorbed uo soon that ut could not be geon has used and highly recommends ligaturesdepended upon in circu fstances which require made from the tendons of the kangaroo. He re-that the ligature should remain firm for several ports very favourable results obtained by their use,days. 
but we have not heard of these ligatures being in-In the Annals of Anatomy and Surgery, of troduced into general use, or in fact of theirOctober, we note a paper by Wm. Macewell, having been placed in the market at al], so as to beM.D., of Glasgow, Scotland, in which, after dis- obtainable by the surgeons of this country. Ourcussing this subject at some length, he recom- attention has been called, however, to a ligaturemends as the resuit of is experiments, a prepara- manufactured from whale tendon, which is to betion of gui by a prolonged immersion in a solution found now in the hands of our most reliable deal-of cromic acid in water and glycerine. He ers in surgical instruments and appliances. This

ig asorpin ouldbe mor less power uf resist- is the invention of Dr. Ishiguro, the Chief Surgeonuing asrongolution of chromic acid aut way of the Imperial Jap nese Army. In its prepara-using a strong solution of chromic acid a gui was tion a whale's tendon is teased out until the fibresobtained which resisted the action of the living look very like those of hemp. Then the longesttissues for at least two months, and by a weak and finest fibres are selected and spun together assolution gut was prepared which softened in the ordinary silk thread. According to the reports oftissues in a few days." the Japanese surgeons who have tested them, someBy a series of experiments he ascertained that to of whom have been connected with the Japaneseprepare a gut which will resist the action of the army in active service, have had excellent oppor-tissues for about two weeks and then soften and tunity to test them, the results have been eminentlybecome absorbed, it should be kept for two satisfactory. One statement made by Dr.months in a solution consishing of chromic acid, Ishiguro as to the readiness with which the whaleone part, water, five parts, glycerine, one hundred tendon ligature is absorbed in the tissues, wouldparts. it should then be washed and dried and be calculated to make us seek farther testinonyplaced in a solution of carbolic acid and glycerine before we should be willing to depend upon it in1-5. As the length of time taken to prepare the cases where there would be serious danger from
menten fthe, and as inconvenience, he experi- secondary hemorrhage. If ut is necessary to putmented farher, and has found that a gut can be the whale tendon ligature through a special courseprepared which will resist absorption almost as of hardening with chromic acid or other chemicalswell as this by immersing ut in a solution consis- in order to prevent too early absorption, it is noting of chromic acid, one part; water, five parts probable that it will meet with any very general ac-and glycerine, twenty-five parts. If kepit in this ceptance. We shall be very glad to have the ex-solution for four days, the gut will resis the action perience of any who have tested these ligatures,of the tissues for from five to eight days, and will or any other forni of animal ligatures.answer for sutures in fiaps or in plastic operations We observe in the Medical Tines and Gazetteeof various sorts. of April 2, 1881, in the report of a discussionMr. Lister's method of preparing catgut liga- before the Royal Medical and Chirurgical Society,tures, as given in his address before the Clinical Mr. Dent stated that he found these whaleSociety of London, is as follows He takes one tendon ligatures to be too readily absorbed.part of chromic acid, 4,000 parts of distilled Another material which has been used with suc-water and 200 parts of pure carbolic acid. Into cess is a flat ligature cut from the aorta of the ox.this solution is placed catgut about equal in weight Mr. Barwell introduced this ligature, and com-to the carbolic acid. At the end ot forty-eight mends it emphaticalîy to the attention of the pro-hours catgut steeped i such a solution is suffi- fession.-S. Louis C'ourier of Medicine.
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LUPUS EXEDENS SUCCESSFULLY TREAT- that tracheotomy was deemed immediately neces-ED BY CREASO lE AND CALOMEL. sary. We had at hand only one canula a littie toolarge, but it would have taken too much time toDr. Clinton B. Herrick reports the following have sent for another. Its introduction into thecase in the Medical Anna/s. trachea was tedious and difficult : one moment weP. S., aged 65, was admitted into the Albany believed the patient dead. At length after a strug-Hospital (service of Dr. A. Van Derveer), October gle of half an hour we had the happiness of calling21, 188o, with the following history. No trace of him back to life.
disease of ulcerative nature in family. About Tuesday 5th-The night had been safely passed.fifteen years previous, patient first noticed a small The cleansing of the canula had been intelligentlywart, about the size of the head of a pin, in front done by the parents. Temperature 39t I hadof left ear, which remained about the same for a read the afternoon before the interesting remarksperiod of five years. Then it began to get a little of Dr. Le Reboullet in the Gazette Hebdomadaire
sore, and if scratched would bleed, a scab forming (May, 1881) ; I told my colleague of it.ing afterwards. He also noticed then that a The same evening the respiration having be-small ulcer was progressing, which increased and corne harsh and embarrassed, M. Duliscouet in-spread downward, and then toward his eye, the jected under the skin of the neck 5 milligrammesulcer healing and crusting over in its track. The of chlorydrte of pilocarpine in a gramme of dis-character of the sore was, in form, irregular, with- tilled water. Five minutes after, abundant saliva-out discharge, up to this time, and painless, being tion occurred: a spel of coughing expelled by theaccompanied however with an intense itching sen- canula a quantity of mucus and false membrane.
sation, so great sometimes that the patient could A perfect calm succeeded and coltiued duringscarcely control himself The disease advanced, the night.
surrounded the eye, implicated the lids, and crept Wednesday 6th-The child appeared to be do-on over the left side of the nose down to the ale ing we. Temperature 38 2; respiration easy.and a portion un the right side. About three The little patient took bis food without troublemonths before coming into hospital the ulcer began he was sitting up and playing in bed.o discharge a thin, purulent matter, very profusey We nevertheless practiced morning and eveningso as to require, at unes, redressing every hour or as neverthels prcticed mnigad eness. When admitted, the disease covered almost aisubcutaneous injection of 5 milligrammes ofntirely the upper half of left side of face. At pilocrpine. Every time after some minutes vio-
irst creasote alone was applied, then the dis- lent spells of coughing occurred with the expulsionhloracetic acid was used with sone benefit. Then of mucus and false membrane through the canula.pplications were made of creasote and calomel, Thursday 7th-The night had been bad. Thend from the first use of it the ulcer began to im- child was much troubled and restless ; tempera-rove. I'he method of usmg it was to take a ture 38'.5, respiration more wheezing and expec-amel's hair penc.l, dip it first m the creasote, then toration more difficult. M. Duliscouet howevern dry powder of cliomel, aplymi it to the edges seeng no very bad symptom, abstained from mak-nud where depressions existe1, the brusht with a ing as on the preceding days, an injection of pilo-wirling motion dislIdging and removing the cells carpme. At two in the afternoon the father camey this treatment, the surlace glazed over with in haste for us. We found the child in a state ofealthy skin, its size dimiuisied. and at present advanced asphyxia; the look fixed, face pale andhere only remains a snali partion of the disease livid, lips purple, extremities cold, etc.ver the eyelids, without any indications of its re- Both canulS were at once removed. We vainlyurning or spreading again. attemlpted to extract with a pair of forceps a largepiece of false membrane that had appeared in thetrachea. The situation seemed desperate. An in-jection of pilocarpine was given by M. DuliscouetACTION OF PILOCARPINE IN CROUP AFTER TRA- upon the front of the chest. The child was seized
HEOToM.-In connection with recent cases which with a violent coughing spell and expelled throughemonstrate the good results obtained in diphthe- the tracheal wound a great many pieces of falsea by the employment of pilocarpine, I have the membrane bathed in mucus. One piece largeronor to communicate the report of a case which than the rest presented the appearance of a bron-a confirmation of it under a new form, and which chial tube and branches. The efforts of coughingontributes in my opinion, to settle briefly the lasted thus nearly half an hour, expelling everyode of therapeutical action of the medicine. time pseudo-membranous debris. Gradually theOu Monday, 4th July, I was called in consulta- face of the child became colored, showing greatcn at Kerentrech by my friend Dr. Duliscouet relief. At half-past three o'clock everything wassee young L., six years of age, affected with doing well.
ell marked croup. The situation was so grave In the evening another injection of five milli.
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grammes of pilocarpine was followed by the usual He allowed much, but "lnot all the glory," to gy-good effect. necologists for the advance in peritoneal surgery.Friday 8th-The child had slept perfectly. He cautioned the Academy against too quîicklyThere was no fever. Expectoration was purely reasoning from the case of ovariotomy to cases ofmucus, a little thick but very easy. A last injec- abodominal wound. He was especially cogenttion was given as a precaution. In the afternoon when he showed the difliculty of diagnosing thethe canula removed as a trial, was entirely removed seat or the nature of the injury in gunshot cases,in the evening. The next day and the following saving "with reference to reaching into the cavitydays the larynx became freed at the same time that of the peritoneum in search for bullets, or injuredthe tracheal wound closed. From this time on the parts, it is a very serious matter"; also in pointingcase proceded without interruption. out the difference between a patient abaut to un-We are convinced (Dr. Duliscouet and myself) dergo ovariotony and one recently the subject ofthat tracheotomy alone would not have saved our gunshot injury. The one was not in a state oflittle patient, and that the honor of the cure was shock, and was well prepared for the operation.due to the repeated injections of pilocarpine. It The general surgeon has the state of shock to dealseened to us from every evidence presented, that with in gunshot wounds of the peritoneum. Suchthe beneficial action of pilocarpine is due to the a note of caution from a surgeon of Dr. Wood'sbronchial hypersecretion that it induces and the boldness and experience will not be misconstrued.expulsion of false membrane which obstructs the It is obviously premature to apply the facts ofrespiratory tract.-Yournal de Medicine £t de Chir- ovariotomy to gunshot and other wounds of theurgie.-Nashville Yournal of Medicine. peritoneum.-lhe Lancet.

PERITONEAL SURGERY.-The New York Medicai
Record of October 22nd, gives an interesting report
of a discussion on the recent progress of peritoneal
surgery in the New York Academy of Medicine.
The discussion was opened with a paper by Dr.
Marion Sims. Dr. Sims reviewed the progress of
peritoneal surgery, and specially directed his mmd
to this question : " Does it lead to a better treat-
ment of gunshot and other wounds of the abdomi-
nal cavity ?" Dr. Sims claimed for ovariotomy
that it was the parent of peritoneal surgery, and
that the governing principles of the one must govern
all operations affecting the other. Dr. Sims arrived
at the following conclusions :-rst. Wounds of the
peritoneal cavity have a common course to run.
2nd. They have a common termination, and that
is death by septicæmia. 3rd. That is the general
law in death after ovariotomy. 4th. It is the gen-
eril law in death afier gunshot and other wounds
of the abdominal cavity. 5th. Septicærmia is the
result of absorption of bloody serum found in the
peritoneal cavity after wounds or operation. 6th.
Gunshot wounds of the pelvic cavity are recoved
from because of the natural drainage afforded by
the track of the ball. 7th. Patients with gunshot
wounds of the abdomen die of septicæmia because
there is no natural drainage, and the bloody serum
falls into the peritoneal cavity, and is there ab-
sorbed. 8th. The effect of bloody fluid upon the
abdominal cavity is such as to demand abdominal
incision, the suturing of wounded intestines, the
tying of bleeding vessels, the cleansing of the
cavity, and the use of the drainage-tube or not, ac-
cording to circumstances. 9 th. If this operation
be well done there is hardly any need of a drain-
age-tube. Dr. Sayre expressed practically the same
views as Dr. Sims. One of the chief features of
the discussion was a speech by Dr. James R. Wood.

MANAGEMENT OF LABOUR IN THE VIENNA
LYING-IN-HOSPITAL.-In Le Medicin for March
12, is given the following as the modus operandi in
this Hospital. As soon as the head appears at
the vulva, the woman is made to lie on her left
side, her right leg being raised and held by an
assistant. The accoucheur, standing on the right
of the parturient woman, passes his left hand
between the woman's thighs, carrying it forward
and applying it against the ch Id's head, He sup-
ports the perineum with his right hand ; but the
resistance thus afforded must not be a passive one.
He must on the contrary, during each labour pain
press energetically over the sacro-coccygeal region,
and pull as much integument as he can over the
child's head. Meanwhile, his left hand steadies
the head at the vulva and prevents its coming out
under the influence of uterine contractions. In the
interval between the pains, the head goes back,
soon to return again. The forced alternate motion
which the head undergoes has for its result the
gradual distension and a gieater elasticity of the
vulva. At last, the head cornes out and extension
takes place. One must carefully prevent this ex-
pulsion from taking place during a uterine con-
traction, and let the head come out when the pain
is nearly over. The perineum must be supported
to the end, for the passage of the shoulders is or-
dinarily more dangerous than that of the head it-
self.-Le Medecin Practicien, March 12.

A MALPRACTICE suit in Belgium, brought
against a physician for the alleged improper pre-
scription of morphia, resulted in acquittal not
only, but the plaintiff was adjudged to pay the de-
fendant one thousand francs damages. It is re-
ported that the action was instigated by a rival
doctor.
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philanthropic efforts of the profession for the ame-
TuE CANADA LANCET. lioration of the sufferings of the race, so far as

may be accomplished by attention to hygienic laws
A Monthly Journal of Medical and Surgical Science and measures of sanitary reform. The various-

Criticism and News. governments of the country have been besought
JW Communications soleited on ail medical and sci- again and again by the profession, to initiate cer-
entifie subjects, and atso Reports of Cases occurring in 1 tain measures for the improvement of the condi-
practice. Advertisements inserted on the most liberal of the p.u
terma. An Lettersand Communicationstobeaddressed tion people in saniary matters, a their
to the " Editor Canada Lancet," Toronto. requests have been met with a spirit of enquiry by

AGEnTS.o-DWsONo BROS., Montreal; J. & A. NCMILLAN, St. John, these governments who, we have no doubt, but forN.B. :OîFo. STRMCT & CO., 30 Cornhill, London, Eng. ; M. Il. MAii- 0
LER, 16 Rue de la Grange Bateliere. Paris. their utter want of knowledge of such subjects,

--- would ere this have given effect to the required
TORONTO, JANUARY, 1882. legislation. The way is rapidly opening up now,

however, and sooner or later these much needed
This 7ournal has the lar-est circulation of any Med- measures will be obtained.ical 7ournal in Canada. The greatest event of the season so far as medi-

THE PAST YEAR. cal affairs are concerned, was undoubtedly the
meeting of the International Medical Congress,

Many events have transpired in the medical held in London in August. Here were gathered
world during the past year which are well worth together from all parts of the civilized world,
recounting, although with one notable exception, the leading lights of the profession, seeking
none may be said to have been pre-eminently note- to lay at each other's feet, the results of their
worthy. Only those who hive watched closely labours, in the advancenent of science, and the
the tendency of the times and the progress of pursuit of truth, and to learn wisdom from each
events, can form a correct estinate of the great other. No one attempted to say that he wis right
advances which are being made all along the ine. and ail the vorld wrong, but each vas perfectiy
Medicne to-day holds a position of pre-eminence vii1ing to have bis work tested by the crucible of
among thelearned professions,neverbeforeattained the great minds,and the experience of his fellow-
in history, and its prospects are brightening and workers in the profession, and if valuable to have
widening from year to year. Although, with the re- it recorded for the benefit of posterity, or if worth-
volution of each year, there appears as in the move- less, to have it cast aside and forgotten. Such
ment of a carriage wheel, to have been but a a spectacle is fot often beheld. Here were up-
change of position which brings us back to the same vards of
same point, yet,as in the wheel,there is a progressive the profession, some of them from a great distance,
advance equal to the length of its circumference; coilected tether, to discuss questions of vital in-
so it is in medicine. The advance to many may terest, not only to the profession, but more espe-
appear slow, and as it were, only in a circle, ever cially to the welfare of mankind in general.
returning to the same point again ; it is, neverthe- The meeting was opened by H. R. H. the Prince
less, a positive progressive advance. of Wales, and among those present May be men-

The mental activity among the members of the tioned such names as Sir jas. Paget, Virchow,
profession in all parts of the world ; the inter- Jenner, Charcot, Langenbeck, Pasteur, Volkmann,
change of new lines of thought and ideas ; the Esmarch, Kuester, Panteleon, Trelat, Pancoas',
friendly and professional associations that are be Flint, and many others of equal eminence. The
ing formed ; the increasing interest in science and addresses were ail, without exception, ofthe highest
truth, for its own sake ; and the increasing amount order of ment, and the work of the different Sec-
and value of experimental research and investiga- tions was of the greatest possible interest and im-
tion, are all contributing in no small degree to the portance, from a professional point of view. The
rapid and lasting advancement of our noble pro- entertainments were almost unlirited, and some of
fession. them of unsurpassing grandeur, the tout ensemble of

The noble charity of our art is awso seen in the the entire gathering making it one long to be ne-
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membered by those who had the good fortune to power against contagious diseases, and referred to
be present. the remarkable results recently observed in the.

The meeting of the British Medical Associa- treatment of diphtheria by the use of large doses
tion, which was held in the Isle of Wight almost of bichloride of mercury. In the business part of
immediately after the former, and whiclh is usually the proceedings, a resolution was passed and a
conIsidered the great medical event in England, committee appointed relative to the establishment
alhough in some measure overshadowed by the of a weekly journal for the publication of the trans-
Medical Congress, was, on the whole, a very actions, similar to the British Mfedial urna, in
successful affair, and obtained some considerable lieu of the present system. Dr. J. J. Woodward,notoriety througlh some remarks in the President's of Washington, was elected President for the ensu-
speech, and also by others present to the sane ing year, and St. Paul, Minn., selected as the next
effect, looking towards a certain degree of profes- place of meeting, on the first Tuesday of June, 1882.
sional intercourse with homœeopathic practitioners. The Canada Medical Ass)ciation met at Halifax,
The remarks were, no doubt, the outcome of the N.S., on the 3rd of August, under the Presidency
discussion which had been going on for some time of Dr. Canniff, of Toronto, and although the
previous regarding Dr. Jenner's refusa], and Dr. attendance was not large, yet the meeting was on
Q uain's acceptance of a consultation with Dr. the whole a most successful onc. The address of
Kidd, at one time a pronounced homœopath, during; the President, on the subject of " Medical Ethics,"
the illness of the late Lord Beaconsfield. We, in was one which much required reviving, and was well
coimon with many others, felt a good deal of sym- received by the profession. The papers read were
pathy with Dr. Quain's position in this matter, and of more than ordinary merit, and elicited consider-
believe that, under ail the circumstances, he acted able discussion of a profitable character. The
not only judiciously but also in the best interests Committee appointed at the last meeting relative
of the profession, inasmuch as lie was informed by to the establishment of a Bureau of Health for the
Dr. Kidd that lie was not treating his patient Dominion, reported the result of their interview
homœopathically. There could, therefore, be no with the Government, which was on the whole
other than a merely sentimental ground of objec- very satisfactory, though nothing definite had yet
tion to meet Dr. Kidd, and give the benefit of his been accomplished. Dr. Fenwick, of Montreal,
skill to an illustrious man. There may be times was elected president for the ensuing year, and
and circumstances in which an opposite course Toronto selected as the place of meeting on the
would be the most politic, but certainly not in the first Wednesday in September, 1882.
case referred to, wvhere the life of one of England's The inauguration of a Medical Association for
greatest men hung in the balance. This was no the Province of Ontario was begun and successfully
time for any mere sentimental objections to obtrude carried through in the early part of the year. The
themselves, and certainly Dr. Kidd cleared the first meeting was held in Toronto, on the first and
way of all others. second of June, under the able presidency of the

The American Medical Association met in May venerable Dr. Workman, and was a grand success,
in the city of Richmond,Va., under the presidency in every sense of the word. Many excellent papers
of Dr. Ilodgen, of St. Louis, and was attended by were read and discussed, and much real substantial
about five hundred delegates from all parts of the work done, and the profession in this Province is
Union. The address on surgerv was delivered by to be congratu.lated upon the successful organiza-
Dr. McGuire, chairman of the surgical section. He tion of an association which promises so well for
advocated operative interference in penetrating the future. The next meeting will be held in To-
gun-shot wounds of the abdomen with intestinal ronto under the presidency of Dr. Covernton, on
injury, and the use of the drainage tube. Dr. M. the first of June, 1882
Pepper, of Philadelphia, delivered the address in In the field of medicine and therapeutics, the ad-
medicine, in which he dwelt upon the great impor- vances have been chiefly towards a consolidation
tance of local lesions as forming the cause of many of past gains and the elimination of former errors.
apparently obscure diseases. He also alluded to Our knowledge of the localization of cerebral func-
the value of remedies possessing special antidotal tions has made some progress. In addition to the
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localization of motor areas, Dr. Ferrier has recently
defined the areas of sight and hearing. Some inter-
esting facts relating to the temperature in General
Paresis have been brought forward during the
past year. Dr. Reinhart (Archiv), states that this
disease may be diagnosed from other forms of men-
tal disturbance, by the relative excess of the ten-
perature of the head over that of the body, and
by the great variations of bodily heat from day to
day. Dr. Cræemer, (Allgernaine Zeitschrift,) asserts
that the bodily temperature is abnormally low, and
insists in the daily oscillations described formerly
by Dr. Clouston, and which seem to be character-
istic of the disease. Dr. Allara,(Sperimentale, 1881,)
expresses his belief that bronchocele is caused
by driiiking iwater containing a silicate of an alka-
line base, and that the administration of the alka-
line carbonates, owing to the power they have of
decomposing these silicates, has a beneficial effect
upon the disease. The practice of washing out
the stomach in certain diseases bas agaii been re-
vived. Dr. Constantine Paul, in (Bul. Gen. de
Tierap.), speaks in high terns of the advantages
to be derived from it in certain cases. He prefers
the sy phon tube to the stomach punp, and recom-
mends first a quart of plain warn water, to be re-
peated until it returns clear, and then a weak alka-
line solution of bicarbonate of soda, or an antiseptic
one of hyposulphite of sodium as may be required.
Dr. McL. Hamilton, of New York, recommends a
new silver salt, the tribasic phosphate of silver, in
nervous diseases. The dose is from one-third to
half a grain three times a day in glycerine. Its
use may be continued for months, as it does not
discolour the skin. He bas employed it with ad-
vantage in cases of spinal sclerosis, myelitis, epi-
lepsy and cerebral tumor. Dr. Schwarz, (DIsch.
Mer. WVoch.) strongly recommends iodine and
iodide of potassium in membranous croup, believ-
ing them to be the true remedies in uncomplicated
cases. The value of pilocarpine bas also been
much vaunted in the treatment of this affection by
Dr. Guttmann, who claims that in doses of A to à
of a grain, every hour, it produces salivation, and
also loosens the membrane. The results of its use
however, have not been so good in other hands as
they appear to have been in his. Papayotin is
also said to possess the power of dissolving the
membrane in croup and diphtheria,'but it has not
been thoroughly tested.

Dr. Tompkins (Lancet, March 1881,) speaks
very highly of the antipyretic action of salicylate
of sodium in typhoid fever, and reports the resuits
of forty-six cases in which it was employed. He
gives it in 15 to 20 grain doses every two hours,
comniencng its use whenever the temperature
reaches 102' F. This is continued for about six
doses, when the temperature will be found to have
fallen two or three degrees; the dose is then di-
minished one-half. One objection to its use is,
that it is liable to disagree with the stomach. This
remedy has also been used by M. LabLè vith vary-
ing degrees of success in neuralgia. Duboisine
given hypodermically in doses of , to T of a
grain, has been found very serviceable by M.
Desnos (Bul. Gen. d. Teieraf.) in the treatment of
exophthalmic goitre. The action of the heart be-
cones steadier and slower, the goitre pulsates less,
and the general health improves under its use.
The use-of inhalations in the treatnent of phthisis
has again been revived. This method of treat-
ment is not only advocated by Dr. McKenzie, of
Edinburgh, but also by Drs. Coghill and Ham-
ilton, in the Brit. Med. Jour., May 28, and July 2.
Inhalers for the purpose have been devised,
which answer the requirements, and the substances
used are, tinc. iodini ætherialis, acid carbolic, and
creasote either separately or combined as may
seem most suitable, and much benefit is said to
have been derived from the treatment. Nitro-
glycerine is a new remedy which has received sone
degree of attention during the past year. The
dose is one or two drops of a one per cent. solu-
tion. The action is somewhiat similir to nitrite of
arnyl, in reducing systemic contraction. It has been
used with benefit in angina pectoris, in acute and
chronic Bright's disease, migraine, &c., &c. The
efficacy of quebracho in all forms of dyspnœa
shows it to be a most valuable addition to our
therapeutic armamentarium. The dose is from
twenty to sixty drops of the fluid extract every
hour or two, as called for by the emergency of the
case without reference to the exciting cause.

In the domain of surgery considerable activity
bas been manifested, and some new and import-
ant principles have been adopted. The invention
of Faure's, storage battery, and Swan's electric light,
seems to open up the way to greater usefulness of
this wonderful agency in surgery. The storing up
of electricity for use in the removal of a nzevoid or
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cancer of the tongue, is a feat little contemplated struction, caused by cicatricial contraction, of two
a year or so ago; and Swan's light will enable the metres (about six feet six inches) of the intestine.
surgeon to test the translucency of parts under ex- The result was a perfect success, with entire
amination, or the character of the interior of organs recovery of the patient. An ingenious application
capable of being reached in this way. Abdominal of the principle of the elastic bandage of Esmarch
surgery has been pushed to the extent of operating has been made by Trendelenburg in amputations
for the removal of hydatids of the liver. Lawson at the hip-joint. It consists in passing a large
Tait, reports 6 cases in which the operation was needle, armed with an elastic cord, in front of the
successful, and yet no attempt was made to con- joint, and tying it before cultting the anterior flip;
duct the cases upon Listerian principles. Keith's then disarticulating, and repeating the same pro-
recent successful casesalso show that his former suc- cedure behind, before cutting the posterior flap,cess was not due to Listerism, but to the care and thus rendering the operation almost entirely blood-
cleanlinesssogreatlyobserved by thatmastersurgeon less. Several cases of rernoval of the kidney. some
in the treatment of ail his cases. Several successful successful and some not, have been reported dur-
cases of gastrotomy and laparotomy have been re- ing the year, the result upon the whole being such,ported from ime to time during the year, ail of however, as to warrant the advisability of the pro-
which lead us t, hope much for the future of per- cedure in certain cases. The spleen has not been
itoneal surgery. In the operation of tracheotomy disturbed more than once or twice during the past
in croup, Dr. Mastin, Annalh Anat. & Surg. dis- year, and these cases terminated fatally. One of
penses entirely with the canula, or any mechanical them was performed by a Detroit surgeon. The
contrivance, and uses only wire or threads to keep operation is not growing in favor, and spleeny
the wound in the trachea open ; while Golding-Bird people will have to go unrelieved until some other
has adopted a new plan of mechanical treatment, mode of treating this organ is hit upon. Dr.
which consists in the application of an instrument Blryant reports several cases in which early ampu-
somewhat similar to a nose speculun, to keep the tation of diseased joints has had the effect of
tracheal wound open. Operators are gradually causing decided improvement in the condition ofdiscarding the old-fashioned, tubes as being dan- the lungs, previously involved in tubercular disease;
gerous from their irritation, and also their liability the inference being that the presence of tubercles
to become clogged up. Prof. Billroth bas success- in the lungs is not a bar, as formerly believed, to
fully performed the operation of ex-section of the an operation. In the Lzancet for May 28, Dr.
pylorus for cancer. The disease involved the py. McEwen reports a successful case of transplanta-
lorus and about - of the stomach. The duoden- tion of bone in a child four years of age. The
um was cut across, and the stomach divided shaft of the humerus had become necrosed ; there
above the seat of disease. The large opening in was no attempt at osseous repair, and the limb was
the stomach was then sewed up, until an opening useless. Making a groove in the centre of the soft
was left about the size of the duodenum which tissues, be placed therein small fragments of
was then stitched into it. Fifty-four carbolized wedges of bone, removed from other patients for
silk ligatures were used ; no unfavorable curved tibie. The result was the formation of a
symptoms followed the operation. Ice was new shaft and complete restoration of the use of
given by the mouth for the first few the limb.
hours, and after that milk in small quantities. On In Obstetrics and Gynecoiogy there is notbing
the 8th day some solid food was allowed. He whicb may be said to be very new or startling
also performed the operation of excision of a can- tbough nuch that is interesting. In tbe manage-
cerous stricture of the sigmoid flexure, forming an ment of ruptured perineum most gynoecologists are
artificial anus in the groin, but the patient died now agreed upon the propriety, as a rule, of imme-
about thirty-six hours afterwards from diffuse diate treatment by ineans of siik or silver sutures.
peritonitis. Cases s0 treated, if properly stitched, geueraliy do

M. Koeberle reports, in the Gaz. Hebdm, the weil, and the patient is spared a great deal of worry
most successful case of resection of the intestine and after trouble. A considerable degree of success
yet recorded, viz., the removal for intestirna ob- bnas attended tbe treatment of rupture of the uterus,



by washing it out with carbolized water and insert-
ing a drainage tube. Dr. Frommel of Berlin gives
a report of eight cases, in seven of which laparotomy
was performed and all died, while the eighth case,
treated by irrigation and drainage recovered. In
the N. Y Me'. 7ournai for February, Dr. Noeg-
gerath gives some improvements in the operation
of ovariotomy which are worthy of a passing notice.
One drachrn of potassium bromide is given daily
to the patient for two or three days before the ope-
ration, and thirty grains of chloral per rectum after.
The patient during the operation, to prevent lower-
ing of the temperature, is placed on a rubber bed
filled with water at ioo'F. He makes his incision
through the skin and superficial fascia, then plunges
in a trocar and empties the cyst before opening the
peritoneal cavity, If the escaping fluid is thick or
grumous he injects a 2j per cent. solution of car-
bolic acid to disinfect the fluid in the event of
any of it passing into the abdominal cavity during
the operation. After the cyst is emptied, he then
opens the cavity and removes it in the ordinary
way. Renewed attention has been given to what
is known as Crede's method of removing the pla-
centa, viz: by expression; and Crede himself has
written an article in the (Archiv,) to show that his
method dues not consist in an immediate expres-
sion of the placenta. He places the hand upon
the uterus and moves it about gently, waiting for a
contraction. Then the uterus is grasped-and press-
ed towards the hollow of the sacrum. In pruritus
vuilvæ, Dr. Wiltshire (Blit. Aled. Your nal) adopts
Friedreich's view, that nearly ail local applications
that givc relief are parasiticides, and that the pruri-
tus is due to the developnent of fungous organisms.
He recommended borax wash, grs. xii. or more
to the Gunce, imercurial ointment, corrosive subli-
mate used vith caution, iodine, chloral, hydrocy-
anic acid, etc. Spencer Wells gives the particu-
lars of 20: aiditional cases of ovariotomy, making
iooo in al in (Bint. /u. Journal, March 5 th)
231 of t.e padents had died, and 769 recovered.
The purcetage of mortality lad steadily diminished
:rom 34 in the first 100 to ii in the last. Dr.
Nfoberý y Smith, (Lance/, July 16), reports most
graitif ing success in the treatment of puerperal
c nvuiiior.s with hypodermic injections of morphia,
viz. : fron a quartei to a third of a grain. This is
in accord with the experience of ýDr. C. P. Clark,
(Amer. Jour. Obstet.), July i88o. These facts

would lead to the assumption that nervous irrita-
tation is a prolific cause of this affection. Chloral
hydrate and chloroform or ether, also have a bene-
ficial effect, no doubt upon the same principle, and
those who would readily administer the latter may
yet have some misgivings about the advisability of
the former. Dr. Goodell, (Med. and Surg. Rejorter)
expresses the opinion that the most common cause
of laceration of the cervix is from too early rup-
ture of the membranes, and states that as a rie the
accoucheur should wait till the os is dilated.

Among new books, and new editions of old ones
published during the year, may be mentioned
Lusk's Midwifery ; Glisan's do.; Flint's Practice
of Medicine ; Bryant's Surgery ; Diseases of the
Skin, by Duhring; Materia Medica and Thera-
peutics of the Skin, by Piffard ; Albuminuria, by
W. H. Dickenson ; Bosworth, on the Throat;
Wood's Library; Ziemssen's Cyclopædia, vol. IX.,
Supplement and Index ; Beard & Rockwell's Elec-
tricity ; Ty>on on Bright's Disease and Diabetes ;
Flint's Physiology; Foster's do. ; Agnew's Surgery;
Magnin on Bacteria ; Benedikt on Brains of Crim-
inals ; C utaneous Syphilis, by Fox; Diseases of
the Nervous System, by S. Weir Mitchell; Morton
on the Eye; Niemeyer's Practice of Medicine;
Holmes' Surgery, vols. i. and ii. ; Reynold's
Practice of Medicine ; Bartholow's Medical Elec-
tricity ; Index Catalogue, Library Surgeon-Genl's.
Office, U. S. ; Taylor's Medical Jurisprudence ;
Clowe's Chemistry ; Green's Pathology; Van
Buren on Diseases of Rtctim : Holden's Land-
marks; Satterthwaite's Histology; Fothergill, on
Indigestion ; Harrison on the Urinary Organs;
Smith on Diseases of Children; Hartshorne's Es-
sentials, &c., &c.

The obituary notices are more numerous than
usual. Among those of our own confreres who
have paid the debt of nature, may be mentioned
Hon. Dr. Brouse, Ottawa; Dr. Mack, St. Catha-
rines ; Dr. Berryman, Toronto; Drs. J. K. Oliver,
Kingston ; W. Harkin, Vanleekhill ; H. F. Tuck,
Orangeville ; A. H. Fraser, Brockville ; E. S. Bel.
leau, St. Michel, Que.; H. B. Forman, Parrsboro,
N S.; Wm. B. Malloch, Brockville ; R. F. Godfrey,
Montreai; J. G. B. Morrison, Metaghan, N.S.; W.
Mostyn, Almonte; M. M. P. Dean, Keene, Ont.;
G. P. DeGrassi, Toronto ; J. P. Nash, Picton ; J. A.
Gregory, Fredericton, N.B. ; G. Burnham, Peter-
boro; A. W. Herrington, Carman City, Man.; W.
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Lambert, Amherstburg ; N. Fleming, Mildnay, surgical character. The editors of the Guide and
Ont.; H. Parsley, Thornbury ; A. Chapman, Mus-
kegon, Midi.; J. A. Purney, Shelburne, N.S,; A.
Robertson, Liverpool, N.S.; J. G. Bibaud, Mon-
treal; N. Munro, Detroit, Mici.; W. G. Middle-
ton, Stella, Amherst Isld.; A. McMichael, Gorrie,
etc., etc. Among those in distant lands we find the
names of Bouill tud, of Paris ; Wilns, of Berlin ;
Dr. Sanders and Andrew Wood, of Edinburgh; Pro-
fessor Rolleston, M.D., of Oxford ; Skoda, of
Vienna; Dr. Bradford, of Manchester; Prof. Schlei-
den, of Frankfort; Spiegelberg, of Breslau; McClin-
tock and Hayden, of Dublin; Foulis, of Glasgow ;
Hays, of Philadelphia; Greene,of Portland; Biche,
of Philadelphia; White, of Buffalo, and many others.

We need scarcely allude to the assassination of
the President of the neighboring Republic, as the
circumstances are still fresh in the memory of our
readers, who perhaps more than any other mem-
bers of the community toik a decp interest in the
progress of the case, and also in the surgical treat-
ment of the patient. Nor need we refer to the
last act of the drama whiclh is now beingp /ayed in
an American Court of law. The year lias been
more prolific than usual of disasters at sea, and on
land, the Ltest and most harrowing of which was
the burning of the Ring Theatre in Vienna, at-
tended with an appalling loss of life, which might
easily have been averted in great measure had there
been ordinary care taken to permit of ready escape
from the building in case of accident. Thie coun-
try has upon the whole been very prosperôus, and
free from any serious epidemics or plagues, except
the too frequent occurrence of malignant diphthe-
ria, chiefly iii.Quebcc; and the Maritime Provinces.
We conclude by wishing our readers, one and all,
a happy and prosperous new year.

ALLEGED ADVERTISING. -In our last issue we
referred to a case of alleged advertising by a prom-
inent medical man in Port Hope. We are glad
to be able to say that since then we have received
a letter from the editor of the " Times" in which he
states that the medical gentleman in question has
never written any paragraphs for the paper, and
was in no way responsible for the one alluded to ;
on the contrary he lias invariably requested that
his name should not appear in the paper in con-

News corroborate in effect, the above statement.
The medicalgentleman must, therefore, in justice be
entirely exonerated from all blame, and we regret
that any injustice should have been done him in
the matter.

VEXATIOUs LITIGATIoN.--We understand that
an attempt is to be made to revive the Tost-Free-
man case, which was reported in the Landt for
March 1881. This was an action brought by one
Tost, against Dr. Vmn.- Freeman of Georgetown
Ont., for alleged malpractice in the treatment of a
fracture of the forearm. 'T'lie case after consider-
able delay was tried before Justice Galt, at the
Hamilton Assizes, in January last, and after hear-
ing the evidence the Judge very properly refused
to allow the case to go the jury. The renewal of
this case now, is a great hardship, for if it should
go to trial, the liard carnings of a diligent practi-
tioner will have to be spent in defending himself
against a man worthless in every sense of the word,
backed by men who should be above lending
themselves to anything so contemptible.

CORRECTION.-It appears that we, as well as
many others, were in error, in the staternent that
the surgeons in attendance on the late President
had sent in their bills for services rendered. The
Medical Times, Phila., speaking with authority from
Dr. Agnew, says that no bills have been sent, and
that the niatter of remuneration will be left entirely
in the hands of Congress.

APPOINTMENT.-Dr. L. D. Migneault has been
appointed to the Chair of Anatomy, in Victoria
Medical College Montreal, made vacant by the
death of Dr. Bibaud.

Dr. L. McFarlane of this city, has been appoint-
ed to fill the unexpired portion of the terni of the
late A. F. Campbell, M. D., in the Senate of Tor-
onto University.

Dr. Louis Elsberg of New York, has been ap-
pointed Professor of Laryngology, and Diseases of
the Throat, in the Dartmouth Medical College,
having resigned his Professorship in the Medical
Department of the University of New York.

Dr. McMillan of Alexandria, has been called to
the Senate of the Dominion ; and rumour has it
that Dr. McInnis of New Westminster, B. C., has

nection with any item or accident of a medical or | also been appointed to a similar position.
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CORONERS.-Dr. R. W. Clark of Hastings Ont.,
has been appointed associate coroner for the
Counties of Northumberland and Durham Ont.

Dr. Stanley Scott of Newmarket, bas been ap-
pointed an associate coroner for the County of
York.

Dr. W. H. Taylor, of Bradford, has been ap-
pointed an associate coroner for the County of
Simcoe.

BRITISH QUALIFICATIONS.-W. F. Cleaver M.
D. Kingst>n, has been alimitted a member of
the Royal College of Surgeons England. Drs. M.
L. Cameron, W. Gunn, H. R. Elliott, D. McTav-
ish, and W. Cormack, have received the double
qualification of L. R. C. P., & S. Edinburgh ; and
Drs. E. A. Stutt, A. McC Sloan, and G. Wilcock,
have received the L. R. C. P., Edinburgh.

F. O. S.-Dr. F. P. Taylor of Charlottetown, P.
E. I., has been elected a Fellow of the Obstetrical
Society of London, Enigland.

Dr. St. Jean, has been elected mayor of Ottawa,
without opposition.

oks and ampht.

r. LECTURES ON DIGESTION : By E. A. Ewald,lecturer in the Royal College of Berlin, etc. etc.
2.JNDIGESTION AND BILIOUSNESS : By J. Milner

Fothergill, M.D., M.R.C.P., etc. etc., London.
3. FoOD AND DIErETICS: By F. W. Pavy, M.D.,

F.R.S., F.R C. P., etc., etc.
4. GENERAL MEDICAL CHEMISTRY:. By R. A. Wit-

haus, A.M , M.D. Prolessor of Chemistry and
Toxicology in Vermont University, etc., etc., etc.

5. TiE WILDERNESS CURE: By Mark Cook.
The above books are ail from the enterprising

press of Win. Wood & Co., New York. We have
done our best to get through the first three, but
we regret to have to confess that the condition of
our digestive powers was very little improved by
the undertaking. Sonebody, and he was no fool,
said those who digest well, have never found out
that they have a stomach. This was not our state
of mentality on relinquishing the perusal of the
gastric triad which heads our present list. How
could one swallow, without feeling flatulent and
squeamish, the following dose, presented in Dr.
Ewald's 9t1h kctur ?

" If," says the author, " I were to give you a
table of the action of the pancreas on albumen
and gelatine, similar to that for pepsine, leaving
out chemical details " (thanks, dear Ewald, for the
grace) and accepting Kïihne's views, it would
take the following shape :

Albumen x. Trypsin (Pancreatin)x. Soda solution
of i p. c. forms, at the body temperature, first
globulin insoluble in water, and then:

Hemipeptone.-Leucin, Tryosin, Hypoxanthin,
Asparaginic Acid, Glycoll: Normal Digestive
Products. Antipeptone.--Indol, Phenol, Fatty
Acids, Ammonia,Sulph. Hydrogen, Carbonic Acid:

Are not the above jawbreakers, enough to turn
topsy-turvy the whole process of digestion, and to
make a prudent person forswear forever the masti-
cation of a particle of gristle ? for from this tissue,
roasted, boiled or steved, come forth the seven
ha/f-oned abominations, which generate bac/eria
and icroccocci, and who knows how many more of
their ad infinitnm backbiters. Let the reader hear
and ponder well. " It scarcely needs to be men-
tioned that the occurrence of the bodies described
as products of putrefaction " (bah! sulph. hydrogen)
" is contemporaneous with 1the development of
bacteria," (back out, if you can, from that,) "and
microccocci, as an almost universally adrnitted re-
suit of them. These organisms are taken up with
the food, and find in the intestine a favourable
nidus for their development." Alas, for us defence-
less, human bipeds ! but thrice happy "just killed
dogs and rabbits," in whoin Ewald has "never
found bacteria or microccoci ;" yet dogs eat gristles
and bones whenever they are fortunate enough to
light upon them, nor is it very common with them
to eruct sulphuretted hydrogen. This must be
the resuit of their ignorance of organic chemistry.

Here is another truly startling fact, which we
have shuddered over, in Ewald's Ioth lecture.

" But if we turn away from this practical point,"
(whatever that was) "it is certainly very interesting
that phenol, which we make use of extensively
every day for its antiseptic properties, should be
found as a product of putrefaction, and that
actually in our own intestines!"

And why not ? Should not home manufactures
be encouraged ? and is it not a homoe-opathic cer-
tainty that like cures, (or kills), like ? Have not
Jenner and Pasteur proved that infnitessimal con-
tagionation of men and animals proves re-
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pellant to future invasion ? If, however, we have
in our intestines already from gristle-eating, a suffi-
cient amount of phenol and sulphuretted hydro-

gen, etc., etc., Io fertilize the soil for the germina-
tion of bacteria, may we not kill out these vermin
by too high enrichment of the soil ? Eureka !
Too much of any good thing is just enough.
" The baccy hick, if you be well, will make you
sick ; but the baccy hick, if you be sick, will make
you well."

But parting with phenol and fun, here is a pass-
.age from Ewald's 12th lecture, which we humanely
commend to a certain number of highly valued
friends, whose groanings and moanings over re-
bellious bowels, ill-natured head-aches, sleepless-
ness and morning lassitude, often distress our
vibrating sympathies.

"The intervals between meals are often too
long, between others too short. It is so particularly
with us," (Germans), " but especially in England
.and America, where the custom is to eat a large
breakfast, and then go till evening without eating
hardly anything, and at six >'clock" (rather seven)
" to take another meal, naturally then in abnor-
mal quantity. This not only causes inactivity of
body and mind, which always accompanies the
digestion of large meals, but is is the cause of
numerous disorders of the digestive system, espe-
cially of the stomach."

" Abnormal quantity!" Not a word as to
quality, multitudinosity, gastric goading, spicings,
and saccharine enticings ? Why ! the poor man
knows little of English and American gourandise.
Best so, for must not doctors and druggists live ?
And are not these late-dining big eaters, the very
crean of their support ? They certainly are, and
it would be a crying sin to intercept their
patronage, or to try to suppress their self-sacrific-
ing virtue.

Vell, this little volume of Professor Ewald's
has monopolised so much of our attention and
space that we have ton little left for the four others
lying before us. Fothergill's Indigestion and
Bi/icusness is bpth a racy and instructive book.
We quote but the following paragraph fromu tlie
conclusion, to satisfy every seisible iother, and
every common sense doctor, that the author has
had some personal experience of the unpleasant-
ness (to both parents) of icy cold feet, bath in
theiselves and their babies.

" Cold hands and feet are a very frequent incli-
cation of imperfect nutrition in children. Tiiese

should be attended to, the children should not be
allowed to go to bed with icy feet, which will often
be the means of causing wakefulness for soie
length of time alter retiring."

Dr. Pavy's " Food and Dietetirs," being inscribed
to the *Right Honourable Lyon Playfair, M.P.,
C.B. aid F.R.S., we take for granted must be a
work of considerable merit. We do, however,
sincerely trust that the author has not made per-
sonal provings of more than a limited percentage
of the alimentaiy substances, beveragies and condi-
ments," whose dietetic and other properties he de-
tails. If, unfortunately lie lias fallen into this
mistake, he will do well to read " Cook's Wilder-
ness Cure," and come across to the Adirondacks.

WALSH'S PHYSICIANS' CALL-BOOK AND TABLET
FOR 1882, Sixthi Edition. Also, VALS1I'S PHY-
SICIAN's HANDV LEDGER, .published by Ralph
Walsh, M.D., Washington, D.C.
Walsh's visiting list is very convenient in size

and form, easily carried about in the pocket, and
well adapted for the purposes intended. It is
ruled to accommodate a practice of thirty-five pa-
tients per week for one year. The erasing tablet
is a special feature, and will be found very useful.
The Handy Ledger, is a day-book and ledger com-
bined, and is peculiarly adapted to the practition-
er's wants. It will accommodate 6oo or 1200
names according to size ordered. The simplicity
of the method is what commends it especially to
the attention of the profession. It is so arranged
that the gross amount and items of any account
may be readily ascertained in a moment.

THE MONTREAL WITNESS, PUBLISHED BY J.
DOUGALL & SON, MONTREAL.

The proprietors of this paper announce for
1882, the following features besides the or-
dinary news department, viz., a Legal, Ag-
ricultural, Veterinary, Poultry, and Apiaiy de-
partment, each presided over by thoroughly com-
petent persons. The paper.is liberal in tone, has
no party connections, but supports on every ques-
tion vhat it believes to be right. The following
premiun pictures are offered with the Daii/y Wit-
ness. "'I'he Roll Call after the battle of Inker-
min," and ' Quatre Bras," representing the first
stroke of Waterloo; and either of the above pic-
ures with (he Week/y WJ1itness. Price of the Daily,
$3.00 ; Wekly, $i. i o ; ZVortherni Ilezsenger, for
young people, and Sabbath-schools, 30 cts. per
annum.

On the 28th Dec., Dr. E. Cook, of Norwich, in
the 77th year of his age.
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SCOTT'S EMULSION'
PURE COD LIVER OIL,

With HYPOPHOSPHITES of LIME and SODA,
PERFECT, PERMANENT, PALATABLE.

The high character, and wide reputation Scott's Emulsion bas attained through the agency of the Medical Profession, and the
hearty support they have given it since its flrt introduction, is a sufficient guarantee of its superior virtues. The caims we have made as to
its permanency-perfection and palatableness-we believe have been fully sustained, and we can positively assure the profession that Its
high standard of excellence will be fully maintained. We believe the profession will bear us out in the statement that no combination has
produced as good results in the wasting disorders, incident to childhood ; in the latter as well as the incipient stages of Phthisis, and in
Scrofula, Anenia and General Debility. We would respectfully ask the profession for a continuance of their patronage, and those who have
not prescribed it to give it a trial. Samples will be furnished free upon application.

FoRun LA.-50 per cent. of pure Cod Liver Oil, 6 grs. of the Hypophosphite of Lime, and 3 gre. of the Hy pophosphite of Soda to a fiuid
ounce.

SEE TESTIMONIALS OF PHYSICIANS.
Mesrs. SooTr & BoWNE : Halifax, N.S., Nov. 19, 1880.

I have prescribed your emulsion of Cod Liver 01l with Hypophosphites for the past two years, and found it more
agreeable to the stomach, and have better results from its use than from any other preparation of the kind I have tried.

W. M. CAMERON, M.D.
Mesrs. Scorr & BowNz: Truro, N.S , Nov. 15, 1880.

Gentlemen-After three years experience, I consider your Emulsion one of the very best in the market.
W. S. MUIR, M.D., L.R.C.P. & B., Ed.Mmu. Scow r &BowNz:

I have much pleasure in stating that for the last three years I have used your Emulsion of Cod Liver 011 and Hypo-
phosphites in my practice, in cases of Phthisis, Nervous Prostration end Ansamia, and always derived marked benefit from Its use. That it
does not decompose, la very palatable, and remains in the most fastidious stomach, are some of its greatest merits.

I have the honor to be, yours truly, T. J. 0. EARLE, M.D.
St. John, N.B.
Muessas. Scorr & BowNE:

I have used for some time, and prescribed Scott's Emulsion of Cod Liver Oil, and find it an excellent fixed prepara-
tion, agreeing well with the stomach, easily taken, and its continued use adding greatly to the strength and comfort of the patient.
Petitcodiac, N.B., Nov. 5, 1880. A. H. PECK, M.D., Penn. Med. Co lege.

SCOTT & BOWNE, Manufacturing Chemists, New York.

The Practitioners' Obstetric Bag$JQhfl Reynders & 00.,

Ie 15 inches long, - inches high, containing 1 Barnes's Craniotomy For-
ceps, 1 Barnes's Long Midwifery Forceps, 1 Pair of Perforators, 1
Blunt Hook and Crotchet, 1 FrSenum Scissors. 1 Catheter, 4 Stop.
pered Bottles, 1 Chloroform Drop Bottle, in case.
The whole in Bag of Superior Morocco Lther, or of Black

Hide, with Dock and Fittings. engraved and gilt, price,
complete.. ............................................ $26.00

B&"a, empty ~~60Ba sem ty .. . .jý .. .. . ................... 6.0
n oi Leaher .............. 5,75

" " and plain lock .... 4.50

IMPROVED CLINICAL THERMOMETER WITH INDESTRUC-
TIBLE INDICES.

LOSS OF INDEX IMPOSSIBLE.

These Thermometers combine all the improvements which have
recently been made in the manufacture of Clinica. Thermometers.
The Indices are bold and easily seen, and cannotbe shaken into
the Bulb, the engraving is plain and cannot be rubbed off.

PRICE-In Wood Cae .. . . . . . . . $2.25
In Plated Case . . . . . . . . . 2.50OrdinaryV Rqstering Thermometers 1.50
Patent manlying or Lens Pront 3.00 & 3.25

Manufactured by

J. STEVENS & SON,
Surgical Instrument Makers.

GOWER STREET, j 274 YONGE ST.,
London, Eng. | Toronto, Ont.

See advertisement on another page.

(Late or Otto & Reynders,)

No. 309 Fourth Avenue. New York,
UNDER THE COLLEGE OF PHYSICIANS AND SURGEONS,

Manufacturer. and Importera of

S URGICAL
AND

Orthopaxlical Instruments,

SKELETONS,

AND

ANATOMICAL

PREPARATIONS.

The Manufacture and Iwportation of every
article used bv Phvsicians and Surgeons our Specialties.

Our Mlustrated Cataloguge aMd PfgeS LW
mailed on application, enclosing twelve cents for Postage.

POR 0ADVE OF BEABURy à JOgUON's PLATEE, BER INSIDE PA"N.
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Dr. J. Collis Brown e's
OIRIQ]NL AND ONLD GENUINE

OflLOPtODYNeE
COUGHS,

COLDS,
ASTHMA,

BRONCHITIS.

DR. J. COLLIS BROWNE'S
CHLORODYNE. This wonder-

ful remedy was discovered by Dr.
J. Colls Hrowne, and the word
Chlorodyne coined by him expressly
to designate it. There never has
been a remedy so vastly beneficial
to suffering humanity, and it is a
subject of deep concern to the pub-
lic that they should not be imposed
upon by having imitations pressed
upon them on account of cheapness,
and as being the same thing. Dr.
J. Collis Browne's Chlorodyne
is a totally distinct thing from the
spumi>us compounds called Chloro-
dyne, the use of which only ends
in disappointment and failure.

DR. J. COLLIS BROWNE'S
CHLORODYNE. -Vice Chan-

cellor Sir W. Page Wood Stated
Publicly in Court that Dr. J. Collis
Browne was Undoubtedly the
Inventor of Chlorodyne, that the
whole story of the defendant was
deliberately untrue, and he regretted
to say it had been sworn to.-See

- THz TIMES, July I3th, I864.

DR. J.COLLIS BROWNE'S
CHLORODYNE is a Liquid

Medicine, which Assuages Pain
of Every Kind, affords a calm, re-
freshing sleep W ithout Headache,
and Invigorates the Nervous
System when exhausted.

DR. J. COLLIS BROWNE'S
CHLORODYNE is the

GREAT SPECIFIC for

CHOLERA, DYSENTERY

DIARRHŒA.

The General Board of
Health, London, Report that
it Acts as a Charm, one dose
generally sufficient.

Dr. Gibbon, Army Medical
Staff, Calcutta, states :-" Two
Doses Completely Cured
Me of Diarrhoea."

DR. J· COLLIS BROWNE'S
CHLORODYNE rapidly cuts

short ail attacks of

EPILEPSY, SPASMS, COLIC,
PALPITATION, HYSTERIA

From Symes & Co., Pharmaceutical
Chemists, Medical Hall, Simla.-
January 5, i88o.

To J. T. Davenport, Esq., 33
Great Russell Street, Bloomsbury,
London.

"DEAR SIR,-Have the good.
ness to furnish us with your best
quotations for Dr. J. Collis Browne's
Chlorodyne, as, being large buyers,
we would much prefer doing busi-
ness with you direct than through
the wholesale houses. We embrace
this opportunity of congratulating
you upon the wide-spread reputation
this justly-esteemed medicine has
earned for itself, not only in Hin-
dostan, but all over the East. As
a remedy of general utility, we
much question whether a better is
imported into the country, and we
shall be glad to hear of its finding
a place in every Anglo-Indian
home. The other brands, we are
happy to say, are now relegated to
the native bazaars, and, judging
from their sale, we fancy their so-
journ there will be but evanescent.
We could multiply instances ad in-
fisWM« of the extraordinary efficacy
of Dr. Collis Browne's Chlorodyne
in Diarrhea and Dysentery,Spasms,
Cramps, Neuralgia, the Vomiting
of Pregnancy, and as a general se-
dative, that have occurred under
our personal observation during
many years. In Choleraic Diar-
rhoea, and even in the more terrible
forms of Cholera itself, we have wit-
nessed ita surprisingly controlling
power. We have never used any
other forw of this medicine than
Collis Browne's, from a firm con-
viction that it is decidedly the best,
and also from a sense of duty we
owe to the profession and the pub.
lic, as we aru of the opinion that

the substitution of any other than
Collis Browne's is a deliberate
breach of faith on the part of the
chemist to prescriber and patient
alike.

We are, sir, faithfully yours,
SYMES & CO.,

Members of the Pharm. Society of
Great Britain, His Excellency the
Viceroy's Chemists.

DR. J. COLLIS BROWNE'S
CHLORODYNE is the
Ptre Palliat've in

NEURALGIA, GOUT,
CANCER,

TOOTHACHE,

RHEUMATISM

From Dr. B. J. Boulton & Co.,
Horncastle.

" We have made pretty extensive
use of Chlorodyne in our practice
lately, and look upon it as an excel-
lent direct Sedative and Anti-Spas-
modic. It seems to allay pain and
irritation in whatever organ, and
from whatever cause. It induces a
feeling of comfort and quietude not
obtainable by any other remedy,
and it seems to possess this great
advantage over all other Sedatives,
that it leaves no unpleasant after
effects."

MPORTANT CAUTION.
The IMMENSE SALE of this

REMEDY has given rise to many
UNSCRUPU LOUS IMITA.
TIONS.

N. B.-EVERY BOTTLE OF
GENUINE CIILOROI)YNE
BEARS on the GOVERNMENT
STAMP the NAME of the IN-
VENTOR,

DR. J. COLLIS BROWNE.

SOLD IN BOTTLES, Is., 1/lid.,
2/9. 4/6, by aIl Chemists.

SOLE MANUFACrURER:
J. T. DAVENPORT, 33, GREAT

RUSSELL STREET, W.C.
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BELLEVUE HOSPITAL

CITY OF NEW YORK.

SmESIOJrSS 0F 1881-82.
At and after the Session o 1881-82, the College will return to its former requirements as regards fees andgraduatio;

viz., those in force before the session of188o-8..
HE COLLEGIATE YEAR in this Institution embraces the Reg'ar Winter Session and a Spring Session.
THE REGULAR SESSION will begin on Wednesday, September 21, i8i, and end about the middle of March,1882. During this Session, in addition to four didactic lectures on every weekday except Saturday, two or three hours aredaily allotted to clinical instruction. Attendance upon two courses of lectures is required for graduation.THE SPRING SESSION consists chiefly of recitations from Text.Books. This Session begins about the middle ofMarch and continues until the middle of june. During this Session, daily recitations in ail the departmexîts are held by acorps of Examiners appointed by the Faculty. Short courses of lectures are given on special subjects, and regular clinicsare held in the Hospital and in the College building.

Faculty.
ISAAC E TAYLOR M.D Emeritus Professor of Obstetrics and diseases of Women and Children, and President of the Faculty.JAMES R WOOD, M.D.,.LL.D., Emeritus Professor of Suryery.FORDYCE BARRER, M. D., LL. D., Professor of Clinical Midwffery and iesses of Women.BENJAMIN W. McCREADY, M.D., Emeritus Professor f ateria Medica and Therapeutics, and Prof. of Clinical Medicine.AUSTIN FLINT, M.D., Profesor of the Principles and Practice of Medicine, and Clinical Medicine.W. H. VAN BUREN, M.D., LL.D., Prof of Prin es nd Practice of Surgery, Disess of Genito-Urinary System, and ClInical Surgery.LEWIS A. SAYRE, M. D., Professor of brthopoic Surgery and Clinical Surgery.ALEXANDER B. MOTI' M *D Professor of Clinical and Operative Surgery.WILLIAM T. LUSK, M.b., Professor of Obstetrics and Diseases of Women and Children, and Clinical Midwifery.A. A. SMITH, M.D., Profemsr of Materns Medica and Therapeutics, and Clinical Medicine.AUSTIN FLINT, J.R, M.D., Professor of Pysiology and Physlological Antomy, and Secretary of the Faculty.JOSEPH D. BRYANT, M.D., Professor of Qenersi, Descriptive aud Surgical Austomny.R OGDEN DOREMUS, M.D., LL.D., Professor of Chemistry and Toxicology.
EDWARD G. JANEWAY, M D., Prof. of Pathological Anatomy and Histology, Diseases of the Nervous System, and Clin. Medicine.

PROFE8OR8 OF SPECIAL DEPARTKENTS ETC.HENRY D. NOYES, M D., Profesbor of Ophthalmology and Otology.J. LEWIS SMITH, M.D., Clinical Professor of Diseases of Children.EDWARD L. KEYES, M.D. Professor of Dernatology, and Adjunct to the Chair of Principles of Burgery.ERSKINE MASN I.D., CLinical P es r oPsychological Medicine aud Medical Jurisprudence.
JOSEPH W. HOW, KD., Clinical Professor of Surgery.LEROY MILTON YALE, M. .. Lecturer Adjunct on OrthopSodic Surgery.BEVERLY ROBINSON, ILD., Lecturer on Clinical Medicine.FRANK H. BOSWORTH, M. D., Lecturer on Diseases of the Throat.CHARLES A. DOREMUS, M.D., Pis. D., Lecturer on Practical Chemistry and Toxicology, and Adjunct to the Chair ef Choenistrytnd Toxcology.
FREDERICK S. DENNIS, ).D, M.RC.8. Demonstratorsof natomy.WILLIAM H. WELCH, KD., '

FACULTY FOR TEE SPRING OE8ION.
FREDERICK A. CASTLE M.D., Lecturer on Pharmacoloçy.WILLIAM H. WELCH, M.D., Lecturer on Pathological Histoî<,yCHARLES A. DOREMUS, M.D., PH.D., Lecturer on Animi CemlistryT. HERRING BURCHARD, MD., Lecturer on Surgical EmergenierADREW RLL ROBINSON, D ., L.R.C.P. & S, Edin., Lecturer on Normal Histology.CHARLES S. BULL, M.D. Lecuer on Ophthalmology and Otoîogy.

FEES FOR THE REGULAR SESSION.
Fées for Tickets to al1 the Lectures, Cnical and Didactic.............. 10Feu for Students who have attended two ful courses at othcr Medical Co"" ""e. 000and for Gradnates of leu than three years' standing of other Medical Collees,Matriculation Fe .. ......................................................

0 oDisection Fee (including material for Î's Î "iïe " '""""" ••••.--. .. .. .. ...... ... 600Graduatior. Pee ........... . . .................. ............. ...... ............. 100No feu for Lectures are required of Gradutes of three yer''"*"''''"" ' ' '-•• ·..-... 80 00at the Bellevue Hospital Medical College. standing, or of third.course Studentswho have attended their e cors

FEES FOR THE SPRING SESSION.Matriculation <Ticket vaHd for the following Winter).................................................... 8 0Recitations, Cenit, and L ture. .... ......................................................... 
500Dissection (Ticket valHd for the foHlowing Winter). ...."..2"" "'-•••••••••.•..••..•• ...... 1500

For the Annual Circular nd Catalogte% giving regulations for graduation and other information, address
PROF. AusTiN FLINT, JR,,BSIANÂA&T BULLUVU HooTAL MuaeAz OIuM
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COPY OF A LETTER
KINDLY WRITTEN TO MR. FELLOWS

BY LENNOX BROWNE, F.R.C.S.,

Senior Surgeon to the Central London Throat and Ear Hospital,
Surg. and Aural Surg. Roy. Soc. of Musicians.

Author of "7 /he
ment of

Throat and its Diseases," " Medical Hints on the Production and Manage-
the Singing Voice," " The Mechanism of Voice, with Atlas,"
" The Mechanism of Hearing, with Atlas," and others.

36 Weymouth Street, Portland Place,
London W.,.June ro, 1881.

To JAMES I. FELLOWS.

My DEAR SIR,-As you are aware, I have long delayed writing to you any word regarding your
Compound Syrup of Hyooosphites, because, although it came to me most highly recommended by many
eminent authorities, I was anxious to thoroughly satisfy myself as to its value by the tests of a sufficient
number of cases, and of length of treatment, in the person of my own patients.

Taking it for granted that Hypophosphites are now recognized as most valuable medicinal agents, in
the treatment of diseases threatening or assuming a tubercular character, there can be no doubt in my mind
that your preparation possesses very many advantages over others of a similar character, as also that its
combinations are most skilfully proportioned and therapeutically most useful.

The cases in which I have found " Fellows' Hypoposphites " to be of service have been princi-
pally as follows :

i. Strumous enlargement of tonsils and of other glands in the region of the throat and neck
in children.

2. Debility with imperfect assimilation in connection with nasal polypi, post-nasal catarrh, and
post-nasal adenoids growths.

3. Ozena, especially if of a scrofulous character.
4. Chronic congestion of the larynx, with disposition to relapse, and ordinary cases of liability to

catarrh, or cold-catching affecting the voice.
5. Dyspepsia and debility of a nervous character affecting singers, clergymen, and others, whose

vocations call for considerable vocal effort often impaired by mere nervousness.
6. Several greatly varying forms of phthisis, especially those in which the tubercular manifestations

first appearing in the throat, interfere with the digestion and nutrition of the patient.
I have notes of several cases of each of these classes of disease, and of many others in which I have

administered your Hypophosphites and having thus a considerable experience of the preparation, I have much
pleasure in advocating its use by my professional brethren, with a confident expectation that their experience
will be equally gratifying with my own.

Believe me, yours faithfully,

LENNOX BROWN E.

A new " Treatise" on " Fellows' Compound Syrup of Hyophosphites" has recently
been published, and a copy will be mailed to any physician, free of charge on application
to

PERRY DAVIS & SON & LAWRENCE,
3MO1FETR aL.
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A Nutritious and Easily Digested Food,
FOR INFANTS AND ADULT INVALIDS.

There can be no question that a vast amount of the mortality among infants and young children, is du to theimproper or unsuitable food given them by their ignorant or injudicious care-takers. And those who are strongenough to survive the tests to which this bad mnnagcment subjects them, are often stunted in growth, and spoiled intemper, while the foundation is laid for much suffiring in after-life.
The great desideratum is a hearty and nourishing diet in an easily digestible form.Many articles have been brought forward and some have been forced into extensive use, as answering the above

requirements. But we feel confident that none have ever had the same claims as the one which we now offer.

PAPOMA
Is made ont of the entire kernels of the choicest wheat, subject to a peculiarly thorough process of torrefaction orroasting, by means of patented apparatus. The process of manufacture vas explained and the products in the differentstages of preparation were exhibited by the late Prof. Edward Parrish to the members of the American MedicalAssociation when it met here in 1872, and attracted much favourable attention. Their commendation is perhaps thebest testiniony that could be given ; the Association being composed of the most eminent medical men in the UnitedStates. The phosphates and all the constituents of the grain are retained, the gluten cooked, and the starch convertedmto dextrine ; and the result is, that the elements necessary for the nutrition and support of the infant body. are sup-plied in such a condition as to be easily digested and assimilated.

The superirity of this article over any mere starchy preparation, and over any flour obtained by the ordinary process of manufacture, is not only a matter of theory, but it is simply verified hy the results of experience.Children to whom Papoma is administered as a diet, are found to enjoy an easy digestion, and to thrive in everyway under its use. They find in it a readily available supply of what their tissues and organs need for their nourishmentand growth.
We therefore ask, with full confidenc', for the most thorough tiial of this admirable article, as-ured that it will makegood all our claims. Every package wil be accompanied with directions as to the manner of using it.Let it be remembered that the method of preparation of Papona is such as to afford a guarantee that it will notchange by keeping. It wili neither become stale nor wormy if ordinary caïe is observed, and will keep in any climateand on ship-board.
In the remarks we have now made, we have spoken only of the comparison of this article with other vegetablepreparations. It is hardly necessary for us to quote the many authorities who have borne testimony to the unsuitable-ness of meat extracts and juices for-very young children ; available as these are for older invalids, they do not meetthe requirements of the infant, upon whom they act as stimuli only. We feel certain that no such verdict can bebrought in regard to Papoma, but that it will be found to be as we assert,

A NUTRITIOUS AND EASILY DIGESTED FOOD,

JNO. WYETH & BRO.,
Manufacturers and Importers, PH ILADELPH IA.

Samples will be sent to Practising Physicians free of cost by addressing the Gencral Agents,

PERRY DAVIS & SON & LAWRENCE,
owrREE AiL. P. Q.
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ESTABLISHED 1821
WILLI.AM S1NOWDEN*T,

No. 7 SOUI'N ELEVENTH ST., PHILADELPHIA.
Manufacturer and Importer of

SURGICAL INSTRUMENTS, TRUSSES, OBSTETRICAL FORCEPS, ETC

SNOWDEN'S PERFECTED BINAURAL STETHOSCOPE.
PRICE, $3.oo.-All geriuine ones have "WM. SNOWDEN, PHILADELPHIA," stamped on the So t Rubber

Cup of Bell (F).
The Rubber Tubes are free from all woollen or silk coverings, thus avoiding aIl friction sounds arising f rom this source.

ELECTRO-THERAPEUTIC APPARATUS!

u' PGTTER.

sG 
F. ks 

o* 
lop.S. o - ) E Opician & mEctrician

31 King Street East,
o o 0 )P N TOI=1 oŽTTo.

Separate Coil and Continuous Coil Faradic Batteries.
I8 Cell, 20 Cell, and 30 Cell Portable Galvanic

Batteries. Stationary Batteries put up
to order.

W, F COLEMAN, M.:D., M.E.B.., Eng.
Pornurly Surgeon to Toronto Eye and Ear Infrmary.

OCULIST and AURIST
b St. John General Public Eoutal Pruactice Umited to

EYE r.&1-D Eig
Office 40 Cobourg Street, St. John, N.B

Kedical Eleotricity !
Flemming's Electro-Medical

BATERIES
Are considered

The BEST lui the Market.
Fanuldio SaMtrle.
Galvanic of 10, 20, 30 or 40 coUs.
Far. and GlBatteries combined.
(autery Emiierio.
Stationery Baterie& and aH forms of Eec-

trodea on band. Bond for Illustrated Catale
to OTTO FLEMMING,

729 Ao Bsreet, PhnaaPla Pa.

George Tiemann & Col
F. A. STOHLMAN EsmnsLaumn 1826 BD. PFARRE,

67 CHATHAX STREET, NEW YORK.

UXUrACreaRas A m r OaFaa or

Surgical Instruments,
&30"a

2 Awards at Centennial Exhibition, 1876.

2 First Medals and i Honorable Mention
at International Exhibition, Santiago,
Chili, 1875.

2 Silver Medals and i Bronze Medal at
International Exhibition, Paris, 1876.
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PUT UP
-IN-

1 lb. Cans
5 f'

10
25"
50
100

SAMPLES

application.

TUE
POST OFFICE

LAWS
FoluiD anything

of en oleaginous
nature being sent
throughr the mail.

In chemical composition, Cosmoline [Unguentum Petrolei] is an oleaginous hydrocarbon, corresponding to the heavy petroleum olls,
and containing a large amount of the paraffines and olenines of formule C1O H34 & C16H32 It contains but a small percentage of the paraffins
and olennes, corresponding to the formula C7 H16 and C7 H14, respectively, and the offensive and irritating properties of the crude oil have
been carefully removed. In the process of purification, no acids, alkalies, or other chemicals are employed, and no injurious additions of
any kind are made to the natural product. The result is a semi-solid, translucent substance, with a fafft edor, an unctuous feel and a
slightly tarry taste.

Cosmoline [Unguentum Petrolei] melte at about 100' Fah. (38° Cent.); and boils at about 625° Fah. (329* Cent.); its speciflc gravity id
*bout 0.875 at 60 Fah.

As it contains no oxydizable or organic matter capable of change by putrefaction or fermentation, and is absolutely without afinity
fer moisture, it offers to the profession an admirable unguent, which can never decompose, ferment, or becorme rancid in any climate or
temperature.

291 MADIsoN AvENus, Nuw Yoaw, February 26th, 1878.
I have examined the preparations of Cosmoline as manufaetured by E. F. Houghton & Oo., Pladelphia, aid beliese them weE

dapted to the purposes for which they are designed. As lubricants and as the bases of simple or medicated oirltinents, they habu decided
advantage ever the fixed oi. and fatty substances in ordinary use, in that they do not become rancid, and do not acquire irre lgqualities
from atmospheric expomure.

ALFRED C. POST, M.D., LL,D.,
Emeritus Professor of Clinial Surgery in the (iniversty of Be York, Visiing Surgeon to Prsbyterian Hopiti, etc.

218 SouT= SimvxTu STaSET, PILADELPHIA, July' 7th 1 .
Mussas. E. F. HoUnoMx & Ce.:

Gentlemen-The petroleum product prepared by you and supplied to physicians under the name of Cosmoline [Unguentum Petroel],
wau tirt brought te my notice while I was a Resident Physician in the Pennsylvania Hospital, and It at once commended Itself to me au a
bland emollient, au an elegant substitute for Carron oil in burns and scalIs, as a protective in excoriations and certain diseases t the
skin, and au an exciplent in the place of lard for applications to the eye and ear. For the last five years I have used the plain Cosmoline,

b in hospital and private practice, In Gynecological and Obstetrical cases, wtth perfect satisfaction, and consider it much superfor te OltM
Oil, which is so generally used. Carbolated Cosmoline is a useful combination, but the rose-scented Cosmeline la beyoud alnquutio, a work
f art, wkich cannot be too highly commended. I have the honor to be.

Very respecefully, yours, FRANK WOODBURY, M.D.,
Physichin tO oati Hospitte.

PBMADuaxnIÂ, Jul>' 101h, 1M0.
Wausas. E. F. HouenTon & 00. :PamnkBAJly10h18.

I have for a number of years made extensive use of Cosmoline [Unguentum Petrolel] and consider it a moot valuable artIcle fer surgi.
'al purposes. Either as a dressing by Itelf. or es a vehicle for the application of medicaments, it is greatly superior to laid or other fatig
uttrs,especlly by reason of its non-liablity te change by time or temperature.

Yours truly, JOHN H. PACKARD, M.D.

1031 WALNUT StanT, PUILADDLPUrA.Mm.. E. F. HoveuoX & Co.:
I have used extensively COsmoline [Unguentum Petrolel] both in Dlspensary and private practice, with very great ustisaction. As

s vehicle for maklug ointments It l invaluable, and far superior te lard, for the reason that it will net become rancid or underge chemies
eange lke the latter, when exposed th the atmosphere. 1 cannot too bhhly commend it as an application in varlous skin diseases.

Tours truly, JOHN V. 8HOEMAKER A.M., M.D.
Physician to the Pennsylvania Free Dispensary for i'Diuesss.

ne6 West 341h Street, Nue Trem
Meusrs, E F. HouenTox & Co.,

Oaiva:-I fully appreciate th. value of your Cosmoline or Ungt. Petrolei and prescribe It frequettly In ointments. Fluid Cosminln. I
have used constanly for several yean, au a lubriat of urethral sounds. It is the cleanest oil I know of for this purpose.

Yours truly, GEO. HENRY FOX.

PREPARED BY

F. HOUGHTON
211 S. FRO1TT STR~EET, PIIILD F EIIA.

lia corresponding with advertisers please mention the CANADA LANCET.

E. & C.

REGI CO'ERE TRAD EAK
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- ý_ C. O M T T > O r i: C) OIV M.
Drescher's Patent, Pocket Electro-Magnetic Machines,

PA T ENTED NOV. 4th,1879.

No. 1. No 2.
Them e new and powerful portable machine resembe in style and appearance the French Gaiffe " instrumhents, but are far superior,embodying impo tant inprovenents, whereby an electric current of much greater intensity and longer duration is produced with the sameeharqe than in any instrument extant,

o. 1 n -With one iauery Oeil. Flttad in a neat mahogany ce, $5.00. No. 2.-With two Battery Cells. This fine instrument inenciosed In a polished nsahogany case. similar in style to that of No. 1. $7.50.

0

NO. 3.

NO. 3.-A superior Two-Cell Machine. Hand.
somely mounted in a double-bd case, as here illus-
trated, and fitted with extra eloctrodes, $9.00.

MANUFACTURED ONLY BY

F. G. Otto & Sons
64 CHATHAM ST.,

New York City.

Mfanfacturers of Surgical lnstruments, and
Orthopedic Appliances.

Order the Best of American Manufacture.

Planten's Capsules.*
Known as Reliable 60 years for

Generail Exoelience in
Mantifactute.

. Planten & Son, 224 William St., New York.
* See note p. 64, Prof4. V,4 Br'nLN & KvER on Urinary Organs.

S°FTl and A P I L E Sdil ..
IIRDC.~>ail in .

Suitable to administer Quinine ami otler nauseous medicine, with-Out taste or smeil. It prevents irritation of the mouth or throat, andKt the sane timue avoids injury tu the teeth. 100 by mail, 50 cents.

Suppository Capsules, 3 Sizes,
For Rectal Medication, Box 100, 50 Cents by Mail,

We also have Capsules adapted for giving medteines to Horses orCattie, 2 Sizes, (0 .nce and Half-Ounec), for liquids or solids. Box10 Capsules,either site, by mail, 50 Cents. -

N.B.-We make ail kinds (f Capsules to order. New Articles, and
0psuling of Private Formulas.

Sold by all Drugglsts. Samples Free.
WMpeOciy on all orders, PLANTEN'S CAPSULES.

STEVENS & SON 'S
Improved Double-Channel Aspirator.

Two channels into
the bottle. one for the
fluid to flow in, the
other t ý admit the air
to be puimped out.

The fluid can flow
uninterruptedly, and
the bottle exhausted
at the same time.

The instrument la
nickel plated, and put
Lp in a handsome
velvet-lined Moroc..
leather case, with three
gilt seamiles needles
of different sizes,

Price ccmplete,
*12.O0.

The Handy
Aspirator.

Consista of India rub-
ber pump, one needle,
the mounts nickel-
lated, packed In Ma-
ilny Case

Price, 03.25.
DESCRIPTIONS ON APPLICATION.

J. STEVENS & SON,
SURGICAL INSTRUMENT KAERS.

LONDON, ENG. 274 Yonge Street,
1 TORONTO.
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DR. MARTIN'S VACCINE VIRUS
PRICE REDUCED 1

True Animal Va:cine Virus (Beaugency Stock)
15 Large Ivory " Lancet " Points................ $2 00

7 " " " ................ 1 00
Perfect, Selected and Mounted Crrasts, each... 3 00

ALL VIRUS FULLY WARRANTED.

It Ils hoped that the Profession will appreciate the impor-
tance of fully "upporting I'>hAicionaa devuted to this laborieus
and exlpensive 8specialty, and responsible for the quality of ail
Virus issued.

If the patronage of Physicians is dis4tributed amnongst aIl,
who, often withouat any litness, offer to supply true animal
virus ; the simple resilt will be that ni une wili receive
enough to maintain a proper establishment.

Our Senior Partner has bren for over twerty years devotol
to the specialty of Vaccine supply. lie introiduced true
Animal Vaccination into Ainerica, in 1870; and ounr establish-
ment is by 'ar the uoît perfect and extensive in the world.
Address

DR. HENRY A. MARTIN & SON,
Roxbury District, Boston, Mass.

Notice to the Medical Profession.
f IEDIC sL GENTLEIIEN solicited for the position of Medical Man
I (sie) " WAN«rsa," at Hing Ilet, would do well to apply to the

Editorof the L c-:r for inf î.ntioni beforeanswering advertisemuents.

Detgroj Medical Collego
SESSIONS OF 1881-82.

HIS College kas for its colleiaeyear two sessions.

Regular Session commences Wednesday, September
7th, 1861, and closes March Ist, 1882.

Reciia/n 7erm (optional) commerces March 15th,
1882, and closes June 14th, 1882.

PHani oj Inzstructiomn-By L'cturs, /Krications and Clinis,
together with puractica/ wor'k in ilie A natomical, Physiological,
Chemical a.:d Pharmaceutical Laboratories.

Clinics are held daily.
C/inical Wrk in Ilospitals and Dispensaries is given to

the Senior Clai, in sm/I sïîtwccns, under the charge of a
C/inical Teacher, in all the depatments of Medicine and
Surgery.

7hree Lar,'e Iosbitals and two Disbensaies afford un.
limited material for iustruction.

FEES- REGU LAR SESSION.

Matriculation, $5; Lecture Tickets, $50 ; Hospital
Ticket , $o; Ex:Innination (tinal), $25 ; Recitation Term,
$io for those vho h1ave attendeil regu!a session-all others,
$25, $15 of which wiili be applied on the next regular term.

For Catalogue and other particulars, address-

H. O. WALKER, M.D.,

177 Griswold Street, Detroit, Mich.

e. trou.
* Ilancard's Pills are specially recommended by

*the nwd cal celebritie4 of the world for srofuta,(Tumours, king's Ecu. etc.), theq early stag,- of
consmptonConsituioni nrakness, Poobruess ofBlt) 4, and (,sr irovotki 'g and regulating its pero-die course. The genuine have a reactive silver sea'

titactei to tlie louer part of the cork, and a g* reeni laie on
the wrapler, l

b)earingtthe(fac-
simail of the
signature of

Sbaraacies. rue beaspart, 48, ParliS
whithiout which none are genuine.

BEWARE OF IMITATIONS.

D.W. KOLBE & SON,
Manufacturers of SURGICAL and ORTHOPEDICAL INSTRU-

MENTs, ARýTIFICIAL LIMB3, TRUSSES, ABDOMINAL

SUPPORTERS, ELASTIC STOCKINGS, &c.

aN or 1 S. Eith 1t,

¿y ATA - IST FïiE ON APP'LIC_ýIN. 2

The Diseases of Fekmales.

J. W. ROSEBRUGH, M.D.,
(OF 11AMILTON.)

May be consulted in regard to the Diseases of Females at
the Office of Dr. A. M. Rosebrugh, 121 Church-st., Toronto,
on Thir d ty. January 261lh, ani subsequenitly on the last
Thursday of every ionit.

P A TE NT S.
We continue to act as Solicitors for Patents, Caveats, Trade
Marks, Coppti 4 hts, etc., for the Uiiited Siates, Canada,
Cuba, England, France, Gei nrmany. etc. Ne have had

Paients obtaiied through us aie noticed in the SCIENTI.
Fic A MERICAN. This la ge and splendjd illustiated weekly
paper, $3.20 a year, shou s tie l'rugr ss f Science, is very
interestinf, and has ain einrmuu cilaition. Address
MUNN & CO., Patent Solic tirs, Publibers of ýCIENTI-
FIC AMEIICAN, 37 Park Row, New York. Iland book
about Patents sent free.

PIRA CTICE FO R SAL E.
A FIRST-CLAcS PRACTICE of Six Thous-nd Dollars per annum

for sale in a thrîiîi:g aiaîî iv . , wi:n eneient surround-
mg couitry in W 'tncrns riai i. L a et 1'i ce, Stahics nid
othuer outbuild :i- No 1 etæc cpenng for a t i man. A g in-
troduction gis en. • ir va!ue forth p i hact N is avd.

dre • r Uhme, TiOrt..
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To the Medical Profession.

ILACTOPEPTINEl
We take pleasure in calling the attention of the Profession to LACTOPEPTIN E. Af/er a long series of

carefu/ experiments, we are abie to produce its various components in an absolntely pure state, thus removing
ail unpleasant odor and tase, (a/so sightly changing the color). We can confident/y daim, that its dzçestive

proper ties are largely increased thereby, and can assert wit/hout hesitation that it is as perfect a digestive as
con be produced.

LAcToP EPTIN E is the most important remedial agent ever presenteï to the Profession for Indigestion,
Dyspepsia, Vomitiing in Pregnancy, Chiera Inf/antúm, Constipation, and ail diseases arising from
imperfect nutrition. It contains the five active agents of digestion, viz : Pepsin, Pancreatine, Diastase, or
Veg. Ptyalin, Lactic and Hyarochioric Acids, in combination with Sugar of Milk.

FORMULA OF LACTOPEPTINE:

Sugar of Milk.................4o ounces. Veg. Ptyalin or Diastase.........4 drachms.
Pepsin ................ .......... 8 ounces. Lactic Acid.................5 fl. drachms.
Pancreatine .................... 6 ounces. 1 Hydrochloric Acid...··......-. 5 fl. drachms.

LACTOPEPTINE isold entirely by Physicians' Prescriptions, and its almost universal adoption by physicians
is the strongest guarantee we.can give that its therapeutic value has been most thoroughly established.

The undersigned having tested LACTOPEPTINE, recommend it to the profession.
ALFRED L. LOOMIS, M.D.

Prfesor of Pathology and Practice of Medicine, University c/thse Ciy of New York.

SAMUEL R. PERCY, M.D.
Projessor Maeria Aedica, New York Medical College.

F. LE ROY SATTERLEE, M.D., Ph. D.
Prol. Chem. Mat. Med. and Therap. in N. Y. Col. of Dent.; Prof. Chem. &' Hyg. in Am. Vet. Col. etc.

JAS. AITKIN MEIGS, M.D., Philadelphla, Pa.
Prof. of the Institutes of Med. and Med. 7ur.'s. _ef. Med. College; Phy. to Penn Hospital.

W. W. DAWSON, M.D., Cincinnati, Ohio.
Prof. Prin. and Prac. Surgr., Med. Col. of Ohio, Surg. to Cood Samaritan Iospital.

ALFRED F. A. KING, M.D., Washington, D.C.
Prol. of Obstetric:, University of Vermont.

D. W. YANDELL, M.D.,
Proof the Science and Art. of Surg. and Clinical Surg., University of Louisville, Ky.

L. P. YANDELL, M.D.
Proj. of Clin. Md., Diseases of Children, and Dermatology, University of Louisville, Ky.

ROBT. BATTEY, M.D., Rome, Ga.,
Emeritus Prof. of Obsletrics, At/an/a Med. Collge, Ex Pres. Med. Associa/ion o/ Ca.

CLAUDE H. MASTIN, M.D., LL.D., Mobile, Ala.

PROF. H. C. BARTLETT, Ph. D., F.C.S., London, England.

THE NEW YORK PHARMACAL ASSOCIATION,
P.O. Box 1574. Nos. 10 & 12 COLLEGE PLACE, NEW YORK.

Lowden, Neill & Co., Toronto, Ont., Wholesale Agents.
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1 GELATUMI VASELINE PETROLEI
4RAND MEDAL at the Plailadelphia Exposition, 1876.

SILVER MEDAL nt the Paris Exposition, 1878.
NEDAL OF PROGRESS by the American

The attention of physicians, druggists and hospitals, Is called to this article, and to thetact Liait is favourably regarded and extensively used in the United States, on the continentand In England, by the profession and pharmacista as a base for

OINTMENTS, CERATES, &c.e
As a dressing for WOUNDS, CUTS, BRUISES, BURNS,

SPRAINS, PILES, RHEUMATISM, SKIN DISEASES,
CATARRH, SORES or ERUPTIVE DISEASES, and ail contused
and inflamed surfaces, it is not eqzalled by any known substance.

In the treatment of COUGHS, COLDS, CROUP, DIPHTHERIA,
and of TH ROAT and CH EST complaints. the best results are obtained.

One Pound Cins, 6Octs. Fivn Pound Cans, $1.50.
Extract from Eaport cf Dr. Galezowski, the distinguished

French Oculist.
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We manufacture the folloving Standarl Ointments, according to the Unitel Stales Pharmacopoeia, usingVaseline as a base instead of lard:
U n g.: lydrarmgyri (½4 Mercury) ....................... Un.: Zinci Oxidi.Ung.: Ilydrar'gyar: itratis (Citrine Oitment) ......Cerat.: teslu.Cerat.: Plumbi uIb-acetis 

1 Goualard, Cerate) ..... Cerat.: Simnplex.
We recommneud them as vastly superior to anything in use. PRI03 7 CI3. PER PaUND. NO CHARGE FOR JARS. Send

for Paaua1aýhlet.

Chesebrough Manufacturing Company, New York,
No. 219 NOTRE DAME STREET, MONTREAL.

Ponande VUS -Ine, Va'i ne-là1 CCAid Creaus, Vt,4a-eline Camplhor [ce, and VaselineToilet saap, are ail exquisite tuaet artiles nud le f.oiai pure VasJine, and excel all similar ones.
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"Vaseline Is the be3t pharmaceutical preptration in the mking of Ointments, as It lacompletely neutral and unchangeable. i saw it used for the first time li London by Dr. Lan-son. i then procured the ' Vaseline' myse!f, and have experi:aented wth it for four montheon over one thousand patients. aud I must declare that the kniowledsra acquired by practice hassurpassed ny expectations by far. * * * * .I have also prepared larne quantities .f eyeointments with • Vaseline,' and have employed then on numerous maladies with very greatsuce.s, and I cao t itratat ' Vaseline' at vasry precious in ocular therapeutics, and muustreplace ail the ointmnenta in use at thse prusetat Uine, *" lI courlusion, on account of its unialteralbiLty anl Its great affinity for perfumes, Ibelieve that 'Vascline' merits the attention of the scier.tific and industrial world."

DR. [EL USCIE, of ivn nburg (translation) says:
" In six casej of snall-pox I have n.; I Vaseline with eminent success-one a severO caseof variola vera-a boy sixteen years old, not vaccinate I. -

" It developed the disease rapid'y, and shortened considerably the duration of it-thetime varym.g from seven to twenty days, the Lutter pariid for Lie most serious case only.
" While the application of Vaseline was regularly renewed, ail inflammation and fever werekept off, and noue of the patients, at any tine, suffered anay pain or great inconvenience,whereas, if neglected, the patient would lincome irrtable and feverish.
"Applicl internally, it removed the snali-pox in the mouth and throat in a few days.
"A few scars remainaed in only one case, but the patient will outgrow these, as they arevery silight."

From the LONDON LANCET, Jan'y 5th, 1878:
"We havebefôre noticid this preparation of pelroleum in tarms of warm praise. l is oft'ae consistency of butter, i-s perfectly frea f rom olor, and d'e n.ot become rancid. We havenow hefore us several new preparations made fa oui it, which are go usefal as to eall for remark.They are a poaîiale, a cold creian, and a canhor ice, ail of excellent quaality. We have triedail n;s thon t uoit satisfactory results, having founI them greatly superior to the prepara-tins lu coainun use."

ez;
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PARKE, DAVIS
Manufacturing chemists, - - -

& Co.
DETROTT, MICH.

(Euenia Cheken, Mrrus Chkan.) This remedy, a native of Chili, is very popular in
that country, where it is employed as an inha/a:ion in diphtheria, laryngitis, bronchitis,
I)ronchoYrhœel, etc. ; as an injtion in gonorihœea, leuîcorrhæen, cystitis, etc. ; and inter-

nally as an aid to digestion, to allay cough, to facilitate expectoration and to stimulate the kidueys. It is also an

astringent and is said to be of great value in homoptysis.
Chleken (known also as C!ekan and Cheqen). was introduced to the profession of England through a report of

results following its use in chronic bronchiti or wilter cntugh by Win. Mirrell, M.D., M, t.C.P., As istart-Physician
to the Royal Hospital for Dis-ases of the Chest, aid I.ecturEr on Practical Physiology at the Westminster IIo-pital.

Dr. Murrell's ieport is very favorable ind lie lias suppleniited it by private audvices to us expressng gre.at satisfac-

tion with the drug in the affections in which lie has enil yed it. l [e regards it as one of the nm st valuab!e intro-
ductions of late years, and pîonounces it a drug of vei y .upeior properties in the treatment of chronie >ronchitas;
acting in this affection both as an anodovne and exerting a favoiable influence over the organic changes im the mucous

membrane. It is certainly a reniedy which merits a thorough trial at the hands of the profession of this country.

("' MOUNTAIN SAGE.") Artenisia Frigida. Fluid extract

SIEEEA SALVIA.f thehrb. Dose ona to "vo fluid d .achnis.

DIAPHORETIC AND DIURETIC.
)The success which has attended the administration of this drug in " Mountain Fever," has ruggested its en-

pk»ment in all febrile on lI'tio n- atte aiI w.h sa- i eioi if the secretions of the skin an: ki lneys. Its action in

fMver seens to be two-fold, acting directly on the iervous centre, thus inducing a direct lowering of the tempeiature,
and facilitating the radiation of the heat ilroi«p di apliotesis which it stirnulates. Under its use, the kidnerys are also
aroused to activity, and the solid constituent- i the urine proportionately increased. Therapeutic te,ts have corrobor-
ated the opinion formed of it on theoretical grouids.

(ALLIGATOR PEAR.) Fluid extract of the seeds. Dose 30 to 6o minims. This

illu rvs A ~renedy is now for the first time presenîtel to the profession of this country. It is intro-
ducei on the recommenda:ion of Dr. ienry Froehling, of Baltimore, Maryland, who

while acting in the capacity of botaist and se uiît to ait exploring expedition in Southern Mexico, becaiue faimiiliar
*with the druîg both from reports of the natives and peisonal experieice, as a reiedy in intercostual neuralgia.
-The following extract fron Dr. Frochling's report will give somne conception of the nature of this renely.

" A common experience amiong phyricians i that somte cases of intercostal nenralgia are very troubles>me and obstinate, res'sting
alinost evcry kind of treatmnent ; particularly is this the vasc in ialariai dist ricts. itn such cases I wuld reconniend the fluid extract of
Persea seel. lit mîy own iers in and in eve y ease tii which I iave eiiip:toyed it t have been highly gratifed with the result. Those of my
niedical friends to whoni 1 have given sainleis of the prepartii warmly endoree my opinion of It as above and I cannot but believo that
further trial of it will cause it to be regarded as a valuab.e additioi to uur fist of medicines."

Dr. Froehling also mentions the fact that Periea has been employed with benefit in te expulsion of tapen orm.

P(ERYTIIROXYLON COCA.) The evidence in favor of Coca is lo prove it a powerful nervous

stimulant, thiough which property it retards waste of ihsue, increases muscular strength and n dur-
ance, and remîoves fatigue and laiiguor, due to piolonged physical or mental effort. While indicated

in all conditions presenting these symptomîs à lias an especial indication in the treatnent of the opinan and

alcolol habits. In these depiorable condtions it has cen foundtl to possess extraordinary propeities-reieving
the sense of untold bodily and metal misery wliclh fiLows the withdrawal of the accustomed stimulus, thus i reventming
a return to the narcotic, and affcrding an opportunity for building up the system by the admiistration of restorative
tonics.

We prepare Fluid Extracts of all of the above Drugs.

PARKE, DAVIS & Ou., -

L EAT & , . œ Ê

- - Manufacturing Chemiste,

Agts f5 Dominion of Ca-rda,


